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SUMMARY

.
This report presents and discusses the largely quantitative results

.

otwo surveys conducted in January and April 1977 in the Ivory CoaSt.
5'.

In Chapt r I, the three main research objectives are explaintid:

First we wanted .t asses the impact of T414 Pour Tous prOgramsAhereafter \,

..1--- .-:tr- ..!.... .---)/ . i
,

called TPA s ebially on the rural audience. "These TV programs are pro-
.

/

duced and br adcastby the Out-ofSchool Educational Departmenf of the
4

Ivorian Ministry Of Primary and Television Education. ThTir impact was defined.

/

in terms of awareness (sensibilisation), learning -and action. Secondly,, we

'wanted to'obtaim iieliable trormation about the socio- economic charaCte;ilticS
K )

nc

.
..

.

%

of the TPT audiee and their viewing patt,rns. Thirdly, we'wanted to deter--

ne the attitudes of:the TPT audience concerning TPT programs and to explore

their opinions about the benefits'and beneficiaries of the programs. In

ordeeto deVlikkp these reseala objectives an overrew is provided of the

principal findings and conclusions of previous research dealing with the ),

operation and effects of the TPT project. These findings point to the limited

reach and effectivenessItof the TPT programs. There remains disagreement, -

4-

however, on a number of aspects of the entire TPT operation and the fun tion-lc

ling of the TV in,the village context,"a disagreement the present repo rie

to reconcile. 4
8

In Chapter II we explain why the original quasi - experimental research

,

design was abandoned, Vhat sample procedure was utiliZedqpnd howitheactual

field surveys werecarried'out. Twenty-two villages spread. over the ee

major clim4ic zones of the bOuntry were selected. Sixteen villages ad.a.

. primary school with TV reception,,6 did not. The latter were to serve.ip a

"comparison grow)", when .Mpasuring the impaot of-two,TV.series'en animal

SUM i
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k.'
. .

.

.

.
. .

husbandry. and vaccination. These TPT programs were scheduled in th
.

.
. .

. I'
.

0." in between the two surveys. !Uniortunately, the vaccination serie

never broadcast. Stratified quota - sampling with sex, age and TV watch*

as main quota criteria was used to.select about 30 individual respondents

in the TVvillages and 20 in the,nonTTV villages:i anuary as well as

. Individual questionnaiies meaturingttheifte-rent aspects o

`( vteVik

the research objectives were administered by a total of 18 "searchers,

who had different amounts of research training. Other questionnaires

dealingwith:the general village context, village velopment'prohgems; TPT

watching, And modern livestock rai sing activities were administered to the
.

Vil e e.,...,'thiefs, th school direotqrs and TPT animators, and the Agents oflitif

the SODEPRA (the governmentlivestock agency).

... In order to provide a general context for the interpretation' of
: ."-%-.% -

,research results, Chapter III gives a description Of the characteristics
.

.

.

. . or the sample villages an the individU1respondents. The.picWre that

emerges in the first part shows that objectively and subjectively most of

the yi lages experience severe deVblopment problems,aeillustrated by the 41,

absence of health lacilities, safe water supplies and decent housing. 'TV

tvillage§,do not differ ver) much from non-TV villages The latter are

cHaracterized bymore difficult accessibility than the forMer,, in terms of

. proximity to a town,and road'conditions. It also apfiears that the dedelopment

'14Iproblems are of a,structural nature, and that the TPT programs cannot be.

expe6ted to gnificantly alter these conditions:. The-second part of Chapter

. . - .

III describes, he. differences between the theoretical sample distribution

. . .

and the distribution of the.Jan
1
ary and April samples

:
with re t to a number.

,---- .
.

. .

of iddepezIderit variables pUch as sex, age, religion, social status, 4aucation
r.

1110
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and income, which, inlater chapters, are,rel4ted to certain dependent

variables such as 'IV or TPT watching, TPT recall and impact And perceptions
e

of TPT benefits'. Particular'cattentipin is devoted to the variable "individual.

'income" an4 its measurement. We indicate that the commonly used income
,

measures are crude and sometimes inappropriate. Therefore we are Convinced

Ai

of the necessity to
r

improve the theory and measurement of cash income in the'
t

African ciOntext.

\.
The central issue of TV and TPT watching and of the audiences bf

both general TV and particular TPT programs is discussed in Chapters IV and
q ,

V. Chlitpter IV deals With the gener&l'IT watching, while Chapter V t5Lcen-

S.;

trates on the characteristics and habits of,the TPT spectators. It is

observed that even in villages without a TV school there are people who watch

Ofi

TV -7 though irregularly - mostly while they pay a visit to relatives in the
.

Urban areas. As far as TV and TPT in TV villages is concerned, the data

Suggest the following:

(1) Orkkra limited proportion of the rtiral adult population

the main target audience 'of the TPT programs - has access to a TV receiver.

At present only-about(1,300 villars out of an estimated total 8,000

villages have a primaty sch4b1 equipped with TV sets. ivate,TV ownership

retains the exception in. the rural a eas.

rural

(2)' In the best of all ei uations only 10 percent of the potential

audience is exposed to the TPT programs.

(3) A.consider4ble nunbeeOf TV/TPT spectators are likely to be

more' interested in the general TV programs th4n in the TPT progiams.

(4) A certain number of TV,schools open their doors also on other
S

evenings on the two TPT evenings*lone, thus attracting more speCtators

/ fbr the regular TV progrLs:
A

4

4 ,

Ir 5Stuti. lit, t-
'., 31,
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c

(5) nrlone wa§ or another the various socio-economic and cultural
a

,

groups are repr sented among the TV/TPT spectators. ..The large majority

them are younge men, without much Cash income and without any formal
...,,

schooling. However, some socio- economic groups are more prone Ito watchTY/i

ITT than; others: Young men who fall in theiligAr income brackets and with
:

. n

some formal ecdeducation -shoe.; a tendency to attend in greater numbers than

i ,..

their. total weight in the village population would:suggest.

6) The:TV/TPT spectators are characterized by the irregularitY.
. *-....

o their viewing habits., They form an',"open" audience without a core or .

4 4
. .

.. leader.- The term "viewing group" is inappropriate because there is no
...,

,

,

significant' regular aUdierice. .

(7-i ..tven if village schools are opened for TPT, ,only inearfew

4

'\cases does:adequate. animation take place.
.

t .

-.'\AAnithation sessions are characterized by a formal 'primary

4Aw. .

,

..

school pedagogy which'd not prepare for or induce to coliettive-decision-
.

making' and action.

This lat(point forms a pArtial ejanation Zor the

4

lack of impact

7-
discussed. kirChapter VII. -The survey data indicate that athong the small number

. -I -

of TPT.spectator i some can be discussed. We find. that;

e . 7.
, .

4.

) .
most of the ectators remember clearly the TPT programs on "agricultutel'

-

.

and "water". The prescriptions of the'TPT programs on "credit and saving"

,

Pla

3:the best retained., The Water Series
.

prograMs were integrated into a

.1 if 11 .

,national campaign and dealt with issues of primordial importanCe to the
. .

village populatiall). The various programs'
.0.

on "agriculture" have the same ,

,

(*
relevance ut are shorten series and do not form parts of on-going campaigns.

Thet...redit and savings'., Programa had a very attractive form and were repeated

'several times. These, programs illust4ate'the characteristics of "successful"

um iv



1,

..'_.TPT- programs: (1) relevancy for the po ential. audience;1(2)attractiVe form
, ..r" .

t.... . 1 .

,-Oith which' the spectator cWidentify, and pl.a large number of broadcasts

,
.,,,

And/or reruns -in 'amoreOr less sequential.ordet.
../ .7. . '

, ,
%%11 contrast to. th) attainment of 7 sensitization objective the

, .
. _ . . .

. .

-1
.

TPT action objective is"not rdached. Data".0hOw thSt there are few accom-
. .

---,

pliabed actions resulting "from watching and discdssing the- TPT programs.ti

It is clear that few actions have been started. The little "action

.
,. r----. , .

imPace-,there is reeains onk the leve\.l of "decisione and "intentions."

''.

Chapter iYII discusses the Tact

.

- 1 ,

tors perceive-television as a truthfdl medium

t.almost,all the TV/TPT specta-,

which accordingkXO 'half the

respOndepts deals with important village development Problems.' This positive

attitude is.emphasized by the,rather general opinion that'TV serves the purpose

of instruction. and not entertainment. For half the respondents this
1

"inetruction" consists of "learning to live like those in the city ". EpPe-

)

ciallythe\vung male spectators are perceived to be the-prime beneficiairies

of the TPT programs 'These.and other elements indicate that the outside

f ,

"mOdern" world is not immediately regarded with suspicion but is considered
-

to,be of valuator the Whole village. 1° ,

'..

In the final-Chapter we conclude that Ivorian Out-Of-School

;Educational Telexison project works, though minimally and inefficiently. :The.

reach an effeCt of the TPT programs cOplei be improved°bY modifying their

to.

form, contentanclieception. This conclusion provides the basis for some

explanations why the system,_ does not,operate asft iseUPRoseA to, .and for-

recommendations to increase its effectiveness.

t.
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INTRODUCTIOIQd
ti

This report contains the methodology, the results and the conclu-

sions of two surveys undertAen in January and'April 1977 in 22 villages

'among 600 respondents in the Ivory ,Coast. It is'one of the last reports

resulting from an effort to evaluate the'operation and impact of the

Ivorian Out-of-School Education Project, started in 1973 .

The major objective of the 1977 surveys was to determine the impact

of the Tele pour Tous TV programs for rural adults by means of individual

Interviews instead of usipg.other research techniques adopted in previous

research and'reported in Benveniste (1977), Grant and Seya (1976) and Lenglet

(1976). But there were other research objectives dealing with the TPT

audience and its perceptions of the TPT programs.

The rather voluminous size of the.report is due to the fact that

2

there are various potential audiences with different interests; In the first

place, there. is the Government of the Ivory Coast; The Ministry of Primary

Education and Educational Television and the Out -of- School Education

'-Department of this Ministry want to know about the overall effectiveness of

the Tele pour Tous and about the' elements that need improvements and modi-

fication. The second audience group consists of the U. S. Agency for Inter-

'national Development which sponsored the present research, and'of other

international agencies. Their interests lie not only in the overall per-

formance of the. project but also in the assessment to what extent similar

operations could be effectively launched elsewhere. The third.audience group

These reports are''included in Appendix

Intro i
15



comprises the Evaluation Service of the Ivorian Ministry of Primary Education

and Educational Televison,'the Academy for Educational Development, Inc. and

-the Institute for Communication Research of Stanford University who in one

way or'another were closely involved in the execution of-the out-of-school

education evaluation contract: They as well as other research institutions
.

4re, of course, also interested in the final. results and.conClusiona. of the
4

evaluation research but they need to know too about the'meEhodolOgy,'reearoh

decisions and survey conditions in order to enlarge their knoWleage and.

experience with field research in an,African context and tó:iMprete future

research projebts.

Had thidreport been written, for only one of the audience groups
k

mentioned, it could.have been shorter .and could have concentrated on the pAr-
,

ticular interests of the 'specific readers. Because there are different potential

readers we were obliged to go into details in'each section.

Therefore the reader only interested in the research conclusions and

recommendations is referred to Chapter VIII. Those'vaaers who want to know

in more 'detail about the research results should also read Chapters IV, V, VI

ancrVII. The characteristics of the general TV and the Teele pourTOus audience

and their viewing habits are discussed in Chapters IV and V. The iMpact of,

the T414 pour Tous programs in Chapter VI, and the audience perceptions of the

1414 pour Tous programS and their potential benefits in Chapter VII.

For those readers interested in the methdology of organizing the

field surveys, Chapter II is of importance.

In order to gain abetter understanding of any of these chapters

the reader is advised to read also Chapter I in which the objectivei of the

surveys are formulated and the link between these surveys and previous research

is made.

Intro ii 16



.

due to factors':discussqd in the first chapters -of the report the
.

'findings cannot on a strict. statistical basis be generalized to the whole

country. We are,.hoWever,-Confident'that the results reported provide a
' .

realistic image of the operationd effects of the Tglg.,pour Toiks b oadcasts,,

tple_attractiveriess and effectiwinesS of which seem-to,be declining .over the.

.

last year

The field'research ias carried out by MireilleEtaix, Gbato;
.

Gnohitg Okoubi Blaise, Stephen Grant,-konan KolAdioGrggoireiii EtienK8uramani,

Frans Lenglet, Yao N'Goran, Lis N'Diav, TanoteOuasa,-Pierre-ThiZier Seya,
1

Joseph Yao and.Fausti Kouadjo Yao of the Service d'EyaluationcA6Cljan, andn j
4

the.follOwingnine ACME: itbokam Pierre, Assi MamilLeon, Diop Mamadou MoustaI

Fe Gaston, Koffi Loukoll Luc, KouassiTDibi Mathurin, Sarka Falco GaOrges, Touman

Koffi, and Yelakan Kong ,Norbert. Coding of the interview data was done by manl

of the same researchers, and coding advice was given br21.114hn Broadhurst:of the

Service Autonome des Etudes Gengrales de fa Planification'et de la Statistique

of the Ministry of rducation, Abidjan. Basic statistical computer analyseS

were performed using the SPSS program.* Computer advice wL recdived,frOm

Robert Hornik and Peter Spain of the InStitute for CommUnication Research,

Stanford University. Graphics were done by Jean Ahou, Selivice d'Evaluation,

Abidjan. Emile McAnany of the Institute for Communication Research was the

research.superviscir.

, ,

7
The.s vey results could only be'obtained thanks to the valuable

a
collaborationio those mer1tioned above and to the many Sub-Prefects, Primary

.

School Inspectors, primary schoql directors and teachers, and the chiefs and

inhabitants of th. 22 villages where we worked.

Mireille Etaix
Frans Lenglet

NOvember, .1977

* Nie, NOrman, et al. Statistical Package for the Soci 1 Sciences. New York:
'.McGraw -Hill, 1975 (sediand edition).

r



CHUTER I .

)
,SURVEY OBJECTIVES AND.kESULTS4OF PREVIOUS' RESEARCH

-
.

.
... . .

! 1.1.. -Ttie-principal survey objectives-
,

,

'iv the past-!--two years the Service has uhdertaken-several
-

..
. -

." t

I

studies to assess the process-andthe effects of the,Tele pour-Tbus`TV
> _

. ,, .
,,

.,

- programs; hereafter Called TEST:
:

. 'The resurlts of have beerf pub.- N
... 7..

. -. - ,.... 0.

lisheci.in a number bf reporeb. . the conditions under which theseitudieS
j',

were carried out constrained their scope and depth, and-it was decided that"
---, .

. . 1,, 't ' ' . . 4

a'major effOrt should be made to increase the,understandinT:Of the Operations
...

. .
.

and the impact of the TPT programs, Ike. were particy.arly interested in the -

.

_impact among the rural pOpulation, mainli because the so-called "rural mass"

is, acbording to official TPT docum&its, the prime target group of, the TPT

programs. 7

Ohce,or twice a. week, after the evening news, the Tele pour Tous

or TV for EverybodY,programs are broadcast. Aimed at the out-of-school

audience gebup-of mainly illiterate adults and youthsth the rural as well as

urban areas they carry' Information related to such diverse issues as health

-.-

care and nutrition, rural hous,ing, cooperatives, folklore, pivics, livestock

,breeding -and savings, The TPT programs,are either cast in a dramatic or in
i.

amore didactic mold. But the 2tPT films are always shot on location in the

villages. The commentary_pf the teledasts is in'French, the official Ian-
., T

-guage of the Ivory Coast,

The TPT broadcasts can be received by approximately 200,000

'-

private Tliowners
2
, aswell as by the approximatelSr 1,800 TV schools, of

which about 1,300 arelocated i9.small villages. In.the TV schools there

is supposed to be an animator, one of the local primary $ '40achers,-

who animates a viewing group of people. who watch the. TPT programs together.



After the TV program

which lessons can

with other minis

a group discussion is supposedvto take plact about

: v
-,.

derived from them. The films. ate madeqn collaboi-ation
1,-1.

.. 0
. .

and agenCies 4ncerned with (rural)'deVelcpmentissues.

the su
,

vey, the results of which are preseAted and dipvils d
, ,_

), - .. ,,

*in thip report, ambitiOUs initial goals were formulated, It should be
0 .

. , r ,4
added immediately that the final resultafell short of tie original intenr,

,

V'.1\
(", f

tions ande'Xpectations.

, .

Theel .

fineipalobjectives were to be-pursued:
, -r..7- =,. ,

. .

. ..-

.. -

To ssepp%thy impact of the TPT programs on the TPT-audience,
. 1, . .

learning and.ih fermsof'awarenesS (sensibilisation),

behavioral. change or actiOn.

2 To obtain reliable information about the COmpoSitiOn of t hd

TPT audience, about the viewing pattern of those who watch (

TV or TPT,, and about the reagions why people watch or dp pot

watch TV or TPT.

3. To assess the attitude of the TPT audience concerning TPT-

itself, hA actual programming, and to explore their opinion

about-the benefits and the beneficiaries . of the out -o - school
1

TV programs. .

IripreVious studies3 the basic TPT objectives were identified:
s#,

sensitization or awareness creation,

2. knowledge transmission

3. behavioral change or action.

7

Because the majority of TPT programs haveN so-called sens tizatiOn objective

the attitude change concerning the theme of a TPT program would' be an impor-

tant effect among the audience. An illustration of this is the increased

awareness among the rural TPT sEpttators the problems With respect to a

19
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safe water . supply.
.

Some TpTiprogfaNs aim
a
also at transmitting,sOmePunda-"..

-,
, .

.

mental knowledge; (for instance, the relationehip%Igetweep microbes'in the. ..

water and water orn.diseaSes) or' ore ractical how-tolidO informatiOn'(for
...,

--,,
'

',.

.

.'examplJp,. with Wiaat kind of Materials d in what way to .cqnstru9t a latrine)'.

.. 1
. -

.

The third adt category is the effectof changing behavior or. i citing,to

%..:

.

a'
...(..

N
. ,.

action. Behavior change is illustrated by,drinking only purified water,

,

while'this precaution ws.nof 'taken before having viewed the TV-program.
. .

' Action.relateS:for elcample,°to ?-communal village action to collect money
. t . i .

,

and to Start the procedure of constructing a modern we],,- in the village
-..n .

instead d of relying on the traditional waterhole.

Although there was more or less reliable information about the
. ,

socio-economic characteristics of the TPT spectators
4
it was thought that

a large7scalb survey, under more controlled conditions than usual, cou d

add important new data in order to confirm (or not) certain patterns observed

in the past.
4,

Before e laining the research design and methddblogy with whiCh

the research objectives were to be pursued, we want to discuss some of the
1

, e

previous research findings, which could elucidate th? important questions,
1

1.2. RessOlts of .previous research

1.2.1. Introduction

ince the present study occur ed at the endof a three-year research

Period, egs necessary-to present first list of the resdlts.of previous

t studies which served as a starting point for our reflections. The results

ptesente ere are excerpted from five major report's dealing with TPT Since
. ,

' p

,it c eation. In the followlng paragraphs these reports will be referred to

by their authors.

ti
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1.2.2 Five research reports
:t r- , ..

d.../.
. *

::.."- ''
. 4

'"TI- PirSt report, by Kaye and Lenglet (1975) , titled A Report,

on Out -of- School Television in the Ivory Coast before and during its First

Opefational Year, 1974-1975 dealt in particular with the original objec--

jt. :tives
IN.,, the organiiation, ,and the programming of alk.T. 'It also considered -

.

.

\..-
.

on the basis .of quantitative research, literature study and personal.
r- '. (

observation - the recruitment, the motives and'preferences tthe TPT

Spectators, a1nd TR tT's impac.

econd report by Fritz (1976) was based on the analysis of

'data gathered Ey the TPT feedback system. This system operates through

'weekly reports.completed and reurned by a sample of TPT animators.Who report

on attendance figures, reception conditions and other aspeCtt of. the TPT

sessions. The report titled Le Public Atteint par Tele pour Tous (The,

Public "ached by TPT) presents in a quantitative fashion results concerning
.;

audienee size, audience composition, viewing pattern, and aspects of the

animation situation and the animator that influence TPT attendance for the

year 1975-76.

The third report, The'impact of 25 Television Programs on Water,

Produced,and Broadcast by the Ivorian Out-of-School EducatiOn Project,

.

written by Lenglet (1976), deals with the effects of two TV series on the

dangers of polluted water. Quantitative data collected in 40 villages are

presented, and the study discusses the objectives of the TV programs and

their development, the composition and the regularity of the audience, and

the impact in terms of 'awareness, knowledge and action.

The fourth report was published simultaneously with and accompanies

.the third report. Written by Grant and Seya (1976) and titled /isits to

Twenty-Three Villages to Determine the Impact of the .Water series Produced.

2!
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by the Out-of-School TV'Departmetlit, N 441,.

Deventerer 75, the repoit

discusses the ,results of Seqi-directive intervie with groups of vill'agers

)and a imators. Sections deal with the attitudes, perception and interests

Of thelpeasants vis 4 vis TPT, their_viewing habits, and the impact of the
i

,
- .. .

.

TV progr s. 'J
\ i l . ;""

o
, .

. .

The fifth study was undertaken by Benvehiste (1976).'in four

.villa:ges. 'Based-on participant' observation
*
and semi- directive interview:.

with more than 100 villagers, it is titled, Vile Reception and Animation.of

Out-of-School Educational Television Programs in the lyory'Coast: a Case

Study/of Four Villages
5

. It presents detailed information about all the
4

aspects and conditions of TPTjanimation: prior information and notification,'

participation,, reception, discussion, animation and decisions and action.

1.2.3% Results

VMn'reading the principal results listed below, the reader should'
a

bear in mind that each statement, once detached from its context, could be

viewed as a general truth. It is impossible to remind the reader each timen .

that the statement must be.interpreted within 'its specific and partial

context. It must also be borne in mind that none of the studies mentioned

\
attempted to collect data which were to be representative fot all the TPT

villages, TPT spectators and TPT animators in the entire country. All

studies concentrated on the essential aspect of the effectiveness and impact

of the TPT operation. Given'
4

this research objective and the research condi- 1'

tions most data are of a qualitative nature,,and must be interpreted as

such. The results of the five reports are organized in the following cate-

gories:

1. audience composition

2. before and after TPT sessions

0 9



3.. impact and obstacles to action

4. animators.

34 parentheses the report and pages are indicated where these results can

be found
6
.,

1.2.3.1. Audience composition:

1.2.3.1.1. Sex

Women are under-represented among TPT viewers (Fritz, 1976 'I

44 and-Lenglet, 1976 : vi).

. :

- There are three times more men than women, and two times

more bbys than girls (Kaye and Lenglet, 1975 : 7).

- Seventy percent of the spectators are. male. Thirty percent are

female (Lenglet, 1976 : 41).

. -

1.2.3.1.2 ,Age

The TPT audience consists of young.men (between 15 and 45

V.4\.

. years) who are "freer" and'more attracted by "modern"

things than the others (Benveniste, 1976 :,i ).

7.There are more young than old people among the TPT

spectators (Lenglet, 1976 : vi).

In comparison with the age distribution of the total

population, the 'age group-of 21-30 years is overrepte-
,-

sen ed among spedLors, (Lengiet, 1976 : 41).

1.2.3.1.3. Social status

- The village chiefs are rarelly present at the TPT sessions

(Fritz, 1976 : 23)%

- The participants are not representative for the groups

who have the socio-economic and Political p.ower in the

village (Benveniste,N1976 f vi).

2/3



1..2.31.4. Education

- The,mord the people are educated the more they watch TPT

1.2.3.2

(Fritz, 1976 : 13). In other words:

- "The spectators reached by TPT in the TV'school6 are

mainly recruited among the people who at least partially

have left thl traditional rural sector" (Fritz, 1976 : 46).

"It is. very likely that literate people are overrepresen-
"X.

tative among the.audience. This would indicate that the

primary target group of the programs: the rural, illiterate'

mass is not reached" (Lenglet, 1976 vi).

- "Surveys of the Ivorian Institute for Public Opinion (IIOP)

conducted in 1975 indicate that ..; There is an over-repre-

sentation of schooled individuals among the spectators

of TPT" (Lenglet, 1976': 39).

Before, during and after TPT sessions

1.2.3.2.1. cInformation about TPT

- The populatidn is not sufficiently informed about TPT

(Fritz, 1976 : 20).

"- But for the first 29 TPT programs in 1975-76 almost all

animators report that they have notified the villagers

(Fritz, 1976 : 21).

- The effort by the Out-of-School animators to notify the

village population about the objectives of the program is

insufficient. Since then no regular information mechanism -

except the use of the school pupils - has been implemented,

which is seen by the abSence,of regular invitations for the

TPT sessions (Benveniste, 1976 : iii, iv and 43).



1.2.3.2:2. The school

- We assume that the number of spectators is smaller in the

schools of those villages where private individuals own a

TV set (Fritz, 1976 : 20).

- And this sentiment is repeated in Grant /and Seya, 1976

39.

- The school is marked by its "foreigness" to the village

psychologically and its position at the edge of villages,

physically, and the decision,by the government to organize

adult education there is not unanimously accepted (Ben-

'veniste, 1976 : iv).

- The school is not made for attracting adults (Fritz, 1976 :

20)'.

1.2.3.2.3. Motivation of the TPT audience

- There are no specific reasons why people watch TPT:-'"In

contrast with this, the reasons for not comingto the
4

programs, or not anymore, are more detailed" :.work in

the field, loss of interest over time, TV programs not

adapted to the region, funerals, celebrations, distance,

bad weather . . (Kaye and Lenglet, 1975 41, 42).

- There are two ma)orfactors explaining why TPT has remained

so unpopular: the lack of information to the prospective

audience, and the listening place (Ti school) (Fritz,,1976 .

20).

1,2.3.2.4. Regularity of viewing

- Whether the number of regular spectatorsiS.lir4e or small
w

0Oes not affect the number of occasional spectatcirsel There,

2 5
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are few occasional spectators, which means that the viewing

group does not attract new members over time (Fritz,' 1976 :

43). 1

- The regularity with which the rural spectators watchTPT is

smaller than the regularity of urban spectators (Lenglet,
i

1976.: 39).
)

1

"If 'regularly' is defined as 'having watched at least,halin-

of all TPT,programs', t woulM mean:that mpre.than 50% of

.'the,interviewed spectators are regular ones" ( Lenglet,

1976 : 43). But caution in interpreting these, data is.,

important because there are reasons to believe that the-

animators who report these data present apositively biased

picture.

- During our observations we have not noticed any systematic

selection of adult spectators. This means that theydo not

form a homogeneous audience (Benveniste, 1976 : 95).-

1.2.3.2.5. Animation

7 Over time there is,a decrease i .the number of TV schools.

opened for TPT (Lenglet,'.1976 : v and Fritz, 1976 : 14).

One third of the spectators leave the classroom at the end

of the TPT program (Kaye and Lenglet, 1975 :

If the essential role of the animation is not recogniied

by the villagers it is because it is not very .visible

and ... the animation of the viewing session's does not have

a determining influence on the attendance CBenveniste,

1976 u v).
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- A minority of interviewees stated that they were no longer

regular spectators because of their disillusion after so

discussions, following the adult TV program, that had

degenerated into meaningless exchanges (Grant and Seya,

1976 : 21).

- The animators have problems in controlling the situation,

either because the audience is uninterested' or noisy, or

because they transform the session into a political foruxii.

where a small group makes itself into the spokesperson for

the demands and requests of the villagers (Beriveniste,

1976 : v).

1..3.2.6. Distinction between TPT and TV in general

- ,The peasants emphasized the educational role of TV and the
)1,

larger correspondence between the TV programs and rural life.

But a certain. confusion about the difference between TPT and

TV programs in general was also observed (Grant and Seya,

1976 : 16).

- Some indications show that there is no clear distinction

between the general TV programs and TPT. The content of the

telecasts before.end after TPT and the confusions between the

TPT and general programs lead to a certain "disturbance" of

the animation sessions.(Benveniste, 1976 : vi and 96)..

I. . Perception of TPT and TV

- Adcording to the observersthe spectators came because the TV

programs provide instruction end information (Kaye and tenglet,

1976 : 41).

- TV gives educational advice and info
.

'about national



events. The great majority h4ve a favorable opinion about

TPT. They fully understand the general objective of the

program: improving rural living,conditions through a series

of educational.messages (Grant and Seya, 1976 : 16).

- The participation is more explained by TV's prestige and by

the attraction of its entertainment programS rather than its

educational programsABenvenisterc1976 : v). One explanation

is the following:. the TPT sessions are classified in the

categorS, of profane and leisure activities (Benveniste,

1976 : 96).

1.2.3.2.8. TPT audience preferences and their correspondence with TPT

programs 411

- "We could draw the conclusion. that the overall majority of the

animators and the listening groups prefer td watch programs,

dealing with health, agriculture andliteracy" (Kaye and

Lenglet, 1975 : 22).

- The following list.of themes preferred by the villagers is only

suggestive: nutrition, health and hygiene (Grant and Seyai

1976 : 67).

- There is a perfect correspondence "between the first priority

choices (agriculture and health). and the 1974-75 TPT programs.
too

More than half of the programs (56%) were devoted to health

and agricultural subjects- (Kaye and Lenglet, 1975: :34).

- The peasants stressed the educational role of TV and the great

correspondence between its programming and the realities of

rural life (Grant and Seya, 1976 : 16).

r.
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- The villagers accept more readily the model proposed by TPT

en thiscorretponds to the model of urban'consumpion

Benveniste, 1976 : vi).

act and obstacles'to.actiOn

TPT impact

- We heard many intentions expressed to follow up the'various

lessons given during the programs but not any example was

found with respect to concrete actions Or changes in behavior

ye and Lenglet, 1975 : 14).

is a big difference between the number of spectators

rea .y the broadcasts and. the number of Persons who apply

and p tice the lessen received (Lenglet, 1976).

- Nevertheless we have personally observed some 'implementations

which witness the good will of the villager's. The problem

is to know whether these are. due to TPT impact (Grant and

Seya, 1976 : 33-34).

- The TPT water programs created awareness of problems related ,41,

to water and of solutions for having a safe water supply. It

is certain that people ac4Uired new knowledge about health

practices, and started-implementing them. A number of villages

after having watched one or several waterprograms started the

process of well construction. Few villages had a well at.the

end of the program series (1 year),(Lenglet, 1976 : vi).

- The animation sessions do, not lead to communal decision-making

(Benveniste, 1976 : vi).

- The memorization of the educational content-is weak, the more

so for specifie educational lessons (Benveniste, 1976 : vi).

29
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1

F
1.2.3.3.1. Obstacles to action

- The principal obstacles to applying TPT advice are: lack

of interest on the part of village leaders, isolated, busy

or poor villagers; traditional beliefs which doinot allow

acceptance of "scientific" knowledge; poor communication

with general administration; lack of supply of requested

Material, in this case water filters (Grant and Seya,

111

1976 : 63).

- The major obstacles to a real impact of the water series is

in the lack of local organization, the lack of (access to).

material and organizational resources, the lack Of cooperation

of administrative authorities, the lack.of communication

support, and the str gth of traditional customs and beliefs

'(Lenglet, 1976 : vi).

- The discussions remain blocked on the level of problems which

are socio-political and the solution of which does not lie

within the villager's domain: the participating groups are'

not representative for the groups who have the power

(Benveniste, 1976 : vi).

- The acceptance of the model proposed by the TV is limited

everywhere by the socio-economic constraints of its adoption

(Benveniste, 1976 : vi).

1.2. 3.4. The Animator

- The animator is seen as a government agent (Benvdniste, 1976
:

iv).

- It is observed that in 68 percent of the schools in the. feedback

sample at least one teacher-animator speaks the local language

30
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(Fritz,. 1976 : 26) .
/ I

- Many spectators regret the fa&t that ."TPT" broadcasts in

bench and not in local languages., They argue that French
..

as the communication medium does not facilitate comprehension

of the TV message (Grant and Seya, 1976 : 22).

- The more the animator speaks the'dominantangua4e of, the

village where he is stationed, the more the people come to

TPT (Fritz, 1976 : 26).

- The more frequent personal contact the antmator has with the

Village.chief, the more the chief attends the TPT sessions in

the school (Fritz, 1976 : 23).

- Animators have problems in getting field agentso participate

in.the animation of TPT programs, when these programs require,

their help in mobiliiing people into. a communal action

(Benveniste, 1976 i viii, 64).

- Animators! motivation and interest for TPT decreases by laOk

of payment for their supplementarY. work (Grant and Seya,

1976 : 23-24; and elsewhere).

1.2.4. Synthetic summary

Going over this list of results and conclusions it is interesting

to note on the one hand that most statements, although made by different

authors, correspond with each other despite some slight variatiOns. On

the other hand, there are statements, of which there are only'a few which

though not immediately contradictory, express opposing tendencies and

interpretations.

)In the foregoing list theresults were presented according to the

different chapters of the studies from which they originated. Now. we will

31
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.

group them more synthetically: according to the criterion of their conver-

gence or divergence.

A. The statements converge on the following points:

1. The TPT audience consists essentially of more or less educated

yo.ung men without signifidant social status in the village.

'Consequently, the total of.the rural,popthation, which is the

target group, is not reached.

2. The means to inform and to notify the population about TPT
A

programs are not the most effectiVe.

3: 'The school-is not,_the best place for watching TPT.

4. The reasons why people come and watch TJ are Agt very. specific.

In contrast the reasons for not coming are numerous and varied.

5. The animation sessions are not what.they are supposed to be.

6. One-third of the spectators leaVe the classroom after the TPT

broadcast.

7. The TPT impact in terms of awareness creation, learning !mod

action is small.

. . .
. .

.

8. TPT is not sd popular, and over time a decline of audience

*interest is otpserved.

/ .

9. There are numerbus declarations of intention,which remain

without effect or without communal deciSion-making: It
c,

1.must be noted, hoWever, that the impact of the water programs
. ._

seems to be better.
..

10. The obstacles to a real impact are numerous and varied: For

example, without the consent of village authorities, who are to be

found among the older people, no deciSion fonalcoll9tive action
a

can be taken:
14
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Y

11. The positive motivation of animators is declining,

B. The statements diverge on the following points:

1. The existence of a TPT Viewing or listgning grbup compOsed of

regular spebtators is not certain. But it could be that

regularity partly depends on whether there is a caMpaign

type of programming (e.g., water series) or whether dis-

connected programs dealing-.with a series of diffekent topics

are telecast.

2. Many reports assume that the animation of TPT sessions is

always taking place. However, a certain doubt remains

about its weekly systematic occurrence.

3. It cannot be assumed that people make a clear distinction

between TV in general and TPT, although some reports seem

to do thts.. It is necessary to measure the degree of con-

fusion between the. TPT and general TV programming.
1

4. The correspondence between the TPT broadcast and the

realities of:rural life are not as perfect as some reportS

aisume.

5. The reported number of peopl4 reached by TPT varies with the

aource. of the information. Animators' estimates are always

higher than estimates based on personal observation.

6. It is often assumed that villagers are systematically notified

in advance about TPT. Certain studies.report that no infor

110

mation at all about TPT is given.

As we will see in the following chapter these statements and their

points of convergence and divergence form the working hypotheses for the

construction of the research design and the measuring instruments.

33
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2.1.

CHAPTER II

METHODOLOGY AND FIELD RESEARCH
.

Introduction

Given the three main research objectives: assessing TPT's impact,.

identifying TPT's audience size, audience composition.and viewing patterns,

and determining the perceptions toward TPT and its (potential) beneficiaries,

several research designs and data gathering techniques could have been

chosen for the current study to be reported. There were, however, a number

,of considerations and constraints which limited the alternatives; and which

determined to a large extent our final choices. Field research, like this

study, is not performed under laboratory conditions. The limits in-time,

'personnel, ,financial and other material resources do not only affect the
I

immediate research effort, but evaluation - research. itself is directed 1p

the operati and the effects of a program that is operating under real-world

conditions. Th refore, it should not be surprising that certain initial

,-

....%\11

decisions regarding the research design and sampling procedures were modified

der the requirements of the research setting and thus produced results

which vhould not be measured with the yardstick of laboratory experiments.

Moreover; it is important to realiZe that from the beginning of this study

we had decided to base at least part of the. data gathering on individual

interviews. In the past evaluation data had been collected through anima-
.

tors' feedback reports (Fritz, 1976), through questionnaires completed by

40 village observers (Lenglet, 1976), through participant observation in

four villages,46enveniste, 1976) and through group interviews\4Grant and

Seya, 1970.

The results reported here are the first large-scale attempt to

have individual interviews wilt perntS concerning TPT, using trained

-18-
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interviewers, and this was in complete disagreement4with the almost,

unanimous opinion that'it is impossible to conduct a quantitative survey

among the rural population of the'Ivory Coast.

With these considerations in mind, we will present in this

chapter first the original research design and the reasons for including

in the sample TV villages as well as non-TV villages. Second, the

theoretical sampling prOcedure is explained. The development and formu-

lation of, the research instruments (questionnaires) forms the, third section:

/
And the fourth section deals with the actual process of the field survey.

2.2, The original res arch design

To a significant degree the objective that sought to assess the

attitude, learning and action impact of the,TPT programs. on the spectators,

.determined the original research design. This objective calldd for a sort

of experimental "Before-After" or "Pre -Post" designwith a.control group
1

.

We conscious of the fact that in a field setting strict experimental

conditions aie difficult to create. But if these could be approached it

would be.possible to control a number of.intervening variables which could

explain the relationship between watching TPT-and TPT's impact. In schematic

-

fo the design looked as followS:2

'T TV village

' Time 1

(TPT spectators' 0

(non-TPT spectators 0

non-TV village non TPT spectators 0

The original id\il was to administer a measure at Time 1, before the

.Qoadcasting of a certain number and kind of TPT programs (X)tinC Order to

Time 2

0.

or

0
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determine the characteristics, attitudes,, knowledge and behavior/action of

three groups of respondents. The measurements at Time 1 would be used as

A. baseline with'which to compare measures. of the same variables at Time 2.

By using one experimental" group (TPT spectators.in TV villages) and one

"control" group (non-TPT spectators in TV villages and in non -TV villages),

it would theoretically be possible to determine whether possible changes,,
.

v rbetween Time 1 and Time 2 were significantly related to having been exposed

to the TPT7program.
i

4
.2'

r
Still based on the original research objective of measuring impact,

it was decided that the "control" or "comparison" group should consis of

-non-TPT spectators in villages with a TV school as well as in villages.

without aTV school. We thought that in TV villages a certain spillover or

indirect effect .of TV watching might operate: Non-spectat in TV villages

may benefit indirectly from those who watch and discuss TPT programs in a

two-step type of influence. Therefore,.and because villages with a TV school

may be highly different from villages without TV schools in terms of socio-.

ecdnomic levels, it was also decided to include non-spectators in non-TV

r-Villages tn the "comparison" group.

'Although .in this design the unit of analysis is formed by the group

of TPT'spectators versus the group of non-spectators, the unit of data

collection is primarily the individual, which is reflected in the sampling and

data gathering procedures.
/.

Due to a numbe"r4; research requirements and other circumstances

some of which will be discused in the following section -t the original design

proved to be impossible, especially during the data analysis stage: Moreover,

the design itself may have been questionable from, the beginding given the brief

.of )period between the two observations at Time,,1 and Time 21' The baseline survey

37
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was conducted in January 1977 and the post-survey was carried out 4n April

1977. It is difficult to expect that in,a three-month period, major effects

of having watched a ,small number of TPT programs would be manifest.

Poblems with the'original design.

There are two principal reasons why, especially after.the baseline

survey and later in the analysis stage, the original research design was

largely abandOned, and-consequently, the,quasi-expetimental,study of TPT's

impact-on...awareness, knowledge and behavior was modified. It should be
4

added immediately. that this did not mean that impact was not studied at all.

In fact, in the following chapters data concerning the recall oe TPT programs

watched, decisions made

.r

and actions taken after having watched TPT and

obstacles to these decisions and actions are analyzed.

First there 'was a reason of "force majeure," Therecwere two brief

series of TPT programA, one dealing with livestock.raising and the other

dealing with (human) vaccination which had been planned.for the period between

January and April 1977,,, the two time points of the pre- and the post-survey.

But the second TV series, on vaccination programmed for late March were never

broadcast., As a consequence, the evaluation of the impact of a number of

specific telecasts dealing with vaccination became/impossible. During the

pr,e-survey, the individual questionnaire contained questions on livestock

raising as well as vaccination. Because the vaccination programs were not

shown, these iaccination questions were not repeated in the post-survey.

Therefore, a test of awareness-creation,/knowledge gain or even habit mcdiT\

fication as a result of having seen.the vaccination programs was excluded.

Secondly, our impressions at the end of
4

influenced foilthu1011on of the post-questionnaire,

the "experimental treatment": the TV programs on

the first survey. in January

especially with respect to

animal husbandry. From
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the pre-survey it was found that very few people were engaged in livestock,

, raising, so a repetition of ,livestock questions on the total sample did not

seem called for. An attempt to concentrate instead on the attitudes, know-

ledge and actions of the respondents'who in January said that they were

counseled by the SODEPRA, the livestock development agency, however, failed

:as is explained in Chapter 6.

Although the Original design was'abandoned in>later stapes of the

research, it influenced the decisions for the sampling design as is presented

in the following sections.'

NW

2.3. Sampling design

'2.3.1. Introduction

The research design, in its original form, required that efforts.

be made to obtain a sample of villages and individual respondents Ihhich would

be more or less representative of.the country's population. It also requiked

that as many different variables as possible should be measured which could

explain possible,mpact tjrndings or difference in audience composition and

varying attitudes concerning TPT. Therefore, it was'decided to choose a

certain number of villages in each of the three main regions of the country:

forest in the South, wooded savanna ip the Center and savanna in the North,
-

and to sample a limited number of people in each village.

Tho three selected regions are in the first place climatic zones.

There is, however, a large correspondence between the climate and the agri-

cultural crops which are grown here. The kind of crops - for example,

coffee, cocof and other export crops in the South; and ricd, cotton and

food crops in the North - determine to a large extent, the income level of

the three regions. Therefore, the people in the forest in the South are

on the average richer than those living in the wooded savanna in the Center,
jot

3.3
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and these are on the average richer than the inhabitants of thVeavanna gin
fte,'

the North.. Moreover, the three regions comprise the main ethnic groups and
,

religions of the country: Thus, by selecting "regilon" as a fffst sampling

base, the.basio characteristics of villages, ethnic group, religion, wealth,-

type of agricultural crops, were insured representation in the final sample.

As a second step 22 villages were selected on the basis of the ,

following criteria: 1

-4All villages' should be accessible by road, and possibilities-

of food and lodging for the interviewers should be'available%

- For the field research only two vehicles
*
were available; as

well as a limited amount of financing, time and interview

perSonnel.

Therefore: /- "

- Nine villages should be in the district-of each of the 9

ACBIS
3
whose service was solicited. By accident, not by

design - having no control over the location of theii posts =-
t. .

four ACRI6 were assigned .a forest village, fout other'ACRIS .

had a village in the wooded savanna, and one ACRI was going

to do the survey in a savanna village. 4
;

Together with the TV, villages to be. visited by the 9 ACRIS

7 other TV villages were to be selected. Of the16 TV
.0110

villages, 7 were selected in the forest region, 5 in the

wooded savanna, and 4 in the savanna.

- Thereshould be a certain number of none -TV villages in order to

find out whether TV villages differ from non -TV villages

- These non-TV villages should be in the same region and

comprise the sand ethnic group as the 16 TV villages

4.0
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in order to enhance the, comparability between them. Prefer-

:ably the non-TV villages should also have a school.

- Given that there are relatively few villages with a school

without TV which would be close to a selected TV village

and 'whibh would be accessible, only 6 non-TV villages were.

selected. Because the northern part of the country is less

educationally endowed than other regions, it is not accidental

that it was easier to find_non-TV villages there than else-

where. We finally selected 1 village in the forest, '2 in the

wooded savanna and 3 in the savanna.

s a third step it was decided that a maximum of 600 individuals

'should be interviewed: Since both TPT spectators and non-spectators were

to be selected from TV villages, it was decided that in such villages 30

persons were to be sampled and interviewed, while in the non-TV villages 20

persons were to be selected..

2.3.2. Random or non - random sample

The design originally adopted could only be used if the "experimental"

and the Pcontrol" grodp would show a similar distribution of3,1:babie character-

igtics, such as sex, age, socib-economic status, to begin with,. ;This would
/ ,

have mearletiwt the individuals in both grOups should be earidtimly selected or

matched on these characteristics before the start of the."treatment", 1. e.,

the broadcasting of the TV programs. In general, field conditior pre91uder

a random, selection fran either "treatment" or "comparison" group. And this

is-certainly the case in the Ivory Coast where people do not have equal

access to TPT to begin with. Moreover, although on the one hand the impact.

objective called for aquasi-experimental design with random selection or

matched groups, on the other hand, we wanted to obtain a clearer picture of

4 1
6
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those who come and watch TPT and those Who do not. This research objective

could be satisfied by randomly selecting a certain number of respondents.

However, if we were to use a complete random sample then'with respect to

the impact objective, the "experimental" respondentg were certainly to be

.self-selected and thus noematched with the "comparison" respondents. Also,

a random sample for meeting the audience profile objective ,was excluded from

the start,'not only because of the costs and-logistics, but because the

actual TPT audience represents a very limited proportion (1.5 to 5 percent)

of the adult'TPT target audience with access to-a TV school
4

, and thus ,only

a very limited number of spectators would be included in the sample.

The possibility of having-a random sample was also excluded for

other, more practical, reasons. Random sampling requires an up-to-date and

complete list of village inhabitants, as well as an easy system to identify

selected individuals. Neither condition was true of Ivorian villages.

A national population census had been held in April 1975, but

only global data were available. Moreover, occasional administrative censuses

are held, in the different sub-prefecturs,'but they are not.up-to-date.

Besides, given the nature of the Ivorian names and the unreliability of much

official information it would have been impossible to identify a sample of 20

10 .30 people among a total village population of 5Q0 to 1500: many persons

have the same name, and there are no street names or house numbertIn s

it was impossible to develop an adequate sampling frame fora probabilistic

5
sample .

5".

.pespite these constraints and in` order to verify thrimpossibility

of a probabilistic sample under actual circumstances an atte4ti./4 de
, ---

-, i

during the pretesting of the, survey instruments to randoMly'ieleth res-

t1

..,pondents. In one TV village the chiefs of all the neighborhoods were gathered.

/

4 2
t ..'
I .. -vi--

,---
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They in turn convened the chiefs of all the households in their neighbor -

hood: The number of members dn each,household was established and each

household'head received as many sequentially numbered tickets as there were

household members. Researcheri kept track of the numbers distributed in

each hoUsehold and each'neighborhoO4F After all households ha been

flcOvered" the total number of tickets distributed was counted. and using a

random number table, 30 numbers were drawn.. In theory these 30snumbers could

be:traced baek to certain neighborhoods, hbusehplds and individuals. But the

-

poor results of the experiment suggested a'series of problems with this
V

method:
.

- either the numbered tickets had not been distributed (properly);

- or the tickets had been distributed but had been lost;

- or the head of the household was opposed to the selection

of an "unimportant" (young, woman) household member and

the exclusion of himself;

- or the sampled yidividual had' become tired of waiting for
rift,

the interviei;iet for:,q* fields.

Although a ran

carded out. Thus,

fied quota sample.

':";'

for, it was impossible to be

mpling technique was adopted: the strati-
',

2.3.3. Stra 'fled quota saMpling" ,

For the firt research purpose, TPTlimpact assessment, it was impor-
^.

tant that sufficient numbers of various-socio-economic categories would be-

,represented in the sample on theone hand, and that comparable respondentsii.

complete "matching" being excluded - could be included. in the group of TPT

spectators and non-spectators. Therefore it was decided to-stratify according

to serc,,and age in both TV and non-TV villages. However, because of the

3
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peculiarities of TPT which attracts usually more men than women and more

2-younger than Older people the different age and sex categories in the s mple

would not be proportional to their distribution in the village. popula

which as we have indicated, was unknown.

In a quota sample each interviewer is assigned a certain number
.

of respondents with certain characteristics. The interviewer is responsible

for locating and interviewingothe individuals who respond to these charac-
z

teristics.

Here it should be noted that many biases can result from judgmental

or purposive samples such as the quota sample. Theselimit the generalizibi-

lity of the results, which means that findings pertain only to the sample it=

self and cannot be considered to be representative for the,population from

which the sample is drawn. And also

"Strictly speaking, probability statistics are not applicable

to non-probability samples. And, any sample for which the

probability of unit-selection is unknown at any stage of

the sampling is not a pribability.saffiple:"6

With a stratified quota sample we wished, within the constraints of

the field researCh conditions,'to maintain a comparability between TPT

Spectators and non-spectators (in the TV villages), and to facilitate the

actual selection of respondents.

For the TV and non-TV villages the quotas as presented in Table 2-1

were set.

The quota for men was larger than for women because'it was thought

that, socially and culturally speaking, it.would be more difficult to select
0

and interview women than men. This consideration was based on past research.

Moreover, it was felt that it was. more important to,have*\the responSes of men

4 ,1
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TABLE 2-1

SAMPLE QUOTAS _IN TV AND NON-Ty VILLAGES

-TV Village Non-TV Village

Men Women Men Women

p16-25. years. 6 4 5

26.-45 years 10 4 7 3

46 and older 4 1

Total 20 10 14 6

than of women because the forme ;44i0C the holders of the social andoeconomic

power in the traditional village structure. The importance of the social

position of the men was, also confirmed by the previous finding that at

least 70 percent of the TPT audience consists of men, and that during the

discussion after the TPT broadcast, men speak up much more frequently than

women.

With respect to theage of the respondents, we knew, that older

people (over 45years) are less frequent TV'watchers than other age groupS.

Also, it is a fact that due to (temporary) migration and schooling, many

members of the age group of 15 to 25 years are not present in the village.

Moreover, these young people do not have the socio-economic power to make

decisions and take actions concerning TPT. For these reasons-the oldest

and yOungest age groups were assigned smaller quotas than the middle group

of 26 to 45 year olds.7
I-

It was also decided that the interviewlep ld t. care not to

include a disproportionate number of higher-placed persons.or vintage

authorities among the people to be interviewed. Patt research had indicated
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on.

that these kinds of people do not often attend. But because they effectively

control the decision-making prOcess in thk village, a certain number of

village chiefs and elders were to be interviewed, but - as far as possible -

in correspondence to their actual numbers in the villages.

In the last place, in the TV villages, the sampling should attempt

to include at least 15 TPT spectators.spread evenly over the different

quotas. To achieve this objective the animators in the selected TV villages

were asked to ',census" all their spectators during a three-week period in

November 1976. We thought that list of all "regular" spectators could

be matched'with the quota requirements, and thus at least 15 spectators

(
could be interviewed. As it turned out (Section 2.5.3), this procedure

backfired, and after a few attempts the lists with TPT spectators were dis-

carded and spectator were identified in a. different fashion.

'For ,the characteristics of the persons actually' sampled, and for

the "fit" between the theoretical quotas and the acttal'sample, the reader

is referred to Section 3.3' .

SG/ In this section we have discussed the Sampling design and criteria.

We will now direct our attention to the creation of the research instruments.

2.4. The instruments

From the beginning it had been our intention to conduct a survey

among individuals. We intended to relate individually gathered data to

characteristic4 of the village in which these individuals lived as well as to

characteristics of TPT sessions and TPT animation, where appropriate. The

research objectives and the research design called for a pre- and post-survey

conclrning:

1. Awareness,knowledge and action related to the "experimental

46
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treatment's.: 'two, TPT series,on vaccination and animal

husbandry;

2. Socio-economic characteristics and habits of TPT

spectators and non-spectators;

3. Attitudes and opinions about TPT and its effects and

beneficiaries:
.

In this section we will present the various instruments used in

the pre- and the post-survey. The baseline measures were taken in January

.

1977, the "treatment" occurred in late January and February 1977, while

the post-survey was .conducted in April 1977. In the following sub-sections

we willoifirst distinguish between the January and April surveys, and,

secondly, between the four instruments or questionnaires used during each
IttV

survey.

2.4.2. The January survey

In the pre-survey four questionnaires were used;

111.
- There was a general questionnaire to the totalsurypy:

. .

.

s population of 600. people which contained at Ammons.
..0 ..

part followed by two distinct parts 44i6r vt
-.

.

.,1,0,t (

with a TV scOool, and one for villages:w
,.
....4,

...-.

school
s

.

- A second questionnaire was created for

directors in the TV villages.

- A third questionnaire was to be.used for interviewing.

all the village chiefs and village elders.

- Fourthly, there was a questionnaire for the SODEOFX

(animal husbandry agency) and the health agentslOili..4.

a cerning two ;program series to be studid: Tbese;41gentg.

47
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were to be interviewed in TV as Well as non-TV villages.

ma four questionnaires with their variations will be successively

.

presented in the following
71
paragraphs.

2.4.2'.1. Individual questionnaire in TV villages

This questionnaire had a screening question (Q. 41)9 which determined

whether the respondent watched TV. If s/he did not, the questionnaire was

terminated at this point, while the TV spectator was asked another 40 ques-

tions. Thus, for the TV spectator, there were 83:questions which took about

one hours1to complete. These included open-ended questions but the majority

were closed- ended. The questions can be regrouped around the following

points:

- Identification of the respondents (2. 1-19): Besides the

usual questions aboUt the name, sex, age and level of

schooling, there were also -questions about the ethnic

group of the respondent; his/her religion, membrship

ih-a"Vigun]tary association and income. The importance

of. these -vari.ables, had been mentioned in previous

,,...;..474..,;.,A.,

repOrtkibut haa,nOtAilden thoroughly measured. In this

..- w. -:.%; itA,',

partiT040440- to establish unaMbiguOusly the
.. ',.-4-i!,. ..

name $114.1 4epts, the name of his/her neighbor-

A*
;::hood and. Alaliik4-f the neighborhood chief, in order

to facilitate relocating-him/htr'during the post-survey.

-- Baseline measure: The attitudes, knowledge and habits

f the respondents with regard to the themes of two

TPT series scheduled for the. January - April 1977

period: vaccination' and livestock raising (Q. 20-29

and 30-40).

48
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- TV and TPT watching; Habits, days, place and regularity

of watching TV and TPT; audience preferences concerning.

TV and TPT; aspects of TPT animation sessions and recall

of the subjects of TPT programs (Q. 41-60 and 74 -76).

- Perceived TPT beneficiaries: Questions were as)ed on

who the respondent thought were the people who profited

from TPT watching. What were\the benefits of watching,

and to what.extent did the TPT programs correspond with

rural reality (Q. 61-70 and 77,78).

- TPT impact: Impact of past TPT programs was measured

.i*terms of retention and recall of advice, and adoption

and application of advice, and obstacles to action

(Q.,79 -83).

2.4.2;2: TV.school'director questionnaire

This questionnaire centered on the opinions and judgments of the

16 directors (and possibly TPT animators) of schools with TV reception.

Questions were asked concerning TPT, its reception, viewing patterns over

time, audience preferences, differences between different audience sections,

orientation to action. Also, some factual questions were asked about the

TPT animators and the opening of the school on TPT nights and other days of

the week, and the estimates of the TPT audience. A last, unstructured, part

of the questionnaire was meant to obtain the school director's opinion about

TV education (ih school and out-Of-school) in general. ,\t was thought that

these opinions could provide some basis for explaining the success of TPT

(lack thereof) in a particular TV village.

2.4.2.3. Individual ques ionnaire in non-TV villages.'

This questionnair had 47 que tions. It took 15 to p minutes to

49
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complete depending on whether the respondent had had the occaston to have

watched TV or not. On the one hand, the questionnaire repeats the same

questions as for the TV village respondents with regard to the character-

istics of the respondent; and attitudes, knowledge and behavior concerning

vaccination and .animal husbandry (Q. 1 -40).

.

On the other hand, there were 8 questions (Q. Al-As) dealing

.with TV watching. Although almost by definition non-TV villages do not have

TV receivers it was thought interestin to explore the extent to which TV:

affects rather isolated villages and villagers1P Therefore, quedtions were

asked about whether they. knew about TV, and for those who watched TV, what

kind of programs they watched and what theiyiewing habits were.

2.4.2.4. Village chief questionnaire

The questionnaire for all the 22 village chiefs and the village

elders was conceived to provide a detailed context for the study of each

village community. There are factual questions about the material infra-

structure of the village, its most urgent development problems and the

chief's opinion about the rural exodus.

2.4.25. Field agent questionnaire

irom the modern livestock agent of the SODEPRA as well as from the

agent of any of the health services in the countryside, we wanted to obtain

twkinds of information. On thewone hand, we needed information about their

past and present extension activities, as a context for TPT impact. On the

other hand, we wanted to know whether these agents knew about TPT, and what

their relationship with the local TPT animator was.

2.4.3. The April survey

The post-survey(utilized also four instruments:

- A general questionnaire for all the Individual respondents



in TV and non-TV villages, and with a special
1

section,

for TV watching of TV villagers 11
.

- A questionnaire for TV school directors, which differed

from the January questionnaire for, the same persons.

- A very special questionnnaire for those in TV and

non-TV villages who in January had reported that they

received extension help from the SODEPRA.

- , A checklistifor-determining whether certain actions

which, in January, some respondents claimed tq have done

after having watched TPT, had really been undertaken.

Before presenting all, four instruments, it is necessary to explain the reasons

why the correspondence between the pre- sn&post-questionnaires was not as

large as we.originaliy had. intended.
c.

In the first place - and this was already discussed in Section

2.2.1 - one of the TV series dealing with vaccination, which was supposed

tp be part of the "experimental treatment" was never broadcast. Therefore,

it dicInOt make sense to repeat any question in the individual questionnaire

dealfd wxth vaccination.

In the second place, during the January survey many of the rfspon-

dents eemed to be confused when asked questions on animal husbandry. This

was due to either the formulion of these questions, or what seems also

very plausible, to complete ignorance of the respondents with regard to

systematic (modern as well as traditional) livestock raising. Therefore,

the pre-survey questions on animal husbandry were not repeated in April, and

questions dealing with this matter' were only asked to telf-reported livestock

raisers.
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In the third place, after the January pre-survey, it seemed

necessary to reformulate certain questions about TPT. This reformulation

purporterto create in the minds of the TV spectators a unit of ambiguity

between TV in general and TPT in particular. During the pre-questionnaire

we'had the clear impression that ttere existed a confusion with respect to

'TV and TPT among the respondents. And it did not seem to be our:task to

clarify this confusion but, on the contrary, to record it in its complexity.

Therefore, the April questionnaire did not try anymore to determine with

direct questions whether a respondent was a TPT spectator. Instead, on the
1 .

basiS of responses to various overlapping and "screening" questions dealing,

with the days of TV watching, and the kind of TV programs watched, we

mpted to define the TPT spectator in contrast 'with the general TV spec-

tator. Actually, the objective was still to identify the real. TPT viewers,

but this time from ano , less immediate perspective.

As a consequence, the April questionnaire does not have the same

questions for measuring the impact of the animal husbandry series and for

determining the audience profile. As explainer} before (see Section 2..2.1)

this is also the immediate effect of abandoning the original research

design. What it means is thAt the nature of the data changed. And thiS

puts certain limitations on the final' interpretation: it is-impossible to

assess TPT impact in quantitative terms or with statistical techniques for

the majority of the respondents. And also, the non-correspondence of the

. TV and TPT questions in January and April added another dimension to the

.final'an'alysis, thus making it possible to compare the TPT audience profile

and viewing patterns established over a long period of several years on the

one hand, and the actual profile and pattern during a recent short period of

2 1/2 monthS on the other hand.

r
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4

With this in mind, let:us present the four.April instrumens).

2.4.3.1. Individual questionnaire in TV villages

This questionnaire of 67. questions took about one hour tocomplete.

in the pre-questionnaire, almost all questions were pre-coded and' close-

ended,)iout there were some open-en ded questions. The following parts can

be distinguished:

- Identification of the respondents (Q. 1719): Though more

or less similar to the pre-survey, this.part had two

peculiari,ies: On the one hand, it tried to'find out

why respondents who had been present in January could

not bOA relocated. On the other hand, we attempted to

improve the personal annual income measure based on

determining the anngal income per family and per family

member.

- Behavior towards modern livestock raising: If the

respondent said that s/he used the service, of the

SODEPRA, a special questionnaire (see Section 214.3.3.)

was administered.

- Decisions: Questions)25 and 26 were meant to determine

the respondent's attitude about trre problems concerning

who has the power to make.decisions warding the start

of certain individual or communal development projects.

- TV watching since January: Questions dealt with habits,

;day, place and regularity of watching; TV program pre-

ferences among,-the,audiente: recall of 77T,pro*rams'and

'aSpects of TPT,animation seastons (Q. 27-16). There

o
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were aIso questions about the correspondence between

ITT programs and the daily reality of rural life

(Q. 42-45).

- TPTimpact: This was assessed in terms of decision-making

after TPT programs (Q. 37-40) and in terms of recalling

the specific massages and lessons of the TPT series on

animal' husbandry and-the SIKATIO series (Q. 52-67)
12.

Questions dealing with this latter aspect were only asked

q

to those who reported having viewed the animal husbandry

or SIKATIO programs.. -

- If the respondent in answer to Question 27 apteaed to be

a non-spectator7since January, the inter iew as ended

after having asked the reasons for not watching (Q. 28).

Individual questionnaire in non-TV villages

This questionnaire was completely identical with the first part

(Q. 1-26)-of the individual, questionnaire in TV villages (Section 2.4.2.1),

.

including ,the part of identification of respondents, behavior towards modern

.
livestock Praising and decisions. No questions were formulated about TV

watching or TPT impact in non-TV villages because we felt that the January

instrument had provided sufficient, data, and because

design bad been Abandoned.

TV.school director questionnaire

This questionnaire was a follow-up of the

It was shorter it concentrated on theoperation

Questions were asked about the TPT audience and the
a

the original research

1.

January; questionnaire.

of TPT since January:

animation sessions, and

ab6Ut the personal TV progrAm:Preferences.and impressions

end, Soli:times, of the TPT animator.

the director
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SODEPRA questionnaire

On the basis pf the answers to Question 12 of thepre-questionnaire

(see also Section 2.4.2.1.), it had been determined whether'a,respondent matie,

use of the extensOn service of the SODEPRA in order to "modernize" his

livestock raising methods. In April, everybody who had -been identified as

SODEPRA livestock raisers was administered this special questionnaire, which

, .

became another data source. for TPT-impact evaluation, together with the.'

checklist to bediscupsed.2in Section 2:4.3.5. Tire SODEPRA questionnnaire

A ''1/4

Comprised questions about the behavipr and attitudes of the modern livestock

raisers with.respeCt to animal husbandry, and also a group of questions

measuring the recall of certain'specific TPT messages!dOling with MOptern

animal husbandry.

2.4.3.5. Action checklist 7

During the pre-survey,.two questitns'(Q. 72-73) were asked to the

TPT spectators in TV villages about the decisions. made and actions taken as

a consequence of having watched TPT. A list of actions and decisons was

.i

made for each item with the name of the resgOodent who claimed s/he had
.

.

done it. During the-p9st-survey, all the decisions and/or actions were

verified by the interviewers. They requestioned the respondent about t.v

his/her claims and-asked to sse the rOsultS of the action, e.g., watei.

filter, latrine. We felt that checking tl,mtir claims was important because

in the past there had been indicatidAs.that impact of TPT programs remained

limited to "pious wishes" .Which did nckmate'rialize.

We wilLnow direct our attention to the preparation and execution

of the actual surveys which were to tak'e'place in January, and April 1977.

r

vJ
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`2.5. ithe,surver# k ''.

4
* fai

2.54. Introduction: .about ,impact measurement

*
6

P
4*

.,

P As exppined 40.1 pkeviotia sectigps,gthe decision to conduct two
A0

decision

I a A OP

surveysies tIte,inrediate resit of the research design which, in its
o ,,,,

*turn, was deVrmined by one of theoriginal reearch objective's: to

1; te f,

0
. v

,

measure the impact of a number cif*TFT prograqs. - 4

W .
''. t

*40,

into three categOrie:

a

Impact of educational or informatj,on programs is commonly divided
4

awareness creation-or attitlike change: knowledge

and skills transmission or'leAling: anthehavior"change or implemented

action. Usually these three categories are placed in a hierarchical order

Lo

with the udderstanding that awareness of a "certain issue precedes knowledge

about it, and that learning precedes a change in habits. For example, the

TPT series on water (see Ledglet, 1976) had as its objective to sensitize

the pOpulation about the dangers'-of polluted water, ,to transmit fundamental

knowledge about the causes of 4olluted water (microbes) and its effects

(diseases), to indicate ways to improve the village water situation by

filtering water or constructing a well .and to incite the aud1ence to change
,j,.

,
individual' behavior by boiling or'filtering water or to start communal action

by constructing a well or improving 1 waterhole.

o N '

4* -.11p144

It is'clear that the hierarchical ordering of the three impact ,

Categories is not completely' correct. There is interaction

gories which makes that action precede, further learning and.

among the cate-

that only through

acquiring certain knowledge an Attitude change,or awareness is brought about.

Whdt is4important here, hdwever, is that there are'distinguishable impact

aspects and.tgat the,vtime neeljed'ioroltheir appeatance differs: Usually it

will take much more time Asee behavior ange or to start.and Opmplete an

A
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action after having been exposed to an educational message, than to observe

that some learning has taken place or that attitudes have changed. There-

fore, when trying. to measure the impact of an educational prOgram, the

length of the time period between the message and the impact will determine

to a large extent what impact aspect will be observable., When we did.our

study of the impact of the water series, for example, about one-half to one

year after their telecasting, it was relatively easy to assess whether mo

people than before the series were aware of the dangers of polluted water

and knew about the mechanismof disease contamination. But it was much more.

difficult to find situations in which individuals or villages had done

something to improve their water supply. We found that the process of well

construction may take years,, frOm,the first village decision through the

process of money collecting, and request to the Sub-Prefect to the actual

drilling. But we also observed that the purchase of a water filter took less

time, althoUgh it posed financial difficulties for the peasants.

When in 1976 it had been decided to conduct in 1976 -77 research on

the impact of the TPT programs we hoped that the Out-of-School Educational

,TelevisionDepartment (OSTV), which produces the TPT programs, would program'

a long series in the beginning of the season, and that we could measure the

. impact of, this series. On the one hand, a long series probably would incliide 2

all tree impatt elements.: awareness, knowledge and action, and its "early"

,broadcasting would allow sufficient, time to,produce effects with respect to

these three eleMents we %Jill See in the following two sections, this

was riot the case, and beaause of other logistic Constraints - two short TV

series,. on animal husbandry and vaccination werechosen as "experimental

treatment" - the effects' of which were to be measured.

le.
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2.5.2.. The "treatment" and its potential impact

The OSTV had not planned a long series of TPT programs, such as

aft

the water series, for the 1976-77 school year. Moreover, only a very

limited number of short series (two to three broadcasts) had been programmed

at the beginning of this school year. Past experience
13 had taught us that

OSTV was not able to maintain the original programming due to financial and

production difficulties. But because we wanted to field test the impact of

a TPT series we could not,but choose two short series with a distinct con-

tent: Three programs on animal husbandry, scheduled at the end 9f January

and the beginning of February 1977
14

, and two programs on (human) vaccination

to be broadcast at the end of March 1977.

For severe' reasons the two program series did not respond to our
ti

desires concerning the impact elements of the programs and the time period

required .for impact to be observed. In general, when preparing the survey

instruments we had too little information about the precise contents of both

.
.

, ---\..

series. There were some preparatory documents and-minutes of preparatory

1

meetingsiihich contained the general objectives of the series and some indi-

cations about how these objectives were to be "translated" into film images

and commentary, but there were no detailed film scripts which could have

provided the, elements of the possible impact.
4

The general objective of the animal husbandry series was to make

the Ivorian population aware of the advantage's of well-organkzed livgetbck'

raising in terms of domestic meat production and coneumption and their

profitable financial returns. It also wanted to show,bow the different

types of animals, cattle, pigs, chickens, sheep, etc., should be raiged.

properly. The four animal husbandry programs which were to become the.
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"exprimental treatment",,dea t with the general issue of livestock raising

in the country, and with such specific themes-as the construction of a corral.

4--
or pen, the raising of chickens and the treatment of sick animals.

When formulating the pre-questionnaire we did not fcnow which

animal husbandry programs were to be broadcast in the period between the two

surveys. Therefore, we were obliged to have rather general and unspecific

questions dealing with animal husbandry and, consequently, most of the ques-

tions (Q. 30-40,of the individual pre-questionnaire) dealt with the general

attitude (awareness) of the respondent towards the problems and prospects of

-livestock raising and with some knowledge concerning animal treatment rather

than with actions. Moreover, even if we had known beforehand what kind of

actions the series would advocate, it would have been impossible to assess

their action impact because of the short time period - three months - between

the series and qe pOst=survey.

The general objectives of the vaccination programs, of which two

had been scheduled in epe beginning of the school year, were to make the

population aware of the necessity of regular vaccination and of its benefi-

cial rather than harmful effects. The absence of a detailed film script

precluded any very specific question concerning vaccination to be included
1

in the pre-Atiestionnaire. And the fact that even at the end of the 1976 -77

school year the programs had not been peduced meant that they were not.

included as'part of the experimentiNtreatment.

It must.be noted here that prior to the formulation of the ques7-

tionnaire, we had interviews with Mr. Kamagate of the SODEPRA and Dr. Koffi

of the "Institut D'Hygie'ne De Treichville" concerning the contents of both

TPT series. Although.both institutions were the official "sponsors"'and

technical ad isersto the two series, it appeared that neither Dr. Koffi nor

59
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Mr..Kamagate'had a very clear idea of what the content of the TV programs

was to be. Moreover, although the OSTV requests from its sponsors that they

instruct'their field agents about the TPT programs that they have requested,

,and that they organize a kind of campaign around them, it appeared to us

that in this respectnothing had been undertaken. Therefore, the absence

of field activities would certainly limit the potential effect of the two

TV series, the impact of which was going to take place through watching the

tele
1.'i

sts and the";-animated discussions afterwards.

'.,
,lqn the basis oftheaecircumstances it could not be expected that

large.effects,in terms of avwenesa,. OW4edgeand action, would show up, and

i- L

this certainly influenced the decision'to doabann the original research
. ,

f
° .. ! ' !' 4

. . ...4 ÷ , .

design and to omit repeating-the aarniary,atiimal husbandry questions during the

post-survey for the entire sample.

2.5.3. The survey period
MA,

; r.P

The choice of the survey period depended not only on the availability

of an "experimental treatment" as described in the preceding section, but also

on the following considerations:

- The surveys should not be during a school holiday because

then the school direCtor and the TPT animator whose

collaboration wadNneeded, could1oe absent.-

- The surlhys should be at such a time that the young men

7711p go.elsewhere for agricultural labor would already

have left the village. This would avoid the problem

of having interviewed people in January who could not

be reloCated again in April.

- The villages should be accessible by car, which meant-

that the visits had to take place before the start of

the rainy, season (April 447 May) .

60.
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.

After a preparation period of two months the pre-survey wasdop0j,

in the two-and-a half week period of January 5 to January 21 ;,197.7;:a.h&

the post-survey was conducted in the three week period of April_..:,p,to

May 2, 1977.

In order to cover all the villages sampled
4

in a te14pi.ely:sliprt

time span, and.taking into account the total number of aVakLible,':,reSeliCh,.

_
personnel, their familiarity with certain regions, the .nUilibb,olavilable

vehicles and budgetary limitations, two surAy teams ot,43j...fferiii. one

with five and another with three team members, were fotmed: :Both:tearlis

were to follow different itineriarieg: one to the Notth-EaSt,and tast.of. .

the country, and one to the North, the West,and ,the'ehtprm:Sf the Ountry..

.-._
In January both teams. were headed by'ah'expatriate reSearchethile an

Ivorian national became headin April. For the itipprarXesee.the- map on

page 45.

HQW the actual surveys Were prepared ancreariied out-is discussed
,- .

in the following sections. There Owe critical issues, are;also raised

A i #

concerning survey work in.the Ivorian setting.

2.5.4. Survey preparation

Fok a larger ,possibility of success with-oUt4 utveY, a two

. t ,

Week preparatory mission was Undertaken. in, November1976'..1w0 teams of two
2

re earchers were dispatched' to. Primary' Sthool Inspectors,

Vi age Chiefs and Village School Diractors.in brdei-Obtain their adVice

and cooperation for the research effott_to be upaertakenAlSo, the nature

,,and the location of the villages' Selected were phepked'against the saMpling.

criteria (see Section 2.3.1..). This was :important because, for example, in

two instances it was discovered that villages which ac ording to the official
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t

lists did not haVe a TV school were in fact TV villages.

One month prior to the pre-survey and also one 'month before the'.

post-survey officially endorsed letters were sent to the-Sub-Prefects and

41.

the Primary School Inspectors in whose "territory' the villages and the

schools were located, and to the chief, tbe-sehool director and

the local party secretary. In many instances those preparatory actions
.

-

facilitate0,the research task, espec4,14y with respect to obtaining village

cooperation and finding:food and lodging for the researchers. However, it

should be noted that on several occasions cooperation of the official

authorities was not only absent but there was direct obstruction. This

(

seriously hampered the data collection, an&it may have had some indirect

but negatiV effect on the quality of the d"a,

While the'activities described relate to the immediate survey exe-
\

cution, there were several otlier preparations needed for formulating the .

instruments and determining the sampling Procedure. The preparatory ddcumerits

o4 ,the -TV .program series chosen as ,"experimental.treatment" were studied and

interviews were held with the film directors and-the content expertsApee

also'Section 2.5.2.). 'Unfortunately, at the moment of the survey preparations

not one TV program was finished nor were complete film scripts available
15

.

This fact seriously hampered the'formulation of adequate and valid questiOns

related to animal husbanaryand,vaccination. end this, in turn, undoubtedly'

had repercussions. on the quality and the quantity of the responses received

during the survey itself.

A third preparation-consisted of requesting the TPT animators in

the 16 TV villages to hold a "census" among their audience in order to have

a list of TPT spectators among whom potential respondents could be sampled

(see also Section 2.3.3. and Section 2.5.6.).
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2.5.5. Interview training

Given the limited time period for interviewing, it was necessary

that as many interviewers as possible were available. The Evaluation Service
4

itself had three national and two expatriate personnel, and three additional'

Ivorian interviewers were "loaned" to the Service by the OSTV department.

Out of these eight persons, only the expatriates had prlor survey research

experience. Two of the six,Ivorians had participated in an interviewer

training workshop of one week'in April 1976, and had assisted interviewing

villagers in early 1976164 It'was thought that not all the 22 villages could
4.1

be visited by these eight people within a three week period, Therefore,

and because of their-prior intAiew training in-April l97617, the nine

Conseillers Pedagogiques or ACRIS, who were at the-disposal of the Evalua7

.

tion gervice were asked to do tie interviewing in one TV village each (see

Section 2.3.1.).

The training of the researth team membersconsisted of participating

in the discussions about and the formulation of the questionnaires, and in

the pretestilIg of the instruments. No formal training wad given, but the

work they were to do was to be under supervision of the expatriateresearchers:

who had training'and who accompaAied each team. The training of the ACRIS

consisted only of instructing them how to sample their respondents and how to

use the instruments, These)instructions took place during the survey journey

in January 1977. Then the ACRIS were handed the survey material and were

instructed about the time period in which to perform their task. One ACRI,

1-

who was contacted at the end of the interview,period in January, just before-

the broadcasting of the scheduled animal husbandry, programs, was assisted in

his work by regular research team members.

Our experience with
41

the,ACRIS' work .in January was rather negative.

i.
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First, few ACRIS return'd the completed questiOnnaires immediately after

they had finished their work. It took a number Of, letters and even a

1

personal visit to obtain all the survey. material frog them. Secondly,

when going over their questionnaires, we found that in a number of cases -5 .4"m

,..

..1.-. ,

-.the ACRI had requested or charged someone else - either a School pupil:
.

'

or a school teacher - to do the interviewing for him. We also suspect

that in one or two cases the ACRI joust filled out the questionnaire without
;.;

. .%

doing the actual interview. To avoid similar prOblems dUring the poA-survey

it was decided that in April our own interview teams-would do all the inter-
. f

viewin§, even in the villages where an ACRI was officially, in charge. This
6

gave us a check on the comparability andireliability of the first data

gathered,

The problems with tbe1CRIS and also ,problems experienced with our

own research teams in khefield point, once , toDthe necessity of.a basic
' -

di

and'thorough training.of interviewers in the use, survey techniques. Their

'capability and experience become the more important when the interviewer
. ,

'

is asked to pass judgments and to make desisionsin difficult field.,:conditions.

.We. are also aware of the fact that the'supervision of the interviewers during

their' fieldwork was not close enough, and this aspect should be reconsidered

in future research..

The next section describes the process of the actual interview.

2.5.6. The interview

A typical village visit would go as follows: The interview team

or the ACRI would first pay a courtesy visit to,the Sub-prefect,kwho was

notified in advance by letter,'and -- if possible - to the Primary School

Inspector, th Evaluatibn Service being a service of the Ministr' of Primary

and Television Education. Accompanied or not by the Sub - Prefect the team

0
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w
Wouldgo to the:village where the. chief and the elders were convened.

fter the usual greeting ceremonies the goal of the visit was explained,

.

and in order to give a taste of what an interview and of what ihe intervieW'

situation was liXe, the village chief and-the.elders were questioned con-
,

Oerning-village matters. Usually, when the Sub-Prefect did accompany

She research team,' the contact with the chief was made through the local

school director. It was through him or the village council that lodging

for the researcher. was arranged in case the interviewing would take more

than one day.

Ivorian hospitality alMost always provided the meals for the

interviewers. In order to thank,the village population and the school

director and his colleagues for,, their hospitality and cooperation, at the

end df each visit tokens of gratitude: money, spirits or kolanuts, were

offered by the team.

In those cases where a second (non-TV) village was close to the

villge visited, the whole team or part thereof would go and contact its

'chief end make thenecesary interview arrangements immediately after the

preliminary'oantaci8 in the - first village.

Except,for food and lodging the necessary'preparations consisted

.of determining the number andniMes of the various neighborhoods and the

names of their chiefs; determinihg the adailability and the' names of inter-

preters, one for each interviewer. In a few cases one or several national

interviewers did not need an interpreter because they spoke the local

language themselves. \ .

Then each interviewer was assigned to one or more neighborhoods.

He received the quota of persons to be interviewed, and with the neighbor-

.

,hood chief and the interpreter he went through the area to identify his

60
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xespondentS. After thishe started the interviews..

1.

A coMplicating factor in tilling the quota Baas the necessity that

at least about half of the respondentS had to be more or Jess regular TPT

spectators, During the survey preparations it was thought that identifi-

cation of TPT viewers could be. facilitated by haying a list of the SpectatOrs_

in each semple'village prepay, beforehand. Therefore, in November 1976

the animator in these villages was requested to dip a "census" among 'his

spectators during three TPi sessigna. On the basis of these lists, returned

by only 8 out of 16 animators, we were able to identify certain people whose

;:.

characteristics corresponded with the quota.requirements. But once arrived ,

,-in the village it was virtually impOSsible to lotate. the selected speCtators'.,

idEitherthey were ebsent, or they-tid not exist (the animator having invented

their'WOes)forthel'hadneverviatOedaTPT"broadcast4etc../kfter
4
rlizing

that selecting respondents on the basis Of these spectator lists introduced
4

another bias into'our sampling.procedure, we tried to include TV. spectators

by asking potential respondents whether-theysometimes watched televison in

the lOcal schoolhouse, Because TV watching is something else than TPT parti7

,
.cipation, it limited the number of TPT 4pect4tors in the.actual sample below

the number anticipated.

At the start of the interview, not only the papei the sex and the

age of the respondent were corded, but also his neighbprhood and the name

4$2!:

of the neighborhood chief. Thus, it became less-difficu/Vrito relocate the

respondent for the post-interview three months later inApril, Interviewes
. ' c, a

were instructed not to mention 'ITT as the main focus of the interview and

not to mention the post-survey in order to avoid that respondents would

"invent" answers related to TPT and would be induced-to watch (more fre-

quently than usual) TPT programs between January and April.
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i

Another possible research bias was located in the need for
,

0; .

;

neving the questionnaires translated into the'local language of the village.

somenotes concerning this problem are presented in Section 2.5.7,

2.5.7. Translation and.interpretersd

4

Thi populatioh of the Ivory Coast, outside the many foreign
0

people,

.who live 'there, is composed,of at least 50 different ethnic groups. The

origins of many of these groups can be traced and linked to about 5 to 10

main'groups, but the fact remaily' that their existence creates a huge lin-

guistic diversity. Ethnic groupa4and ringuistic subgroppdican be large or
,

e t

small but in terms of numbers no one groupdsclearly 46minant. This does

not exclude, ,for example, that large ethnic groups such as the Baouli and

the Agni, both ,belonging to the larger Akan group, do not underStancleaCh

other's language,'butthere are major differences. This is-the reason why,

for instance, the Ivorian radio, despite the fact that it has some broad-
. 4

cats in 13 different regional languages, does not reach all theIvorians

in their own language.

This situation, which was reflected in the composition.of the

actual sample in which least 7 main ethnic groups' comprising many differen'

sub-groups; Werencluded, and, the factthat'the IvorAn research team mrbers'

knew Onkrelatively few different local languages, excluded from

the beginning that the questionnaires were formulated in any of the regional'

.
iiguages. Questions were in FrenCh, and.uring the questionnaire prepare-

.4
,.lion,witforts were made to have, their formulation as,simple as possible and

A
-'.-tacheck the translation of certain formulations against -141e local languages

60 team, members knew. This does not exclude that certain notions. in the

guestionnaire were difficult to translate, or that because of Cultural and

-linguistic differences in,the various regions, notions were not understool

vv
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or were misupderstOod by the :respondents". Thus, a.reliability bias Was

intrpduced.

Once arrived in the village, it was nottalways ease to find abra..

interpreters. Usdally.there were a
F number of people lfho knew some French.

tr

But in our case we needed people. who also understood thein role in an inter-

.*

view situation.' Evidently, such people'are rare, A therefore we sometimes,

had to be satisfied with someone who understood and spike only basic French:
A

Besides, because of his status as intermediary between the respondent (and

thus the,village) and the interviewer (the dtatside wprld,lthe government) 0;'94,
4

the interpreter thought it sometimes to be his duty to clarAy, instead of

translate, and thus modify the response, or to answer, a question even before

it had been translated.or before the respondent had had-time to think
*

ofd

an answer.

It will be clear that under theSe,circumstances data igathdring

itself becomes a difficult task, but also that the reliability/of the data

is negatively affected: This is one more reason why in the analysis siage

care must be taken °in interpreting the research findings.

2.6. Conclusion

In this chapter we have discussed the development of the research

creation of the research' ihstrumeitts and

acLial'surVeys. We havIpseen thatithe"

design and the sampling design, the

the preparation and execution of the

original research objectives called

but there were theoretical and pract

study this design( was abandoned. We

field conditions which affected and constrained our original research

for a quasi-experimentali survey design,

ical reasons why in @he course of this

also have indicated many of the actual

intentions, the'data gathering process, and the rattle and quality of the data.
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iirwo lessons are exemplified by the foregoing46ections. One,

,,
.

.

fldeepite the most
Ophisticated*heoretiAl }14owliigh,of rese rch require-.

Alb., f
. : .It -o! .,

,r. , -A, yam.
..is

:,
Ay

ments and pitfalls, theory always falls short otreality, and thus ;eld

40dtearch, especially in a deyelopirig-country, has' *deal with many unknown,.
A .*

.

. y .

. ,

..

uncommon 'and 7distorting" factor's. Two, _consequently,- research findings

w.

t,

..
45 0.

o
.
be presented in Chaptets Your, Five,, Six and Seven mush be interpreted

4

from the perspective of the context in which they, -were collected. They

. *
have more' qualitative flavor rather than 001ntitativettgor, they indicate

. .

t

tendencies and patterns rather than sOatistical truths whibh can be general
,

ti:i

.
.

1
zed to all Ivoians, to dll IvorianiVages

4cor to Ole total TPT operation.

ri.
oik m 4 0

With this in mind, we now turn to tie description of the actual

sample in Chapter Three.

411
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.1,

2.
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, do
impossible. Sep fow a good discussion of this-issue Kearle(1976),

"
.

especially pp, 27-49.

Hursch-Cgsar and Roy, 1976 : 191.4

7. "Y g" in Ivorian society does not standio much for 4 certain.ageAout

'rather for a certain so*ial position. The age group of 25-45 years can

be easily included in this category. , 'Previops researqb ingicates that

. this agd. group 'provides a relatively Targe number .of ZPT Spectators.
I. a

Therefore our choice to "over7selects this age group in the sample does
: /0 4

44 not run counter to the research finding that the "young" are over-
. . #

.
.1

. + represented among tOe TPT audience.
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8- This questionnaire isreproduced as Appendix A.

9. This means Question 41:

,10. See also Seya and Yao, 1977. ,

11. This questionnaireas reproduced as Appendix B.

12. The SIKATIO programs wire primarily oriented towards.the urlom audience.
I"

On request"Of the OSTV,'we included some questions about it in our post-

questionnaire. Analysis of the, responses was done by the TPT department

and is reported elsewhere.

13. See, for example, Kaye and Lenglet, 1975.

14. As a matter of fact,, three programs out of this series,were telecast

before the pre-suryey. Four were broadcast at the end of January and

February 1977, while two remaining animal. husbandry programs were

shown in May and June, 1977. Why the programs were dispersed over

such a long period is not clear. It may have been due to chronic

financial and production difficultures of the OSTV. See Appendix C

for the broadcasting dates of the animal husbandry series.

15. This seems to be a common practice. First, film diredtors work only

with schematic scripts, and,secondly, TPT films are only
finished a

duple of days or even a couple of hours befOre broadcasting time.

16. This was done for the'study by Benveniste (1976).

17. F r the media survey reported in Seya and Yao,41977.
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CHAPTER III

CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE VILLAGES AND RESPONDENTS

3.1. Introduction

In this chapter we will present a description of the villages

seleCted for the survey, while also making comparisons between TV and non-iV

Villages. The description not only. provides the background against which

the findings of impact, audience composition and attitudes about TPT gain

significance, but it reveals some of the crucial. factors which intervene

and explain some of the outcome measures.

In'the past it has been observed that, for example, educated

people participate relatively. more-in the TPT sessions than people 'without

education.. Thus, education may be a factor in explaining who watches TV

or TPT and who does not, and also who. starts an action as the, result of

having watched TPT. There are other variables suchfoas age, income, ethnic

(-----Na filiation, etc. To a certain extent tbese.individual.caracteristics are '

lihked to the place where people live: the region, the village. Aswe Age

I. 0

explained in Section 2.3.1. the region of a village coincides to a lard
4 . . .,,,,"

degree with el of personal income, ethnic affiliation and religion. att

there are other village characteristics which, although they do: not immedia-
o

tely affect individual traits, influence especially the action impact of the

TPT programs. The material endowment of the village, the level of material

development, its "modernity",have, first, an.impact on the presence end
of. .

seriousness'of certain development problems dealt with by TPT 4for example,

water supply, health, agriculture), and, secondly, foriw the pre-co ditions

for decisions and actions to "solve" these problems. For example, in-a poor

Moslem village, the youth who watches TPT will probably have a hard time



convincing the elders of the necessity of constructing a well, and_to,.raise

.

money to start the construction. It is apparent that some villages forw

better environmentfor potsible.TPT impact than otherS, and'that some

individuals are in,,a better position to become aware of deVelopment probleMs,,

or to start action than others.

3.2, The sample villages

3.2.1._ Introduction

In Section 2:3.1., we presented the criteria for Selecting the .22

_
villages in which 600 respondents were to be sampled. Appendix D provides

a list of the names of these villages, their Department, Sub-Prefecture, and

Primary 'School Inspectorate. Also indicated are their total numbelrof

inhabitants, divided b y sex, the distance in kiloMpters to. the.nearest.(small)'

town and their accessibility by road, as well as the region in'which'they
4

. tz.

are located.

3,2.2. Geographical regions

A/though the 22 villageS are more or.less evenlYdiStributed over...

.
.

; i

the three main regions: Etiti the forest, 7. in the woodedsaliahna and 71n

the '`savanna, the ratio of TV and non-TV villages per 'negiOn'iS rather ,

awkward. We find a 013 ratio in the forest, a'611:ratiO40441ded.

savanna, and a 614 ratio in 'the savan It prebably.mesustnat the-16::TV

villages as well as the.non-TV villa ,late.4prea&over li.he.three.zOnFs
.

.r.i%,
".,t: 21.

according to the distribution of TV ' ynop-Ty. 06 s n the co Y.

.

'... J.'

'3.2,3. Inhabitants

in*
i. 0"

One of -the reasons :why we/4 ed rir

t

ages iii. s.
k 1 i;

aMple

was that we wanted to find out whet r, tpe "i4vyl'Condit S6!differed in

TV and non-TV villages, and' to what extent hiS,Ould of t, the degree-and

151

e / 4 L



wayt of outside influences such as TPT., Comparing.the;:twogretipt of villages

:'on some general characteristics we find that on the average?,theon7-TV villages

have less inhabitants than the

14126inhabittntt.while

Accettlbility.

TV-villages TV villages have .an average of

non -TV villages have.an average population of 787.

- :4te alto'find,.)that the:aveiage 'dittance between the village and the

netresttowZi iS tothewhatlongei:in:the case of,non,-TV villaget than i

"case, of TV villaget.- Inhabitants of the latter must travel an average

32. ©6 kms reaCti-t.ne..nearest town, nonTV .vilIages-nall,e to go 38 kmpi

14hat:dttingUithes..the two grOUPs-of villages ,host is the t:`61ative

ease:1:6flyhiCh:t1*y can be reached,in short: teieve-t.of accessibility.

Bearing:in Mindjhatall; villagO,wereOso ,..ch(Aen'.hc they Vere'accestible

by tar,it::is',,stillAnteresting'tci' Ipte that four out of six'non-TV. villages

.

t87151 agairistjcki,?0

gi ve a scoreI'Lwe

score .of -tWo for

whentli'd

of TV villges p:havea,diffiCuit access:-

th.lipeet411.tt when"iithe Vi4age is 'easily ccessible, a,.

aecess.it: .realIY diffl:CUlt,theaverage score; 9f

rage with' somewhat AtfficUitaCCess anpka scor9of'Ione
t.?

the TV villages'

1 becomet2.27 and-of the non-TV-v4lages '5, !'We 'do not believe that4phe

factthat the nory-TV villages do not..havgiChool.

,

is in'immediate function of their,geO4rapHi-cal isoltti
..

not have a schOol'at
.

.)iowever, as' we will see theofq1loik,ing paragraphs their inaccess-
,

ibility ckrtainly :plays a role i!,1v16 d'egrre:to'Nwhi,ch:the village (objectively
,

and s ub ject LV 1 Y ) experiences problems in tOmkof Sbeial services, socio-
,:,

economic infraAtructurp; in shOrt"devel.OPment"..,'.
, -

;et:
4

p d with,TV 'deceivers

(Only One non-4P

3.2.5. Xnfrastcnctukaf innovatins

order 'tO,give.an

e.

/n ia6471Nhe level:of "development"

*D.

4
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villages, we present in Appendix E a list of infrastrictural institutions

which according to Ivorian standards must be considered "modern" and a

;condition fot and indication of "development". This list was comRiled by

using information gathered during the interviews with the chief and the

elders of the villages. The frequencies in the table represent the number

of villages falling into the categories of having, not=having or being-in-

the-process-of-having such "innovations"; What we find -.and we feel that

this is not atypical for most rural areas of the country - is that all

villages have only alimited number of "modern" institutions, with the

exception of the primary school. That all except one, village had a school

is not surprising because the preserke of a school with or without TV was

one of the sampling criteria.
.44

The most widespread eleMent of infratructure is a well, i.e.., a

;drilled well equipped with a 54a1) water pum0. More than half of the

villages haVe at least one or were constructing one
4

. Another more common

modern implementation is the lArsempnt or rezoning. Rezoninciimplies
Y.

the creation of rectangular building,lots and the tracing of streets in

traditional villages where the layout is very, different. Forty percent of

the villages were already rezoned or were in a rezoning process. Rezoning

is the prerequisite for the construction of more modern houses as well as

for having_ electricity and (in the future) piped water. More than half of

the villages have some kind of agriCultural cooperative (officially recog-

nized as such or not) or are in the process df creating one. Usually this

cooperative functions only fo4 marketing of crops, grown on individual (family)

plantations. There are very few production cooperatives in the country.

What is really striking is the almost complete absence of a health

institution in the 22 villages. There is only one dispensary but no

r3
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maternities, though 8 out ',Of 22 villages aremore or less regularly visited

by public or private (missionary) health personnel
5

. ThiS leaves about 14

villages (64 %) without any regular instituti8nalized health care,'and at

this point the village accessibility and closeness to town becomes even

I*
more important. The closer the village is to the nearest dispensary or

hospital and the easier it is to travel there by public transportation, the

less will be the urgency of having one's own health facilities.

When comparing the presence of certain innovations in-TV and.

non-TV villages, there is no immediate and apparent difference. This could

be due to the relatively small numbers of both groups, and in particular

of the non-TV.group. But we feel that on 9e average both groups are

equally (un)developed. This, does not exclude that some villages have a more

modern infrastructure than others. There is a range oOronly one innovation

per village to five innovations Per village, which means that there are

.
villages which, except for a small schoolhouse; have.no modern institutions

all.
In this respect we tried to develop a "modernity", index on which

the 22 villages could be rank-ordered according to the volume and quality

of.their modern infrastructure.' The absence of ihform4tion ir41 ,InuMber of

villages on the quality of the innovations and the number of years it existed,

did not allow us to do so. But if we exclude the presence of a cooperative

or a youth center, and if we give one pointto the presence of any other

,
"innoVation"-and a half point to any "institution" which is "und con-

struction" we find that non-TV villages have on the average two modern

institutions while the TV villages have 2.22. This:may be an indication of

the somewhat higher level Alf (material) development in'the second group,: but

the small numbers limit any imme fate conclusion.

7,7
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Not,only the degree of (urpdevelOpment is important in explaining

- why certain villages seem to have a higher TPT impact than others or have a

different audienCe.profile, but perhaPs'even more crucial becomes the way

modern institutions are introduced into the village. ThereTore, we asked

the'village chiefs who had taken the initiative to have a modern institution,

and who had financed its implem9ntation. In Appende.x F, we present the

aggregate answers for all the villages broken down fer TV and non -TV villages.

For more than half of the 9'innOvatiOns studied and usually,in

more than two-thirds of the 22 villages the initiative lies with the, village

council,, one or more villagers or village "intellectuals" living in.urban

areas away rom home6. But we also observe that thereare variations per

"innovation". Thus it seems.that most schools are established on village

initiative while for many wells the Government, 'through the adyistrative

authorities or government agencies, has taken the initiative. The picture

%Ads different for'ihe financing. More;than half of the wells are financed by

'the Government. This is possibly true for many of the wells constructed..

before 1974. Since then the large nationait GovernMent water projects request

a,financial participation of the village drilling a well. The usual

village contribution, based,onindividual cotisations, amounts to 150',000 CFA

Francs (or U.S. $610,00). Sixty to seventy percent of the schools are, how-
_

ever, financed by -the villgge itself and its "intellectuals" and the villagers

themselves have paid almost all rezoning projects.

As far as the financing of development projects is concerned, there

does not seem tote a difference between, TV and non-TV villages. With respect

to the initiative for development projects the picture is,also rather similar
o

for both groups, though wells in non-TV villages seem to have been started,

with more Government initiative than in TV villages However, the absolUte

7N
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numbers are small,.and therefore care should be taken, in interpreting the

percentages.

3.2.6. Development problems

From ttit foregoing paragraphs it is Clear that many of the 22

sample villages lack a modern infrastructure adequate.to basic human needs:

Two-fifths of the villages do not have any source'of potable water, which

means that their inhabitants are dailyexposed to a serious. health hazard.

And here'we do not speak of other health hazards such as free roaming

animals and the absende offlrainage systems. Almost no village has a health

care institution, while at the same time many Of the, villages have difficult

access to the nearest town. If health would be the only criterion we could

already conclude that basic human needs in many of tlie villages are not

adequately met.

But the lack of a modern infrastructure in the 22 villages should

not be interpweted,as a lack of-initiative or "wart" or "demand". According

to the interviews we had with the village leaders it seems that there:are

many problems which are identified as "urgent" in the villages. But the

villages have not yet fourilif:the wayt and the means for solving them. The

identifiCation of, these, and the obstacles the villages experience

in :improving the material °situation of the,village becomes important when

trying to-asses to what extent TPT can create an awAreness of development
. .

issues among the peaSantpapulation. It is possible that important sections

of the so7called rural mass arealready alre of these problems but they
k

do not have the means to solVe them. Be9,4r,the obstacles for,,,x,illage
"4.

improvement capnot:be solved,by villager iring new attitudes, knowledge

and habits through information.' It may b&th the technical, administrative

.

and financial obstacles which impepie village imPipvement decisions and actions'

79
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*
are of a more structural and political-economic nature!, and can only be

affected.by political 'and economic changes on the level of the nation
P .

state.

'In Appendix G, we present the complete list of "most urgent problems"

as expressed by the'vfllage leadert. We see that three-fourths of all,

villages see health care- the creation of a dispensary or maternity - as'

the most acute-problem. This need is more widely felt in non-TV villages

than in
4 .

to towns.

TV villages, perhaps because the former have more difficult access

Water supply (wells,-piped water, irrigation)is the second most

urgent problem expressed.by village chiefs, and,

.

serious for non-TV than for TV villages.

again,, it seems to be more

'A third problem concerns the physics" access o Villa es because of

the.bad state of roads and bridges. .Half of the non -Ty and,aquarter of the TV

villarsrequest road improvement and the 'construction of stone bridges.

The question of rezoning arid improvement of streets and drainage is a fourth'

urgent need, while the fifth one concerns the coMpletiikor extension of the
. .

school (or in:seyeralcases, the construction of hoUt,ng fltir the school

teachers).

Here it rlo- :inter ing to note the siMilarity in rank7order of the

main problems as mentioned by the Village elders on the one hand and by the

respondents of the individual questionnaires On the'.other. Ong hundred and

sixty-two Per4ons answered the question of,what they felt the main problem,

in their village was (Question 42, April: One fourth of therermentioned,s

f 4
health (4 lack of a dispensary) as the main problem. °Wa6r and housing.

were mentiOned by 24.7

was brou4ht up by' 1.7 percent of the respondent'.

percent, :'money" (most likely -the lack thereof)'

((J.°

The first three rank-order



positions of tpt individual' responses correspond 'to-those.:0f the. village list:
7

(1);: health, (2).' water,. (3) housing. This could be seen as the,:,pxistence'of

a large consensus inth village with regard to the immediate. developMent

problems. And therefore it seems that no particalar effortneed be made to

make.the village population aware of them,

This aatter_Ipointneeds some extra attention because the TPT 'pro-

making the populatiOn.aware of development.grams are espealiy aimed

problems and what can be done about'them. In French this awareness creation.

is called sensibilisation. It has been observed that 80 to 95 percentOf.',

all TPT programs contain a sensibilisation objective 8
And researchifindings

, .

`seem"to indicate thatespecially in,terms of sensibilisation, as opposed to

Yaction, the TPT programs have some impact
9

(see. also Chapter VI).

A comparison of these results ith the observation that'villagers
, r-

;/.
are a ware of the most urgent developm nt problems would indicate

'If something needs to be done in terms 4 education or information or;:the1.

t should be a program showing how other villagers have solvedrural.areasT ,

4 similarqproblems, and indicating the ways and means to solve them. As we
,

ad -

lave said be fore,
J

such informatiOn will not have any effect if these wayS
v.4.

,

. .

. .

and ris are -not pesent,.-gr only Available to a limited grodp,of people and
4'41°

.10
through plpla and tortuous bUreaucratic channels .

4 : 4! 0
is. * !Whenlopkng number of urgent iat the nu problems

mentioned.

by the
411 f.

VX1lage. leadqii*we tee that each village mentions on the average 2.32 probleMaA
4 4

.

HoweNer,.thbre is a difference between. TV and non-TV. villages. .The'latter
1.

eXpetie anallierage.-of 2.83:problems and the former an average of 2.25:

be-An-inditation that non-TV villages ate more "'underdeveloped",
f

or "backward!' TV villages.

'This co



3.2.7. Obstacles to village improvement
6,.

Although the level ofmaterialdevelopment is important intexplaining
4 ,

,

1
', ,

.' and, .

,a,possible:TpT impact the TPT audience profile, ire feel #hatthe obstacles
,

4.

to,improving the development level of the village may_beneven more. crucial
,

for TPT's'potential impact, especiallioin terms of decision- making and' the
,.-

undertaking of actions. Some of these ob'stacles have already peentOsChed

upon in previous -.Paragraphs.

ResponSes of 15 Village leaderp-poncerning'the obstaciet:to village,
.. .

,,
e .

improvement cak be hierarchically IclaspifAd in fOuil maid categories: finan-,

cial,adMinistrative, technical and "cultural".., the firtsi category containing

more xeiponses than the'second, and so

Tfie financial category can .hpeguated with the lacK of moriey. It

Ideis main4Obstacle for %any improvem4i action An all villages, though it

is the almost exclusive response category in the non-TV,villages. There
.

money is either completely absent, ..and thus forbids aril?" improvement, or it

6takes a Ling time - while .waiting for th? groWthlnd.the sale of the crops

to collect the necessary funds to start an action. ,Chiefs mention,-foi.

example,-t
.
hat,a-well or'sChbolcannOt be constructed, or that a well,cannot'.,

. i, ,

be equipper 1th a pump, or that the villa:4 has .,not yet been reioned,becaudb
'

-

the villag cke.the necessary finances:. To ascertain
1

extent.the.lack of:

to the rural...exodus (see beloW, Seciion3.2.9.) ofcash may in'part be due

the young and the able-men, which limits,the qUarititi and the'quality of A:
, ! -

and'agricultural. prodUction;, d hus limits the -potential of generating cash
.

.

Alt.i
. ,

c
1Nrn money is available,income. 'But the remark is also tade th whe

4.

and when avillage Illectioh Ss made, 'the adirtinistrative authoritip
/
do

not honor this'local
,

initlative,and do not:provide t requested services.

..
Ar
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-This brings us to the second obstacle category: administrative.
,

. ,

Among the answers we find that villagb initiatives are not resporided t'o by

expedient adMinistrative action. This Means that eithe1t no action at all

is upsde7Aaken or that the bureaucratic 'process takes so long that improve-

ments are
"te.

-4111t
A*44drill Il.took more time than originally foreseen. "Cultural"

1; phstakas (for lack of a better word).0efer to the three villages where a

aspUA.existed within the village or between two neighboring villages

many-years after the date of the original request.

ical obstacles mentioned, for exampI6',..would be that

about the place where the new school should be constructed.

A last unclassified obstacle mentioned is theeinaccessibility of
4'='

the village. This hams the transportation of,persons and also of.cdn-
t

struction. material for the-new school.

It seems to us that Oese obstacles danonly be removed by TPT to

' A
a very limited degree., This does not exclude the possibility that TPT, or

similar educational and information prograMt,'plays,a facilitatily role in
7.

11
the politiCal and economic hange prqpess .

3.2.I3., . ' Field agents

- In previous reports it had been remarked that there was little or

no cboperation between the TPT animators and the agents the. develorhent

,

fagenties who had "sponsored"'yT* program, althougfl the need for tuch

.,,cooperation haS been emphasized many times -Therefore we wanted to know

. whetlyax field agents tipre working in thpXillage, and Whether th. TPT animator
.

..

had any contact with them when animating the TPT:prol'i.aMs..
. .

.
ilk

In January _we asked the chief about the0. kinds- and numbers of field
.

agents,of the various State Development Companies and other state agencies who

,

paid vtits or lived in their We almost 20 percent of all .

ft
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.4 "

our sampleyilaages are never visited. (see Appendik H). Fifty percent see

one or two agdats, while the remaining 30 percent (7 village's) are visited

Aos, three, five or even six agents. It is interesting to note thathealth

agents are the most common (8 villages). Next coje agents of the rhrge

agricultural development,companies such as the CIDT, SODEPRA, SATMAC1 and
414 ,A67-

SODERIZ.
i

3.2.9. Rural exodus
jar .

Because lir TPT programs

T.

also intend to reach the primary, school

leavers, dr*LoutsAofoUng adults to stem the rural exodus, we were
swAt--%

interested to know how this phenomenon was .perceived by.thearibus village

chiefs.1 'foirund that a large number. of .villages (19) experience this pro-

blem.blem. Although many of the village leaders (11) believe that the emigration

of their most able young men'is detrimental for the village and affects

their.prosperity-and survival,'4 chiefS feel that the exodus is beneficial

cause the emigrees send money back which'allows those who remain to make
0

new investments in.agrelture and 'trade.

"the
A
Dioula villages wherikthere is a

This last attitude prevails in

long tradition of emigration, as wql

as re-IMMigration. In the non-Dioula villages the exodus creates much

serious effects because it is permanent, thus destroying the basis for

rejroduction oillage society.

Conclipion

more

the

The foregoing sections have provided an idea pf the socio-economic

sit:Uation_in the 22 sample Allages. They are relatively underdeveloped

in term'of material infrastructure, there are many obstacles in improving

this situation, and th absence of field agents and the persistent, rural

exodus do not lend th4Mselyes to immediate Solution.

o*

II



The sections that follow Will be devoted to descrOe. the individual

sample of 601 respondents in terms of their basic socio-economic characteristics

The individual respondents

3.3.1. Introduction

Having seen the Village characteristics which form the context and

21...

pre-conditions for a potential TPT,iMpact and the way villages participate
...4,

in TPT, we will describe in,thi*s4Ction a number of socio-eConomic. charac-
:

teristics of the individual samfihich impinge on people's perceptions,'

attitudes, and behavior. Therefore, they are potential explanatory or

independent variables of TPT impact in terms of attitude change, knowledge

acquisition and action-decisions. We will compare the distribution( of the

various variables in the original thqpretical sample, the 'January sample

and the April sample. The comparision betweenthe theoretical and,January

distribution is important in order to determine whether the quOta samp'ling'.
.1--

technique provided the expected results. As we will see, it did. Because

the post-questionnaire contained questiont the answers.to which were to be

compared with answers during the pre - survey, it seemed essential that the
.

basic distribution of basic respondent.oharacteristics remained identical

for both surveys.. As a matter °efect, it did.

3.3.2.
a
The original and the ac 1 sample

The origil sample of ividuals caned for 600 respondents,' 30

66.

in each TV village and 20 in each non-TV.village. TiluS, in theory there

were 480 TV villagers and .120 non-T' villagers whp would be divided by the

folloWing criteria: TPT spectawrslir,noto.sex,and age'(see Table 1).
4.

In general we succeed in filling the .theoretical quotas during

- g :
the January survey, while the'alosencelpf.19 percent of thefAriginal respOn-

..

dents glaring the April survey did not affect the January sample distribution.

RA
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in any significant way. In Tables 1, 2, and 3 we present the frequency,

distribution of the main sample criteria in p(1) tie theoretical sample,

(2) the January sample, (3) the relocated respondents in April and.(4); the

April absentees. The Tables do not need further explanation. Lt appers

that the interviewers managed to a very large extent to fill their
4

assigned quotas, and that the drop-out between January and April did mot 0

distort the ;origin 1 weighting in the January survey. There is a majok

anomaly, however, between the theoretical and the January sample: the
..

. ,,

difference between the proportions of spectators and non-spectators. In 4

a previous section (2.3.3.) we explained our intention to haVe atjeast gO'
I

9 0
percent TPT spectators among the respondents. To this-end we eked prior,'

to the survey the TPT animators in the 16 TV villages to compile a list

of their spectators, on the basis of which potential TPT spectators dOulq 4
\Lie ebe qtified. This strategy failed because of the unreliable informationit

.4 .

it yielded. TherefOre we were oV.iged during pe filling of the resptndenti

quotas to ask potential respondents whether theviwat4 chelitelevi0!televisioi?.or noi)-1t

(TPT as sucWWaksinot specified). If t e answer was eyes" and if khey,res-
,

4
ponded to the other quota criteria th y we me included'in the sample. But

it is clear that watchipg TV is not the same as watching TPT (see also , p

Chapters IV and V) and thus the proportion of actual TPT spectators,dif

considerably from the proportion aimed at. Instead of tifty-fifty distri

bution, 40 percent TV spectators and 60 percent non-spectators-weresamplii

in January.

The theoretical sample, the January sample, the; April

the group of April absentees not only shoW more or less simila

on the variables of sex and age but also on region, profession,

sample and

diStributions.

membership

in cultural. or cooperative associations, income, social status, religion,
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TABLE 3-1

The al of respondents in the theoretical sample,/tat
.

he Januar and A ril survey Pys, and among the April. absentees

in TV and non-TV villages.

Theoretical
sample

N

,January

N %'

April

N

Total 600 601 487

TV Village 480 80 '479 79.7 383

Non-TV Village 120 20 12 2013 184
,

Male

Female
. .

TABLE 3+2.:

4
Distribution of TV village respondents in,the theoretical c.-,

Absentees

N %

78.6 84.2

21.4

sample and the January and April surveys according to,' -'
.4-

*."
t

sex, TV watchipg and age. (N.: 480)

T'T spectators

Non-TPT
spectators 240 50 285 59.5 226 59 4 '

/
15-25 years 160 33.3 152 31.7 ' p109 28.A-.

26-:45 years . 274 46.7 218 '45.5 177 46.2

46 yeiers and t

older . 96 202F 10 22.8 97
. '41 7

-Theoretical
sample January.
(N = 480) (N = 479)

320 66.6 319 66-.6

160 , 33.3 160 .33.4

*
240 50. 194 40.5 57

,

',

.4

'1f5.1.41,1;

=

25.3
Ike

* Actually in January and Apt&lIthere were TV:and non-TV spectators instead of

117'end non 'PT spectafors.(see Section 3.3.2.).;

87



DistributionOf non-,TV respondents in the theoretical

'sample and the, .7aptlary and April surveys according to

`sat, TV watching and (N 120)

Theoretical

IN p2,1-110).

N
4

b10.1e,

TVspectatort

NOOfTV
'SPeOators

-45 years

46 : Yeart and

older . c '

APril
(N = 104)

ti

68.3

3 31.7

65 62.5

37.5

33, 31:7

.4

56 53.8

eduCation and ethnkeff3,fia onti: This does.mot mean that the proportions

14.4'

410

"Pbr TV and non-TV viii es.on all the variables were similar. We will

not dwell'on this point. It .il, however, interesting to note that from

4fferences between the two groups ofthe'begifining there were some

villagers concerning the basic
071,

.3.3.3: Region

The firse difference

09

.and non-TV villagers

the three regions.

independent variables

we noted betwe\en the characteristics of TV

was that both groups were unevenly distribUted Over

'Aithough'tV villagers comprised 80 percent of the /ample

x,

and non-TV villagers 20 percent, the ratio of these two cups in the forest
. ,

region was 91 :9, in the wooded savanna ,zone 78:22 and in the s,ayanna 67:33.

?8 6



What:ye:have observed,'.i.n,.4eoti4

goes to the North (the 'savanna).-

:going to tencOunter.

iSbOnfirmed herqi.. the more one

s TV'village redprFlaents one i

$6)c and age

Th&se* distribi.1.tkonairTV:',Nilages and4on-TV villages is almost
4,

identicAk as WaS our intOtf thOugh we had a similar intention for

age, Ywe',obs,rve. 1.* oni data' ,that' i tl e nonTV villages the older ajb group

4i., percentag*,:-wisealler.#t4aq, * lithe TV villages, while the age group of

i.

2f).t.o 45 iV.'.SO,mempat lar4e4r.

. 3°. 3'.. 5%-- : ProfeSi$11. 3.
4 ! .

! i'

V.,

,The AtkOf.es on,:of.o,.our respondents was not a surprise to us.
In

..
.1

,
. ,

we se eo, that Ve.ryslight variations in TV and non-TV villages

the larfe,p0o, §"o,g4kspondents, 17 percent, are "penter": a peasant

,

4aill11001tivatingcash crops like coffee and cocoa. However, 13

pereentoftWTV .Vill ierk were "cultivator", who, in' comparison with the

q ,
'planter%qUItivates.kisp cash crops, while in the non-TV villages.

.24: percent *.d thattthey were "cultivator". This difference is immediately

explained by the fact that mostthe non-TV villages are in the North,

q :'

.

where metre subsistanee.than'cash crops predominate in contrast to Center and
k

4 . .0 ...

110Southe egao40:... About 21 percent of, the res ntients were menageres, or
et-

ousewiyesa tegory which is almost automatically filled by all fkale

irmondents. ,

1 .

The hOusewife profession in a country like the Ivory Coast certainly

1 .".'

4,,
inefudes- many more (diverse.) activities than the western notion of "housewife"

r . .
" 4L.-...---)

'conveys. Housewives afe not only responsible for raising children, preparing

food and keeping the hOuse, but thty.perform major agricultural tasks, haul

water and gather firewood, andhave often .a little trade in small agricultural

2 .

product (tomatoes, dried smoked fish, yams, etc.).
co
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TABLE 3-4

Distribution of respondents' professions in TV and

non-TV villages in January

TV Village

N %

Non-TV Village.

r-
N it

Planter 227 48.2 56 46.7

Cultivator 63 13.4 29 24.2

Housewife 113 24.0 28 23.3

Other profession
and jobless 7 5.84,0944174-.1!1

Total 471 100.0 120 100.0

Nonresponses have been excluded

A

A small minority of the respondents reported "other professions",
.

/

such as day laboreruafield agent, transporter, trader, and "jobless", but (

y.

their number is so small thate do not consider them separately in our

analysis.

3.3.6. Membership in associations

Membership in a cultural or

8:

sports association is not.completely

proportionate to the TV-non-TV distribution. Tbere are relaZiVely More

association members in the TV than in the non- villages. But it is air

oi.
Vteresting to note that the non-response cate ry in thatattet. group is

.;'proportionally smaller'than in the fOrmer. With regard to membership in a

L ,

yquth group or cooperative, the picture is different.* In the non-TV

bv$11ages there are relatively more members than in the TV villages. is
,

-

can'possibly be explaind by the stronger initiation&radi9dons in the
o,

4

northern, mostly MosleM, villages. But again, noh-resp9n4ea.ard more .freguent
. 0; ,

.

'.

in the latter than in the fornier .group.. 90 .7:

'.t';.
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3.3.7. Income.

b

SoMe particular attention must be devoted to the question of

"income". Even in,industrialized societies income is a difficult concept

4.

to measure adequately. It becomes even more difficult in countries with

a large agricultural base, whereMoney income forms only a limited part

of the family "budget" especially in those areas where only limited cash

4 4;

crop production, and thus marketing,. takes place. This does not exclude

the fact that even in those areas there are'people (individuals or families)

with relatively large/cash incomes. And it is certain that the amount of

money at one's disposal is an indiCation of a person's social and economic.

status. As in any other society money wields power, and in a society like

the Ivory Coast where economic growt increased' productivity and individual

entrepreneurship are stressed as positive contributions to national develop-

ment, it may be assumed that the level of revenue is a good indicator of the

'(potential) links with the modern sector, and of the potential of starting

"development" oriented actions.

Weciried to measure the income of the respondents in January an

in April, each time with a somewhat differeft4zsure, though their basic

form was similar: We asked the respondents whether,s/he had sold any

agricultural products, For each produqt we determined the amount, and knowing
, s..y.,: .

. '`-zr.:,N' , . ,

. .
. .

,At
.

the official prices per kilo, this amoi.int was converted into CFA Francs. When

several 'products were mentioned their respective amounts were added, and to

this was added any other supplementary income from trad or.0ther activitiep.

dithereareproblernsWiththis.proceure.First, excludes

almOst automatically many of the "housewives" who do not have any cash income,

andwho are dependent on their, husbands for their cash needs1 .. SeCondly,

given the organization of African agriculture,. where'the extended:famkly,

9
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under the leadership of the tather or uncle, tills the soil, young married

men are still dependent on the oldest male in the family household. Thus,

they do not have any income over which they have discretionary poWer,

although they need money for themselves and their children, ,for example, for

schooling. Wirdly, the method of listing all agricultural crops and
, .

: .

recalling how many kilos or tons'were grown and sold leaves the opportunity

of underestimating,or over-reporting by the respondent.. Questions about

income or productiolk5are never popular, and they become even more suspect.

in situations where the peasant has had bad experiences with the adminis-

trative authorities, and where fears of increased taxation are real. This

means that the reliability and the validity of:the income measure is'

.About a quarter of the respondents report no cash income. Another

quarter report an annual income between 1 and 50,000 CFA Francs, and a third

challenged.

quarter falls in the 51,000 to 200,000 CFA Francs bracket., Five percent of e

the respondents do not give an answer, while about 20 percent has more than

200,000 CFA Francs annually.

The differences between the January and April distributions reflect

the differences beiweeil the January and April measures, the April 'measure

being somewhatore refined than the J4nuary one. However, the Pearson-mOment

/
correlation between the two

.

measures appears to be relatively high (0.60)

indidating that there was a relatively high stability in the'way the respon-
.

-

dents reported their income. ,Because statistical calculations showed that

there was less variance around the, s of each income category for the

.lanuarS, measure, 'decided to adopt t is first measure for further, cros

tabulations in the ollowing chapters..
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Excluding the non respondents and April absentees, we:obtain

Table 5 for the January and April respondents.

'TABLE 3-5

Annual income distribution of respondents-in January

so'

Without income

4
.1 to 50,000 CFA F*ncs

51 - 200,000 CFA Francs

201,000 CFA Francs
and more

Total of respon-
dents presenit,in
both surveys

and April

January

N

April-

126- 28 132 29

119 26 131 29

129 8 /16 24

85 19 86 19

459 100 459 100

*2'50 CFA Francs'equals U.S. $1.00. ..

An additional remark about the two income measures is warranted:

Although in January., as well as in April we attempted to measure the mone-

tary income of the individual respondents', it is very likely that.- cert0,in1T,

in the'cte:of.the male respondents.- the:global family income instead of

the individual income was determined. This, global family income should

probablyibe diviaed-by the number of household members to apprioach a more

realistiC individual income, and thus also 'more realistic individual income

categories. In doing so, the monetary amounts represented by the different

income categories. would come cloSer to tho4e,acceptedby the Ivo\rian Mnistry

, ,
.'

of Planning. In 1973 the average annual monetary income.per capita. in the
. ,

rural areas was 14,000 CFA Francs, excluding auto-consumption (DATAR, 1975).

-'9 3
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.7.

Even allowing for inflation and possible real income gains, it, is apparent1

that our 'estimates are not too realistic. This remarkshould be borne

mind when we will discuss income differences' as they Affect TV or TPT

watching and TPT impact.

4.3.8. Social Status

3ik.4

j

In order to determine the social status of the respondent his/her

position in the village hierarchy was noted._ The large'majority of the
N

respondents were "ordinary citizens". About 12 percent (.6omeWhat less in

the non-TV villageS) were "authorities2.. This distribution reflects the

decision by the research team to interview only a small number of village

.elders commensurate with their actual number in the village.

Religion

0

Although the distribution of the major "religions" among the

respondents seems to correspond to th national distribution of "religions",.

there is a' large difference rtween the TV and non-TV groups.' While there

4

are mrLAnimists and Christians in the TV villages,'the Moslems are "over-
,

'represented" in the poriLTV villages. corres to the

location of theselatter Villages: The where almost everybody is.
AL,

,,.Moslem,while in the Center and the South of the country, th0 Christians

and Animists are more doMinant.

3.3.10. Ethnic affiliation .0

The North-South distifiction is also.k lected

I

in the distribution,
r

of respondents over the various ethnic{ gropps.,Z.,The Senoufp,, ih the
1

)7 '.
,, T. ,

'respondents
z .. t -

iri,North, are the largest gkoup of (25:.percentY but they are in
. .,

relatiVely greater numb** ,found eithe non-TV Viltages. The Same-is .true-.
. . .t

, ,49.-
4,-zit.

for the Mande or Dioulaischo ar i dispropoktioaatelY large numbers found

iwthe savanna region, refl rig their9regpn of habitation. The Akan

O



group, including 8aoule and Agni, and the Dan group, comprising Gouro and

'Yacouba are more or less evenly spread over the TV village and non-TV

village.respondepia.

3.3.11. Education

P

Among the factors which could explain part of TPT impact, and

audience composition, for example, we were_ particularly interested in .the

r

level of education, There were several questions (Question's 17,.18 and-19;

January) asking whether the respondent.understood French, ke'French, and

*.

what level of formal education' s/he bad attained.e.The majority of the
. .

A.

respondents (71 percent)- declared thaC.they were illiterate and did not
..,

.

.speak or understand Frenth. 'The number of those who did and who (Pad some

0

formal schooling was relatively'small: about 12 percent(say that they

a

understand. and speak,French (though this is usually at a low.leyel"of

sophistication), while about 17 percent.reports to have followed formal

.6ducation. Among these latter only-22 (3.7% of.the total number ofirespon-
4

dents) -have,gone as far'as the f6urth grade in primar# school 16 (2.7 %).

'have passed the secondary school entrance exam, and only 9 (1.5%) have;-`

finighed part of secondary school..

There are relatively more illiterates in the non-TV Ilages than.

in the TV vilIages,.while those with- some knowledge of,French re "over-

represented" in the TV villagetespondents with some formal education

.

are:proportionally distributed over both TV'and non-TV groUps. The total

distributiOn';Of the respondents on the education variable Is
1

udh that the
.

.

Chi- Square statistic is signiflOanthi-scpiar6= 10.5 lai t .005 level)

which means.. that there is a high lorobability. that non-TV vlilages'are less

educated than. TV Villages. And this corresponds with the general lower

1.

Schooling level,in the North among the Moslem:population.

0

9.5



3.3.12. The Apri 4absentee s

As eicpla.keed earlier' (see Section 2.4: 2.1. ) during the January.

survey precaUtions were taken have the identification of the respondents

as complete lag possible ip order to be able to relopate him/her during the

post-survey in April. In general, .we were rather successful in finding the

, . ,

original respondents (see Table .1). Only 114 people, .or 19$4percent of the
,

. .4.

original sample, could not be found, ,SixWtwo of theM had 'leftthe'village'

(temporarily) for travel, studyr wOrlt,;hile the other .52' were ill, dead
- ' ..!

.por,n0n7-exietent7
13

, : Although the number of absentees was relatively _lOw
-43.

. .

,,
,. .

.

. .

,

inipSt;;Of the' 2101lges,. in 3 villages it was higher than 'aver ge: ' Pro -'

4 .

bably not-by accident. these three viliagee' had been visited 'in January by

three ACRIS who, as had been ob-eerVed eleeWhere (-see Section 2:.5.; 'had
_

no Perfornied their task, as well. as , expected.. Table 6 reveals 'that younger
-

,

male respondents were disproportionally absent-in April. This means that'
1.

the young migrants had :already' left for wok at the ,"Basse Cate!'. . These

absentees might. have :been- 'avoided had the second- survey come earlier, but
, .

.

. , -..:_

circumstances of,,PrOgTamMing schedule ._and Oue'study design did pot permit ,-,-

11%this adaptation. -. Nit

DOtributiori &April abeentees acbording to sex, TV
.

TABLE 376

.
I

watching and-Age

$

-'(Continued/
' 4

:



Table 3-6 (Continued)..

TV spectators - 49 43.0

Non-TV spectators 65 57.0

114 100.0
0

15-25 years 48 ., 42.1

26-45 years 50 ,4 43.9
It

.

46 years and
older 16 14.0

Total ''' 114 100.0

3.4. Conclusibn

In this chapter we have presented a description of the most impor-

tant characterisfics of sample villages. and respondents which could partly

explain the ways in which TPT is perceived, the ways in which people

participate in TPT sessions, and the potential impact of the TPT programs

in terms of awareness creation or sensibilisation, knowledge transmission

and action. We have indicated and explained Ur differences which exist

b!tween the theoretical sample distribution and the'distribution of the

January and April samples in terms of a number of commonly used explanatory

variables such as sex, age, religion, socio-eConomic status, education and

the like.

The foregoing sections provide the context within which the research

results of the following chapteks are to be analyze and.interpreted:.

97
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REFERENCES

1. For one TV viilage we do not have this information because the ACRI

who did.the in Yviewing Wasilat.visited personal1iby. the reseatchers.

2. Accessibility is defined in terms of the digtance to a major road and

the quality of the pavement. Though a large road improvement and.

pavement program is in execution, the majority of the major roads and

-almost all secondary and tertiary roads inthe country are still unpaved,

with a large variation in their quality.

3. According to, the company Which does.the maintenance of the ETV system

kY
(WEL), the official ctIterion for equipping a school with one 'or more

t

TV receivers is a sufficiently good technical reception of the TV

signa l. This does not explain sufficiently why some villageS close to
r.

a TV school village do not have TVA their owW1ebools.
A

4. Potable water supply and well constructidn are at present a major concern

of the Garnment as witnessed ftom the large-scale'national well con-
/

struction programs. See Lenglet, 1976.

5. -See also the following paragraphs about'the most urgent village problems.

6. Intellectuals are personswho originating from the village haye settled

in the urban areas after having completed at least part of secondary

.education. They usually, occupy positions of some influence or they have

more money than the average villagers. Therefore they form an important

resource (political, financial) for supporting village interests.

J
. See Lenglet, 1976.

. See. Lenglet,'forthcoming, and Kaye and Lenglet, 1975.

9. See Lenglet, 1976.
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10. There are_ indications th4t Villagers know the chttnnels through which

to obtain the necessary inputs for village improvement. But the e

channels. are not official. They exist betweenand its
4-

"intellectuals" (see Reference 6), See Cohen, 1973 and Stryker, 1971,

11. For an introductory analysis of this process of state intervention
r

in the rural areas, see Goussault, 1976.

. ... .

124 It h//as ofteneen observed that "modernizatio4" of Afritaix lOriculture

inc eases the dependency of .the woman: Efforts of development. agenciep
%

A .

are directed towards the merPwho thus become the persons through whom.'

^`

money enters the "traditional" economy. While_ traditionally women
11

are-supposed to take care of. themselves and their children, with` the

mohetarization of the economy, they ;dose their "independence"and-are

) -,--t

pushed into the dependent mother's and housekeeper's role. See, e.,, i

Pala, 1976:. Our findings indicate that 56% of women irk January. (ang

/111.

63% in April) say,that they have no cash income at all..
A

13. The non-existen4,of certain' respondents needs some expl ation:V=,

We assume that some ACRIS havp "invented" some respon

tents during the pre-survey. Thus'when.during the post-s ey, members

of the regular research teams_tried-td relocate this "invent cllres-

, 1 .

pOndent, s/he could not be identified.

It
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CHAPTER IV

TV WATCHING IN .TV AND NONAN VILLAGES
1

Introduction

In this chapter will stari'Withan analysis of,the Survey,.

y//

data. In the sections t at follow we attempt:.to determine in as much.

It

detail as possible the profile of the spe tators of the general TV progfams

and their viewing h its.

'It is onlyld.interesting but important to take a closer look at

'the'TV spectate s in general. In January as well as in April we.asked

*pondents whet pr they watched TV, as a first screening device between TPT

- 0
--spectators and non-spectators. For those who said that they did not watch

TV the questionnaire ended immediately. The. TV watchers were asked addi-

tional.questions to determine their viewing pattern (kinds ok prOgrams

\ they watch and the regularity of TV viewing), and to find out wheAler
e\,

watched AT programs, or to be more precise, whether they made a distinction
# -

-.between the general TV programs,. broadcast by the Natibnal Radio and Televi-

sion Okganization, RTI,.and the specific TPT programs, produced and broadcast

, by the OSTV,department of the Ministry of Primay and Television Education.
ii .

/ ... , ,
' Besides, we also asked people in non7TV villages whether they knew

i pig,

-./TV and whether they had seen it.. This Was to determine the extent of
/

sure despite the fact that the.non-TV/
A

/Villagers neither have access
.

to a,:TV receiver in the local school hOuse not. in, a private hoMe.

* 1

In the 'following sections we will first give apgeneral overview
/

lirdittie Viewing pattern. and audienjsize,/and in. the second place we will

consider the socio-economic composiiption;of :thy general TV audience.'.
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4.2. TV watching in TV village's

4.2.1. Number of TV spectators.

In January the screeningAuestion was formulated very broadly:

"Do yoti watch TV programs?" '(Q. 41).. In contrast, in April, the sane question/ !

,

i(Q. 27).was'limited.to the period in between the two surveys. The
. ,

t-' . .

, -
.the January and April questions Measured different things which are; however/ ,

..
, '. ill

,,comparable,'as we will see.
\.. .,.

A, " ..

InfTable 1, the ibsCaute and relative frequencies')Of,the answers/ .
-. -,

to both questions are given. .

In January 62 percent of the respondents in TV

Answer
"t

.

Yes

No answer

Total

Net wow

0/ TABLE 4-2

Do)i ou Watch Television?" (January) arid "Have You
I

'Watched Televition Since January 7" (April)

January
. April

% N'

k 181 37.8 199, 52.0 '

297 62.43 183 47.8

1 1 0.3

479 1 0.0 383 100.0
.0

r

Zllages said they watch TV, in April this was only 48 percent, thetdifference

probably reflectin4kthe differently worded questions. This is not unexpected.

The interviewers Were instructed to fill half of their quotas with TV
.

.+.
4

(see Sections 2.3.3. an& 2.5%6.) In this theysucqeeded'and
. 4

, ,

.. -
.

.-\-thereifOre the data.shOUldnoi7 be interpreted in the see tha\t half of all
.t

adults in TV villages dcilir 'do liot watch TV.



Reasons for not watching
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Thpse who said that they di.d not wa.dch TV were asked,* "Why hot?"
4,

. t H
the .

.
,

In both sdrVeYs,.
:

three-fourths of ,don-specttors
.replie6nthat th y did

not,have time or were to0.."tiredi .1
. This rooemMIHmahlecomes important hen. we

real ze.that'it takassome effort f thepeople,ta go to 'the local school-
.

'

.7.

house for watching the TV. Of those who watch IV*,- 83.2 percent in January
. .

and 84.7 percent iff'April feldorted that they watch. the CV programs in the

local school.-. Four to'five percent watc

in the villages f ,wittl,,,ectricity or in

a06rda4rivate eleCtric g &erator. E

,,,whyn they are in'town, and three to four percent give no answer. Other
-

i ) .

reasons fby not matching are far.lesSimportant: In January "difficult .,
4/.1 .

, , - i. -
access is men ned 12 tJ imes

2
(7.2%), file "illness" in April counts

: . *
4.5 percen3 f'th easons (9 case's)f Some people mention that the time of the

.

\...

telecasts ls not good (probably referringto'1T1), othersbe the school as

a4inaPp.ropria.te'place for watching TV, or cite difficulties with.the teachers..- 4

t home, and thit'is probably only

the case of a ridh respondehtwha can

ght percent w atch elsewhere, probably

.asttherason why they do no come (anymore).

(

,Here weobabrye.a major, difference between the "subjective" declara-

tionsiand the "objective" faptors which limit the attractiVeness of TPT as

found in previous research. reports: The inappropriateness of the school as
t *1

11...

an outside and also physically peripheral institution in the village and-the,v
,4 .

.. -

non-Inteayatiofi of the teacher - animator. There need not be a contradiction
. .ra. ..

between the,':subjective" and the ective" reasons. We-are.conVinced that_
. - .

,.
.

/ , . . - r
nbYry responses, made in the, interviewer-respondent situatiop, arewSo'formur-

gated as not to offend the.inferviewer. Therefore, 'the reasons_ for not

watching TV remain very vague and inconclusive.

.4

t 1O?
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4.2.3. Regularity

To know the reqalarity of TV watching we asked w ether the Ty.

spectators watched 4ery often", "from time to time" ot "a most never".

Table 2 provide. the distribution of the responSeS in Janu y and April.

TABLE 4-2

Frequency of TV watching in-January and Apri

Frequency January * April \

. 4 1

N i N

'Very often 85 28.5 36 20.1'%

.

From time to time 198 0.4 .

126 7Q:4. .

'Almost never
. 15 5.0 17 9.5

Total, 298 100.0 1
183 106:0
..

In 'similargeneral we. a 'simil pattern for.. the two survey§. However, in.

_ I At/ f

April the "very, often" category has somewhat decreased Wale the other two

categories have increased. Could it 11;ethat the April answers areacre
' t

realistic bec4use-they are only referring to the limited' time peripd of

three months since January, while the January question left the recall period,..

,.

indefinite? In any Case the figures suggest that the maprity Of those who

watch TV dq this more or less regular4. Twenty -five percent do i it certainly
k )

f
tore than once a week_while about 70 percent do it once or twice a month.

This high percentage of the spectators iA the two categories: regularly
/ I*

.and more than once'a week gains in significance when a study among 3004people

in 28 villages3 finds that 76 percent of the TV spectators report that they
, -

,

.

watch at least once a week. Later in Section 5.3. we will see,that a large
-.'majoritFof the ."very often" spectators are also TPT spectators.



4.2.4. Kind of TV programs watched and preferred

The TV spectators were also asked what kind of programs they
..% .

watched Their answers were clOsified by the interviewers into 17 cate-

r

gories .(2: 45, January). When coding these answers for computer analysis

the various program Tegories were collapsed into threelarger groups:

"only TPT", "TPT and oth6r RTI, (general televdsion) Jprograms" and "only RT

programs"
4
...Table 3 give the frequency distribution of''the pre- and post-

..

survey answers.. %

Only TPT

TPT and RTI'

drily RTI

v.%

$

' TABLE 4-3

"What Kind Of TV PrograMs Do You Watch?"

January

68 22.8.2

130 43.6

88. , 29.5

Don't know ' 8 2.7

Apr

No Ariswer 4 - .

Total 298' 100.00

50

100.

' 27.3

54.6

126 14.2 .

2

Irt

5 2.7
4

183 100.0

( It is most remarkable in this Table that in January a total of

66.' percent of the TV spectators hnd in April even gc..4 percent dec14red ,

.that'they watched, among other thingS, TPT. But there is also 7a considerable

'number of people (88 in January and 26 in April) who said that they. only

watched the general RTI program.

The large numbers ofTPT viewers is explained by the facethat,

although there is evidence that the TV schools are opened on....e4her days'Of

the week as. well (see also Sect n 4.2.t.), usually theylare (supposedly)
do-

C
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always opened for the TPT broadcasts on Wednesdays and Fridays. Taking

into account that only about one-fourt4f the TV viewers watch "TPT only"

the figures indicate that'the interest for the RTI programs is also high,

slightly higher in.January (73 percent) than in Aprile9 percent).'

Do these figures suggest that the interest for TPT hat increased

in the period January-April in comparison with the period before January

1977? .-This would be oversating the case, but it is clear from the responses

.

to the question of what kind of other TV programs the spectators preferred

(Q.. 48, JahuarY). that the interest in TPT-type programs is large. Among

the 188 spectator*providing a clear answer to this.question; 32 percent
r

'wanted to see TV programs rekated to village:matters, 37' percent preferred

.programs related to city and yillAge matters, while only 15 percent declared

that tikey.pieferred city7oriented TV programs. Twelim percent said they

like to watch 'everything ", '2 percent prefer "literacy programs" and 2 per-
/

cent give "village and literacy programs" as an answer.

These "preferences" do not immediately correspond with theresults,

of previous studies dealing,witn .he desires of the rural population and the

TPT animators concerning TPT'progrkinining. These desires were found-to lie

in three interest areas: health, literacy training and agriculture
5

. However,

in these previous studies the questions had been formulated differently.

There the arators (also answering for the TPT audience itself) were ''forced"

to indicate their priority choices amog 10 subject areas for TPT programs.

Our present survey question recorde only the gpOntandous apswers, which

later were reclassified.

There i an additional ele ent which could explain the difference

between present d. revious results: If villagers are intetested in TV
4,

I03
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.programs concerning village matters, it.is very likely that those matters

have to do'with the actual pioblems and situations of the village.- In the

section describing the sample villages 4Section 3.2.),it appeared that' health

is a.major problem .in the villages. Also, from personal experience we.know

that agriculture (and the related land shortage) is on ederybody's mind.

.Moreover, on the TPT feedback reports, request; for literacy programs

TPT are very often formulated.' Thus, health, agriculture and literacy

.training could well be in the thoughts of the respondents who.wish to see

more TV programs related'to village matters.

4.2.5. Days +V watched

In order to clarify the issue whether TV vil agers.only watch on

4.
the official TPT evelMe ar!whether the School; is cifiened more than two

nights a week, we a;d the TV spectators on what dal or occasions they

watched TV. Table 4 indicates that at least, 6,6 percent of theTV audience

(in April 82 percent) _watch on the evenings /that TPT'programs #0 broadcast,

but also on other evenings. However, the fact that only one - third to two-

fifths ofthe TV audience say-that they watt TV on Wednesdays or Fridays

/11

.

lone- the TPT evenings - indicatps also th t the TV schools are OPened
.

other days of the week. It is impossible t ascertain whether this is the

regular procedure in all TV villages, or -t it depends on the:desire of

the school director to watch on certain evenings or to watch certain events,

such'as a football match. It is certain, owever, that the TV receivers

in the schools are used more frequently t an was originally supposed when

Starting the TPT programs.

06
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TABLE 4-4

What Days Of'The Week Do You Watchf? "~

r

Wednesday and

January April

!Friday 90 31.4 72 43'. 9

Other evenings, 44. 15.3 , 12 7.,3

Depending on the
event 39 13.6 12 7.3

Wednesday, Friday
MO other evenings

rTPT and events

89

11

, 31.0

3.8

56

6

'34.1

3.7

An evenings 14 4.9; 6 3.7

Total
*

287 100.0
*

164 100.0 0

* The "do not know" answers and the non-responses (11 in January and 19 in

April) are not included in this table.

4.2.6. TV as instruction and entertainment

We saw that a large number of TV spectators wish to see village

matters on TV. This is based on the desire to see themselves and their

daily situations r'epresentedas well as to learn about important village

problems such as agricultural production, health, rural exodus
6

. This

attitude *s triewhat confirmed by the answers on the question asking what

purpose TV is serving. We note that more than half of. the TV spectators

O.

say that TV serves for instruction (Q. 47, January). Twenty-one percent

say that TV's objectiiie is "instruction and entertainment", whileliR percent

see only'"entertainmenras its goal. Four percent see the main purpose of
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'of TV as the "instructiip of children": This response is:not surprising

consideripg that TV was.. first introduced in the primary schools for teaching

children.

ThUs,about half the TV audience wants.to "get something out" of

TV: Thby regard and this is sdPported by the findings in the Grant/Seya

study (1976) -r TV as a means to widen their horizon, a means by which. they

can receive "instructions" about how to improve their living S,ituation. Of

course, we are well-aware of the fact that the respondents may have prespnted

a picture which corresponds well with the intentions of the Government and

.preSumably with the objectives of the researchers, as far as TV and TPT is

concerned. But even allowing for this possible bias, it seems to us that

allarge part of the TV spectators attempt to "learn" something from watching,

TV, and thus are susceptible to its messages.. We will:see later that among

those who regard "instruction" as the major,purpose ofTV, the,majority

say they watch TPT.

Having seen their viewing habits. we nowturn to the socio-economic

composition of spectators. In the first place we want to examine whether
st.9

certain social categories, such as men or educated people watch relatively

more or less than women and illiteratepeople. Secondly, we wantto estab-

lish the socioeconomic background of the majority of spectators.

4.3. TV audience Characteristics

4.3.1 :Introduction

*Previous studies of TPT usually have dealt with the composition
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I

of the .TPT audienge as such. Only one-recent study
7
has examinedp4n.some

detail the social make-up of rural TV watchers. Our survey tried to inves-

tigate both: We wanted to have a description of the general TV audience

in TV villages in- terms oft their .sex, age;- ethnic affiliation, prokession,

income, social status, and, level of schooling, as well as the description of

the, TPT audiences. As mentioned earlier. (see Section 1.2.3.1.) there were

several hypotheses about the distribution of these variables, espeoially

among the TPT wtohers. These will be dealt with successively in the

following paragraphs.
.

The reader should bear one thing in mind when studying the findings

and conclusions: It is virtually impossible to make conclusive statements

,about the sex'and age distribution of the TV audieUce because these same --°\

variables were used as criteria for.choosing the sample (see Section 2.3.).

We consciously "over-sampled" men. Also, the' proportions of the different
rn

age groups were not proportional to the general population, the 26 -4ge

group having 47 percent of the sampled respondents, while they repiesent

only about 27 percent of the total population8. However, significant state-

. -

can be made about whether richer people watch more TV than poorer ones;

whether, there are relatively more TV watchers among "authorities" than among

"ordinary citizens" whether the ethnic affiliation makes a difference in TV

watching; and whether profession, religion and level of education are related

to TV watChing.

4.3.2. TV watching in January and April

In the following presentation of findings we will consider the.

TV. audience characteristiCs in January as well as in April. (The TPT

audience composition will be dealth with in Section 5.2.) One recalls (see

Sections 2.4.3. and 4.1.) that the question about TV watching in the pre-
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and the post-questionnaires were different. In January the question referred

to th.e period.prior.to`January,and probably included TWwatching from TV's

beginning_in the Aillage. In April the question-was asked specifically for

the period between the two surveys. Thus the two questions measured different

realities, and therefore the distribution of audience. characteristics may vary

' also.

w Because of the different measures it is interesting fo start this

'description by examining whether those who declared watching TV in January

also 'declared
%
watching in April. This issue can only be addressed by com

o

paring the responses a
*

s of those who. were present during both surveys, and who

R.

gave an answer to both questions (382 persons). Out of the 242 January
11 .-

. _

spectators only 58 percent (141) also watched TV in the period between the

t'.

two surveys. More than 40 percent (101) did not, and this indicates- that a

considerable portion of the January TV audience probably did not watch TV

in the period shortly before the post-questionnaire. The question was, how-

ever, too broadly formulated to make this distinction. In other words, if

we consider that watclying or nOt watching TV in a period of three months is

a good indication whether someone watches TV at all, the data suggest that

about 40 percent of the January spectators had abandoned TV watching. But

it is also true that among. the April spectator; the *e are 42 respondents (or

23 percent) who in January had not said they watched TV. This means that,

although there are villagemwho do not watch anymore, there are others who

the initiative to. tart watching TV. This Could be another indication;took

that there is,a large fluctuation among TV speZ ators, and especially among

TPT participants (see Sections 4.2.3. and 5.3. fo other data)

4:3.3. Sex

The most common hypothesis about the TPT audience composition is
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that ten watch in _greater number than women. Taking into account that the

sex variable was s sample criterion, this hypothesis probably holds also.

for the TV,audiences (see Table 5). The,differences between men and women -

15. percentage points in January and 18 percentage pOints in April - are in

both cases statistically significant
10

.

-/'

3 1.

TABLE

Distribution of TV and non -TV spectators in January and

Does not
watch TV

Watches TV

Total

April, according to sex

January

Men Women

April

Men Women

N N N %

104 32.7 77 48.1 117 46.1 82 64.1

.-----)

214 72.1. 83 51:9 137 53.9 46 35.9

318 100.0 160 100.0 254 100.0 .128 100.0

(Chi-square = 10.1) ,(Chi- square = 10:3)

4.3.4: Age

Previous studies have' shown and suggested that the villagers in

the younger age,groups are relatively over-represented in the TPT audience.

We assumed that this was alsO the case for the general TV audiences. Although

age was one of the sample criteria, Table 6 seems to confirm this hypothesis.

There are relatively more TV viewers among the villagers between. 25 and 45

years old than among those older than 45 years (the differences between the

Age groups being significant). The January data would suggest that in the

lil



TABLE 6

Distribution of TV spectators and non-spectators in January and April

according to age

January April

46 and . 46 and .

15-25 years 26-45 years more years 15-25 yeais 26-45 years more years

Does not watch TV 50 33.1

Watches 'TV

Total

,1N101 66.9

N % N

77 35.3 54 50.0 57 52.3 82 46.1

141 64.7 54 50.0 52. 47.7 94 53.4

218 100.0 108 100.0 109 100.0 14 100.0

Chi-square = 8.8, df = 2 Chi-square = 6.3, df = 2

N %

60 62.5

36 37.5.

96 ii0.0

j)

to
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/ P
1

Middle age group there are glatively more TV spectators than in.the other

i
.

two age groups."Tte Aril data, ,hdwever, contradict this.. Therefor it,
6s.,

. is likely that the major diyference in TV watching'lies between the two

younger age groups on the one handInd the older people on the.other as

.,-

sugges*edAy Benvelliste i (1976).. .
.4

.,

4. T. 5 . Ethnic affiii ioni '-

(-

,, 'We wanted to ow whether- TV...watching varies from one ethnic group
.

4;) tnOthey. Dati. from,theITPT feedback had indicated that the people

i , .

in therNorth' (Senoufo,/ mandg) watch less TPT programs than the people in the

$

Center and the South ofithe country. Significant differences between the

number'of Ty spectators in the variotn-ethnic groups were found in January
.

1

(Chi-square.= 10.45,/ df = 7). But w en rankTikdering the six main ethnic
').

groups ,surveyed.onl,the,pro'portionof their TV spectators we obtain Table:7

Which shows that although two Center ethnic groups occupy the top.Pbsitions,

/

the Mama rank th,trd.

The relatively 'high ranking of the Mandg, mainly Dioula, could be
.

.

partially explained by the fact that many of them do not live in their region
,.

. .7

Of origin. They live spread over the country as small craftsmen and merchants
'1

)

,
, .

but also as farmers. Although they usually do not actively participate in
. .

4 2' i
the matters of their (host)

r

village, it has been observed (e.g.,, Benveniste,

1976) that, they form a sizeable portion of the TPT,spectators, and thus of

the TV audience. For Aprilthe picture is "disturbed". The differences
f

.between the various ethnic groups are not significant anymore, and the rank.-

ordering has changed. This is certainly due to the fact that the TV question

in April measured. something else than the January TV qpestion. AsSuming that

the April question reflects the Present realit better it means that the

interest for TV watchirig had decreasefamong the Akan and the Dan, for example,

1 1 4
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and/or

;

re sea among the Lagoon people and th1 e Mande.

TABLE 4 -7

Relative_frequency of TVspectators

.iaduaey

in-6 ethnic groups

E April

Dan (Gou7P)

Akan (Agni Baoule)

72%

67%

1. -

2.

46%.

44%

3.

5.

;Mande (Didula). 65% 3. 55%. 2.

,

Lagoon (Adioukrou) 61% 4. 57% 1.
4

1

-Bete 58% 5. 45%

Senoufo. 55% 6.' .43% , 6. /

n .

4.3.6. . Religion and social status.

The religion variable'proved not Ito be significantly related to

'TV watching despAtethe fact that previous studies had hypothesized that.,,1

k, .Y.TPT spectators were more to be found among.Christians and Anibists than

among Moslems.

"ordinary

About a difference in TV watching between "authorities" and

citizens" no hypotheses had,been formulated. The-data do not

show a significant difference between the two groups. And this corresponds

to the results of the media survey of 1976 held amo g 300 rural people
11

.

4.3.7.. Membership involuntary associations

1iJ did not find significant differences in 11 watching either among_

voluntary associations such as cultural groups,

IAnight haye been assumed that those who are

the members and non-members of

sports clubs and:cooperatoives,

active in this domain would be

join voluntary associations of

bear this our.,

more active TV spectators than those who do not

whatever'kind, but the survey results do o

115



A.-,4:3:8. 'Profession

*

.1'In surveys-among the ruraigopulaliion the variabl.e "professiOn"
.

-...-imifiZides to a large extent with the "sex" variable' Usually up to 90 percent

of cne males are listed as planter/Cultivator and f 1 :respondents:arel

housewiTe(see Saption3.3.5.). Therefore, if' we fund a. sex difference in

watching TV we expect to'find a difference as well . .ng the various pro-
.

i .. .

fessibns: This is indeed the 'Case in January and ril. Both times:the

differences ax.d.,stAt4iCall; significant (Chi:--squ e ; 13.5, df = 3 respi
.

i .
. : t 1

1

chi- square 6.9, .df-= 3), and they show that within the planter/cultivator

category there are - relatively more TV watchers than in!the categories of

"housewife_ and "other professions" (see Table 8). The differences bet,ween
.

planters and cultivators are not significant.
/

,4

_

s not

TABLE 4-B

.

Distribution of TV spectators and non- pectators

in.January and April according to,pro ession

January

Planter Cultivator

) %

Housew fe Other

watch TV 70 30.8 24 .37.5 58 51.3

40 62.4 55 48.7

tal 227 4100.0 64 100.0' 113 1 100.0

Does not, .

watch TV 89 49.2

Watches TV 92 50.8

Total 181 100.0
1

4

April

24 43.6 57 63.3

31 - 56.4 33 36.7

55 100.0 90 100.0

26 38.8

W tapes TV 157 69.2 41 61.2

67 100.0

27 55.1

22 44.9

49* 100.0



4.3.9. income

4.

elt'was assumed that the amount of income a person had would also *

4, .

affect his/her TV watching. This hypothe.'s was confirmed for. the January

.sample. Table 9 shows t positive relationship,between the'lev I ofincsime,

.

and TV watching. The differen8es between the four erConce -date ores are
) ,47

statistically significant; and'it follows that there-is a tendency for the

Ihigh Plincome groups-to watch more. !1 than the loWer income groups.

TABLE 4-9

.

Distribution'of January TV spectator/rs and non- spectators

according toincome

However,

Does not

withot
income

050,000 .

C FA Francs

51,000-:
200,000

%

, \

201,000.
and more

N ''`. 1%

watch TV 57. 44.2 43 . 41.3 .50 36.5 ,19 219

Watches'TV 72 15.9 61 58.7 87 ' .5 64 7 L

Total 129 100.0 104 100.0 137 0.0 83 100.0
4

Chi-square = 10.7 df = 3

Ais picture is not repeated exactly, when using the same" January income

megsure
12

on the April viewer figures;the differences between the income

categories are no significant, though there seems to be a similar pattern as

in January. This pattern is reproduced, and this time with significafft

diffeSencet (Chi-square = 8.8, df = 3), when examining/Ae relationship.

withApril viewer figure's And the ApriL income, measure.



A

4."3.10. Education
A 4-

. 4
We feel that the most'important independent variable which could

0
explain to a certain extent the fact of TV watching dr not, is the level of ,

!people with some kind 'of eftdation are-ovek-represented in comparison with

.the educatiCmal.distribution of the total potentia4 population. Thisk.

P

. . .

instruction or 'schooling. It has.been obserlved.amona, jthe TPT audie ce that
.

-

has been fOund Ior4the urban audience as Well as for the rural TPT a

audience
14.

Therefore; it wdA very likeily that 'also among the TV spectators,
_ .

.,. .

we would find relatively.More people with some kind ofeduCatidn than people
4 ,- ,4

yO

with no education It all. As can be seen in Table 10, inJanuary there was a

, TABLE 4-10

DiStribution of January TV spectators and

non-spectators according to educational level

Understands and With formal
Illiterate .,speaks French_ rinucation

Does not

N .

watch TV 144 44.3 18 2645 19 ,22.4

Watches TV 181 55.7 50 73.5 66 77.6

Total ,325 100.0 68 100.0 85 100.0

large difference between the proportion of illiterates wtto. watched TV on

the one hand and the TV watchers who speak and understand French or with

some formal educatio the other hand
15

. This difference was significant.

Although a similar tende cy for the April data can ,be observed, the differences

between
e

the three educa ion categOries are much smaller and,not significant.

Therefore, the data, in total, do not conclusively prove or disprove the

118
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original hypothesii. kiowever,-chances re great that there'exists a positive

relationShip between education and. TV wa ching which means that the more

. education one haste more TV one watche And this relationship is explained

by the-desire of and the necessity'form9re educated people, especially those

who live in sometimes rather isolated villages, to maintain contact with the

outside Obrld, to enlarge their horizon; be open to new eXperiences and

information. Through their:,pducation the e people have come into contact

with the "modern" world, and have "learne " to accept part of its beliefs,

valueg4as well as material "advantages": Radio listening, TV watching and

the reading of prind materialS can all ustain and expand these "acquisi-

tions"16 Another practical factor is tha more educated ppdple are-more

likely to understand Frendh and find a translator lesS of a barrier to

grasping the message of the TV programs. .There is, finally, the possibility

that the more educated'eeek'ffiore
information and.solutions to village pro-

blems because they perceive themselves as more capable of creating solutions.

.3.11: Two audience profiles

In the foregoing sections we'have examined the relationshig between

'A watching and a number of independent socioeconomic variables.. Thus, we.

St\ vr.pihave pu together a cture of the TV audienc : there'are probabli, more male-,

than female spectators; the younger age groups watch more heavily, so do some

-ethnic groups. Planters and cultivators form large Part of the TV audience.
10

The more income one has increases the chances that one watches TV, and, lastly,

those with education are more likely to be TV Watchers'than those without.

We were interested to see whether theoriginal relatiopships between
"NI

TV watching and some of ttl indePendentkvariatil
s would hold, change or

disappear'when controlling for a second independent variable. Se4ral cross-
\

"tabulations were generated in with seX)age, education and income as the

( 1 1 9
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.00

independent and control variables and with TV watching as the indeptndent

variable. No cleat interaction patterns were identified. However, what-
,

ever the interaction among the various independent variables, a picture ok

(

the. characteristics of the general TV audience emerges. And to a large

extent this picture confirms previous research results concerning-TPT

spectators. We could look at this picture from two different angles.
X

and this has been dOne in the previous sections, we can examine whether and

First,

to what extent there are a disproportiOnate number of TV spectators in the

various social groups: men, women, rich, poor, educated people and Mit-
.

ernes, old and-young persons, etc. when compared with the spectator-non-

spectator'distribution in the total sample. Secondly, we can determine what

the social characteristics are of the "majority" of the TV spectators. It

may very well be that Seen from the two angles the picture shows variations.

For example, it could be that the majority of Ore spectators are planters

(which would be a reflection of the distribution of the "profession" variable

in the sample), but at the same time "cattle breeders" watch relatively more

TV than "planters". This would indicate that there is an aspect of cattle

breeders as distinct'from planters which affects TV watching.

kLooking at the audience composition picture from the first angle

Ll
it

of ative numbers we can characterize it as follows: men are likely to

watch relatively &rethan women, so do the younger people under 45'years

old compared with older people. Some ethnic groups are disproportionally

present among the TV spectators. There are more planters and cultivators

than expected, and this is also the case for the higher income categories.

Perhaps the.most significant characteristic of the TV audience is that those'

with some educational background are more numerous than expected on the

basin of the total number of respondents with some education. Because such

70.
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relative "over-representation" almost automatically produces a relative

"under-representation" of the other categories: women,, older pe ,

housewives and other professions (including jobless persons), lower income

people and illiterates, the picture suggests -*"and this is confirmed by

other research findings -- that the TV is not cOmpletely a community affair.

It touches a disproportionate number of people.who-othekwise (through'.

socio- economic status and position) are (or have been) already inscontact

with the "modern" world. It seems that for them the TV serves the function

of sustaining thit contact.. This doesnot mean/that-the TV reaches only

these Already "privileged" groups.

When looking at the audience composition picture from the angle'

of the "majority of- spectators" we find' the following:
A

- Seventy-two percent are men (28 percent arg' women);

- Forty-eight percent are between the age of 26 and,45

years. old (33 percent beelgeen and 25,.and 18 perdent

are Older than 45 years);

- Fifty-five percent are planters (17 percent housewives,,

14 percent cultivators, and 13 percent have other pro-

'fessions or are jobless);

- Thirty- percent have an income between 51,1300 and.

200,000 CFA Francs (25 percent are without income; 23!

percent have'201,000 or more, and'22 percent have

between 0 and 50,000 CFA Francs);

- Eighty-four percent are ordinary citizens '415 peeeent
W

are authorities,and 1 perceAt are field agents or the

like);

- Sixty-one perCent are illiterate (22 perbenE have some-

121
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. c education and 19 percent understand and speak French).

And this would make the "typical" TV spectator in our pample a man of about

35 years who is planter; who has a "moderate" income of about 125,000 CFA

Francs per.year, who does not have an official position in,the village

tructure, who has not gone to school and ,who doe not understand and speak

French. This is in contrast with lelfirlit "relative" picture we.sketched-

of a man; less than 45 years old who is planter or cultivator, who falls

into the higher income brackets and has had'bome formal education. But

here it should be borne in mind that the "majority" profile reflects the

distribution of socio- economic variables within the sample. Because this

distribution was not the result of a random sampling procedure, but.of a

stratified-quota sample, the "majority" profile is not a correct represen-
,;

tation of reality. Both pictures should.be considered together'. But

they give an indication of what kind of audience the TV is catering to

in the villages An the Ivory Coast.

Before analyzing a smaller portion of the. general "TV audience

which reports watching TPT - the major focus of 'this study - we will present

some data on the "odd" phenomenon of TV watching in villages without a TV

school.

4.4. TV watching in non -TV villages

4.4.1. Viewing pattern

Six villages without a TV school were included, in the sample. As

explained elsewhere (see Section 24.2.3.) in January a special (short)

questionnaire was administered. to the 20 respondents in each non-TV village,

which included alio some questions about. TV watching in general. The latter

questions were asked to obtain some ideas .to what extent TV affects (or has

tt
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affected alftiOdy) the.rural population which, supposedly, does not have

immediate access to a TV receiver17

i4,-

The first question about TV watching in general asked whether

the respondents had ever heard about TV (Q. Al). Out of a total of 122

non-TV villagers morelthan 77 percent declared that they knew, about TV.

Twenty-two percent answered NO, and one person did not give a response.

As we would expect on the basis of, previoub studies and,on the basis of

the general literature dealing with "mass media and social. change" we observe

thatthe respondents who know about TV are disproportionally found among the

younger. (age 15 - 25 years), ChriStian men with at least some money income,

and who understand and,speak French but who are also very likely to have

.$ome formal education 18. The most significant variable ,,howeve

village in which they live. For example, in Paab4n4fla, a village which

in January was in the active process' f' constructing a school which was to

be equipped with TV receivers in March, all,the,resporldents knew about TV,

while'in a remote village such as Timbo only 62 percent knew about it.

Therefore, it seems very likely.that the relative isolation of the village

plays, an important role An the extent to which its inhabitants are exposed

to the idea of TV if not the TV itself.

Those who declared that they knew about TV 'were asked whether they

'ever watched'TV (Q. A2). The large majority of them (77 respondents) said

YES, while only 17 respondents declared that they had not'. These responses

mean that considerably more than half of the non-TV sample (63 perCent) had

watched TV. And this is a first indication that the TV cou10, have some

effects even in relatively isolated dieas ,where there is no' immediate access

to TV.

.123
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Before examining in some more detail the characteristics of the

TV audience in non-TV villages, we'will first report on the viewing pattern:

frequency, location of TV watching, kind of TV programs watched. Naturally,

this pattern can only be established for the 77 persons who ..,reported watching

TV and who responded to the questions that followed.

Seventy-one persons responded to the /question about the frequency

with which they watched TV (Q. A3).. As expected only a small group of six

people watched "from time to time" and 16 percent watched "almost never "..

Regular watching will be very difficult'whenone does not,have immediate

accessto a TV receiver, and one has to wait for the occasion to 'travel

to a larger town or one has to makevery special effort, for example,

going to a nearby village. That this is indeed the case is` confirmed in

the distribution of answers on the question about where the spectators

watched TV.(Q. A4). In Table 11 we see that three-fourths of the TV spec-

tators see TV proqtabs outside their'village. And this is as expected.

TABLE 4-11

"Where Do You Watch TV?"

N

In the neighboring village 13 17.8

In town 41 56.2

In the village 19 24.7

Elsewhere 1 1.4

Total 73 100.0
4

It is still surprising to find that 25 percent watch (or have watched) in

their own village, which -- alost,by definition -- does not have electri-

city. When checking this answer we found that watching in their own village
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was the case in three out of the six non-TV villages. One of these villages

was. Paaben4flai which,. as we sawalready, was in the process of having a

TV school. We-know that in this village at least one private home was

equipped with a TV set hooked to a portable electric generator, and it is

likely that villagers, among whom some of the respondents, watch TV here.

It is also possible that the other two non-TV villages with TV spectators

who watch in their own'village, had one or two individually,owned TV sets,

although we do not have firm evidence of this.

We wanted to ?snow whether the fact that TV spectators have access

to a TV receiver in their, own village would influence'the'frequency of TV

watching. Our data do' not suggest that there is a relationship between

"often" watching andTV watching in theowillage. Out of the six'"often"

TV spectators, three watch in the neighboring village (with a TV school),
Ai

two watch in the town, and omit one watches locally, and we do not know

whether he watches at home or elsewhere.'

When asked about the day' or days they watch TV (Q. A5) 18 spec-

tators do not or cannot give an answer, and four declare that they do not

know. The answers of the remaining 55 are very diverse, as can be seen in

Table 12. There does'not seem to be a stable-pattern. This is not sur-

prising given the fact that TV watching in non-TV villages is not a regular

event such as in TV villagest People watch on random occasions when they

happen to be near a TV set..

If on the basis of these resporseswe would attempt to find out

what percentage watch (or has watched) th TpT programs, the figures would

indicate that a maximum of 30.5 percent of the TV spectators are exposed

to these programs: And,
If
this'is a much lower percentage. than. for the TPT

spectators in the TV villages. This is confirmed by the distribution of answers
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,
TABLE 4-12

"On What Day& Do You Watch TV?"

Wednesday and Friday 2 3.4

Other evenings 12 20.3

With special occasions 11 18.6

4.1

Wednesday, Fridayand
of r nights 10 16 9

All ghts 6 10.2Occasi 14 23.7

Total
100.0

to the question what kith of_TV programs the TV !spectators follow (Q. A6).

EXcluding the four non-response's almost everybody, (97 percent) reportsD

that they watch the. general RTI-programs or the RTI and TPT programs toge-

ther. Only two people say that they watch (or haVe watched) TPT.programs

alone. When adding the "I'M only" category to the. RTIand TPT" categories

we obtain a percentage-df 42 percent Who see or have seen one or more TPT

programs. But because of the irregular town visits and the in-frequent

exposure to TV the chances of watching an RTI program are many times greater

than seeing a TPT broadcast.

It i8 interesting that also in non -TV villages there is a preference

among the TV spectators to seeTV programs dealing with village matters (Q. A7)-:

Thirty-six percent delcare that they like sLing such programs. Only 10 per-

cent would prefer programs with a "city" content, while 54 percen want to

see both types of telecasts. Thus, almost everybody (90 percent) ould be

very satisfied if they could watch TV programs related to village problems

and situations. And in this respect the non-TV villagers are not different

from the TV villagers. This is also true for the function they attribute

12



Thenquestion about' TV's purpose (Q. A8) was asked to both spectators

and non-spectators'194 respondents). The majority,of,them, 62 percent-,

'

said that TV was for "general instruction". Eighteen percent saw it for

"instruction and. entertainment ", while 5 percent declared that the TV

served primarily. an entertainment function: 4.9nly one person related TV to

the "inStruction of children". And 13 respondents did'not give an answer.

These answers Cfbarly indicate also that for,many of the non-TV villagers

the TV serves (or could serve) as an "eye- opener ". It provides images

from the outside world and is therefore an information channel aboUt their

world. The absence. of a TV receiver (or the presence of only one. or two

privaitelyowned TV sets) make TV in these non-TV villages a far lets impor-

tent information medium than, for instance,.radio
19

.

In the.following section we will examine who these and.other TV

watching villagers (in non-TV villages) are.

4.4.2. Audience profile

As we did for the audience in the TV villages we cari lOok-at the

TV spectators in non-TV villages in two ways: First, we can ask who are,,

the majority
20-

,.and secondly which socio-economic groups are over- or

under-represented among the TV audience.

Answering the first question, gives the following audiende profile:

- Seventy-five percent are men (25 percent are women);

- Fifty-three percent are between 36 and 45 years old

(39-percent are between 15 and 25 years and only 8

percent are above 45 years);

- Fifty-two percent are Moslem (25 percent are Animist,

18 percent are Christian and .5 percent are without

religion);



- Eighty-seven percent are "ordinary citizens" (13

percent are "authorities")t

- Eighty-six percent do not belong to a cultural group or

sports club (14 percent do);

- Fifty-three point five do not belong to a youth group

or cooperative (46.5 percent do);

- Fifty-one percent are planters (27 percent are culti-

vators, 17 percent are housewives, 5 percent have other'

professions or are. jobless);

- Forty-one percent are in the 51,106 - 200,000 CFA

Francs income bracket. (22 percent have more than

200,00001 percent are in the 0 - 50,000 category

and 16 petcent are "without income");

- Sixty-nine percent are illiterate.(25 percent have

some education, 6 percent declares to understand and

'speak some French).

,

Wben.looking,at the proportion of viewers and non-viewers
21

we,

again, obtain a similar pattern as for the TV village spectators: there

are relatively more men than women who watch TV-i-square = 3.3, df - 1,'

%

p .07
22

); while especially the older age group has relatively few. The

Christians watch relatively mote than 'others, so do the Animists but to a
F.

lesser extent (Chi-s4riate = 11.15, df = 3). TV watching authorities and

ordinary citizens reflect the distribution of these two social categories

in the total sample, as do the members of anyvoluntary associations, and

also the members of the various professional categoOes. At least, we

do not observe statistically significant di erenced between the number of
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TV spectators in all these groups. However, those. whb have,an income

between zero and 50,000 CFA Francs watch more'TV than others as well as

the peoplef(only 24) who naveisoMe education or understand and speak

French. These latter people all report that they. watch TV.

The picture that emerges shows that there are a number of socio-

economic characteristics which are related to TV watching in a non-TV village.

Because TV watching is closely related to travelling to neighboring villages

or to urban center towns it would mean that these characteristics are posi*

tively associated with physical mobility. As ected, it is the educated

young, men, more in the South and the Center (Christian) than in the North'

who are more prone to TV watching than-the Other social groups. The expla-

nation for this follows the same reasoning as for the TV audience profile

in the TV villages: those who have been or are in contact with the

"modern" world are also morely likely to be exposed to the TV.Messaget.thus

sustaining and reinforcing this contact.

4.5. ''Conclusion

The foregoing sections have provided us with a general idea of

the wayt in which' people in TV and non-TV villages watch televison, and

about some socio-economic characteristics of the general TV audience in

Joth.

With respect. to the audience composition. we have seen that there

is a tendency for a larger number of men to watch than would be expected
.s

on the basis of their' numbers in the sample, and that this 'is also the

case for people (mostly men) with higher incomes, people Who have had some

education and younger people. A considerable number of respondentt fall

into all four categories: male, young, richer and educated, thus indicating

129
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WY

an interaction among these variables in relation to TV watc ng. Thesefe
tendencies correspond to .a large degree to previous research dealing with

TPT spectators as Well as general TV spectators.

As far as the viewing pattern is concerned, we found that this

is,rather unpredictable in non-TV .villages due to the fact that non-TV

villagers usually have access only i6 TV during a visit to an urban center.

The TV watching. TV villagers do this with some reg lari6, but

probably not to the extent that there is a large groUp'of-spectators which

fills the, classroom of the local school each ime the TV receiver is

switched on. It has been noted that a consid rable number ,4 the TV

spectatOrs are,likely to be mo4eTinterested in the general TV programs than

in the TPTp4grarias. This is also confirmed by the days the spectators
T \

watch, It also'appears likely that a number of TV schools open their doors

more often than'on the two 1111T evenings. Thi officially unauthorized but

practically admitted policy has undoubtedly an efAct on the lifetime of

the TV batteries, and thus on the costs of the TPT project2.

The tendencies observed will recur among the spectators of the

TPT programs because they form a sizeable portion of the TV audience. How

they know about TA', what their viewing habits are, andwhat their socio-

economic characteristics are will be the subject of the following chapter.
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CHAPTER V

TPT WATCHING IN TV VILLAGES

5.1. Introduction

During the pre-survey we asked the respondents the immediate

question, "Do you watch the TPT programs?", in order to obtain the total

.

nmber of TPT spectators among the individual samples. In April this

0
question was not repeated. In January Thad observed that TV viewers were

not able to distinguish well between the general TV programs and the par-.

ticular TPT programs (see Section 2.4.30.. Therefore,iii the Ssecond,

questionnaire we_adopted a composite measure for estimating the -total TPT

audience among.the individual respondents. The composite measure was made

up of people who reported to watch TV in the local school, who watched on

the evenings of the TPT broadcasts and wh , according to. their answe ;soh

the question, "What kind of broadcasts db ou watch ? ", seemed to watch TPT

programs.

Moreover7 the questions on TPT in the pre-:survey dealt with a
0-

relatively long period which could go back until the original start of-the

TPT sessions, while the TPT questions in the post-survey dealth only with

the period between January and April 1977 (see Section 4.2.1.). Therefore,

we are not able to make immediate comparisons between the January and April

results.

This chavtee has three main sections. ,Section 5.2. deals with

the socio - economic characteristics of the TPT audience by presenting the

data of January and April. The results indicate that the TPT audience does

not differ too much from the total TV audience., This is more or less

expected. The second Section(5.3:) is Mainly based bn the January results

1,33
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.beciuse particularly in the pre - survey we were interested in'the'following

questions:

- What are.the.viewing habits of the TPT audience?

- What does the TPT audience think about the information

it iedeiviaS about the. TPT sessions?

--How do the TpT

/
spectators per9eive t e animator

1

sessions'themselVes?
.. .

- What is their opinion about the function of TV?

One, preliminary remark before:presedting the'data: The reader
,

should not be surprised to eicounter, in the following.pages, certainvaria-
vt

tions in the total number of TPT spectators, which vary from 194, 192, 191

to 188 for the Januarx data and from 141 to 137 for the April data, depending

on which question idiscussed. The variation occurs because for each ques-

tion there is a certain numbercif non-responses which during the analysis

must either be forgotten or taken into account. Sumaarizing, the total

number of TPT spectators is 194 in-January and 145 in. April. Differing

figures are reported when there are ssing oY ervations,

5.2.. , TPT audience charac = ristics

5.2.1. Sex

We will repeat the celclusion of a previous section (4.3.3.):

Among the TPT audimi"ce,there Is a clear disequilibrium in favor of men.

Two-thirds of the TPT spectators are men, one-third are women. LX this

reflects the male-female distribution of the original sample. We are unable

to make anylurther statement about this variable because, as indicated

earlier, the variables of sex, age and social status were sampling criteria.

8 4
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This means that thdy have affected the structure of the sample which, in

its turn, affects the reseekch data.

5.2.2. Age

We remain careful with respect to "agi" data. The difference%

between the various age groups among the TPT audience do not appear to be
1

statistically significant, and this is the at for both the pre- and.the

posti-survey. Results from the Seya and Yao (1977) report confirms our

';_finding that the age. variable does not seem to,fiaVe a determining-effect.

on, the composition of the TPT audience.

5.2.3. Ethnic affiliation

Table lAshows clearly that there is a slight over-repretentation

of the Akan and the Dan ethnic groups among the TPT audience in comparison

to their respective weight in the total of sampled TV villagers, but there

is a slight under-representation of the Sdhoufo group. When relating this

finding /to the villages, where these et is groups belong
1
it means that

the villages of the Center, the Center -East and the Center-West regions of

the country have a relatively higher rate of TPT watching than the other

regions. Howevet, it should be kept in mind that the villages of the

forest zone, which covers large parts of the three regions mentioned earlier,

repfesent the largest group of the sample.

It seems difficult to push this analysis any further, the more so

because the April results - for the TPT and the TV audience - are statisti-

cally not significant and present a different ethnic distribution of the

TPT viewers. Because the variable of ethnic affiliation covers economic

and cultural realities, the variables of monetary' income and level of

ipucation could be more "instructive" in analyzing the TPT audience.
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TABLE 5.4

Distribution of TV, villagers and TPT

spectators according to ethnic groups

.4'

TV villagers

N

Lagoon group 57-- 12

Akan 93 19

S4houto 110-- - 23

Nandi 80. 17.

ban 89 18

Bit; '24 5

Voltaian 26 5

Total 479 100

TPT spectators (January)

24 12

48 .25

40.

16.30
Z..

41 21

geligion, social status and membership iii voluntary associations

Referring to Sections 4.3.6. and 4.3.7., which deal with the

religion, social status and membership in voluntary associations of, the' TV

spectators.,we affirm that no conclusion can be drawn with respect to these

variables. There isno statistical evidence fora significant difference be- ,

tween the various religious groups, between the various social-status .levels,

00
and between the dembership or non-membership in. sports clubs, youth associa-'

tions, cooperatives. etc.

5.2.5. Profession

The roliading of Table 2 shows that with respect to their weight within

the total samplle, the planters, who sell their agricultural products.are rela7.

tively.more numerous than the other professional groups. This is the case in 'It

January as well as April. In contrastthe housewivis, essentially the women

13u
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without income, are under-represented. This is not surprising for we know

that they come in smaller numbers to TPT and that the category of people,

without 'income is V.,so slightly under-represented among the TPT audience

(see following Section 5.2.6.)

Yle arrive at the same conclusions as given in Section 4.3.8. with
% .

res to the total TV audience. The TPT spectators cannot be distinguished

from the whole group of TV spectators: In terms of professions they are.not

different.

TABLE 5-2

Distribution of TV villagers and TPT

spectators according to profession

TV villagers TPT spectators

Planters

Cultiimiors
,...1.
.

Housewives

Other professiond-
),

Total

\

\

\

\

\

N

227

68

113

68

48

14

24

14

January

N %

107 56

23 12
_

31. 16

31 16

April

N

78

.23

21

19

7

%

55

16

15

14

479 100 152 100 141 100

5.2.6. 144'61me,

With respect t? annual income we notice that there is a postive

relationship between'intoMe and watching TPT. This appears to be the case

in January as we'll as April(see Table/0). We observe the tendency that
1-

people with 4igher incomes 4atch TPT relatively. more than people in the

lower income oe;egories.

4'

13.7,

Er'
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TABLE 573.

Distribution of TPT spectators and.rion-TPT speCtators

in January and April, according to. annual income

Ja_2___arua

Does not

Without
come

1 - 50,000
CFA Francs

51, - 200,000
CFA-Francs

201,000 CFA
Francs and more

watch TPT 87 67 66 53 79 58 37 45
.

Watches TPT 42 33 .38 37'. 58 42 46 '. 55

Total 129 100 104!: 100. . 137 .100 83 100

April

Does not
-

watch TPT 76 74 5.3 64 64 .59 32 48
1

,

Watches TPT 27 26 30 36 45 41 35 52

Total 103 100. 83' .100 109 100 67 100

In Table 4 we,obServe that'those who fall in the highest annual

Income brackepr form one quarter of the TPT audience..
,

tille would argue that /the, wealthiest people control a large

.part of tie economic:and political -power in the,village, these results are

in contrast with previous research conclusions.: For example, Benveniste

1197641 concludes that: thosnWhopaiticipate in TPT are not the groups

'Irthave the power. Thus it seeMisthat even if ,the wealthiest peasants are
' -I' /.:

not ths,rmt-,active and regular TPT spectatoks - and irrespective of their
t,

motivation for TPT watchifig - they are at least not absent from the TPT
<).

i ,

sesiions. .;,---,, i 38 .-,
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TABLE 5-4

Distribution of TV villagers and TPT spectators

according to annual income

,-<- TV villagers
,.. 1

0
/

,. - .
./f'

, N

TPT spectators

January April

".?

N : %. N

Without income" 129 29 49 23 27 20',

1 - 501000
CFA Frandt 104 23 38 21 30 22.

51, - 200,000
CFA Francs 137 . 30 58 32 45' 33

201,000 CFA
Francs and more 83 18 46 25' 35 .26

Total 479 100 184 100 137 100

N
Education

As for annualinCome we find, n January, a positive relationship

'between TPT watching and education. The results, depicted in 'Table 5 show

a tendency that people with some formal education will watch more TPT than

those without. And this confirms similar research results presented by Lenglet

(197) and Fritz (1976).

However, as hasbeen observed before (Section 4.3.10.) the data of

the April survey, although showing a similar tendency, are statistically n6t

significant. This could be due to the fact that in January and April we used

two different measures for estimating the total number of TPT spectators
r

(

(see Section 5.1.).
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TABLE 5-5

Distribution.of. January TPT spectators and'non-TPT

spectators according to education

Illiterate Understand and With formal
.speak French education

N S N %

Does not
watch TPT. 214 66. , 36 53 35 41

Watches TPT .112 34 32 47 50 59

Total 326, 100 68 100 85 100

Because different research. Shows Sipilar tendencies2 that people

With some education watch. more TPT than people without - the conclusion is

not Warranted that education is an important factor in explaining why

people watch TPT or why not. At the same time it must be realized that more

than the absolute majority of the Tivrspectators have not had any schooling.

Thus, from the previous paragraphs it appears that the majority

of TPT spectators are.men.who are Predominantly:planters, who fall.in.the

lower:income brackets and-who have not gone to school. ,At,the same time it

is also found that people with higher incomes, planters and people with at

least some/formal schooling are relatively over-represen4d among the TPT

speatators in comparison with whit one could expect on the basis of their

total number in the TV village sample.

Let us now consider the viewing habits of these TPT spectators.

5.3. TPT watching 4

5.3.1. number of TPT spectators among TV spectators

Here it is perhaps necessarito remember that during the sampling we

lap
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.consciousVtried- to select at least 50% !'V spectators in the TV villaget

(see Section 2.3.3>k. Although this objective was not completely achieved,

it meant that the number of TPT spectators in the TV villages is certainly

much higher than if they had been randomly sampled.. National estimates

(Fritz, 1976, and Lenglet and McAnany, 1977) indicate an average number of

TPT spectators in each TV village varying between 30 and 40, which is only

a small friction of the total potential TPT population.

Moreover, and this is shown in Table 6,. the TPT spectators

Nei?
:7

TABLE 5-6

Number of TPT spectators among TV

spectators in January and April

Number of TV spectators
who do not watch TPT or
who have not answered
the relevant question

.Number of TV spectators
who watch TPT

Total number of TV
spectators in TV
villages

January it

%

106 36 38 ' 24

192 64 145 ' 76

298 100 183 100

form the large majority of the'total TV audience for the simple reason that

the TV sets in the schools are in principle only switched on for watching. the
Ow

TPT broadcasts. This means that if this' rule is followed, one is TPT spectator

in the first place and general TV spectator "just ,by accident".3 That'is why

Most of-the results in the "TV audience characteristics" section (4.3.) are

1 4 1
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also valid for the much more restricted TPT audience, as we will see in the

following sections.

5.3.2. Knowing about TPT and TPT watching

In answer to Question 49 of the individual January questionnaire:

"Do you know that each Wednesday and Friday at 8:15*P.M. the T' in the school

presents broadcasts, called TPT, which are followed by discussion?", 75 per-

cent of the TV spectators say that they know about TPT's existence.

0

Because it is possible that people do not know the precise name of

TPT but that they, however, go to the TV school each Wednesday and Friday

we asked. the questioni "Do you watch the TPT braOdcaits at present?" Com-

bining the ansJers to this guestiOn, and to QUestion 49 we find that only 12'

percent of those who participate in the TPT sessions were; when directly

asked, not aware of the name of the TPT broadcasts.

In contrast We can also investigate how many people among those who

know (theoretically) about TPT's existence'report that they actually watch

TPT,atsuming that those who know about TPT are more likely to watch TPT. We

find that more than three-iOurths of those who say that they know about TPT

actually participate. TWenty-two percent of. the 214 TPT "knowers" do hot-

participate.

We are aware that these responses mustlbe treated with caution.

Therefore, we attempted to verify the responses concerning "TPT knowledge" and

"TPT participation" by creating a new composite variable, which will be ex-,

plained in the following section.

/5.3.3. Verification of TPT watching

By selecting. the respondents who watch TV in the local school,' who

watch the kind of TV programs usually presented by TPT, and who say that they

`12



watch TV on Wednesdays and Fridays, we obtain a new variable. This variable

tries to control on. the level of actual behavior the response's about watching.

TPT. For we can imagine that the responses.for "Do you watch TPT?" are only

mill
expressions of intention.

Abtually 78 percent of the TV spectators who say that they watch

'TPT crnfirm by their behavior that they gO to the TV school on Wednesdays

and Fridays and that they, among other things, watch TPT type programs.

Because this verification provided-positive results, analysis of

the January TPT audience characteristics is based on the responses to the

question: "Do you watch TPT?"

5.3.4. Reasons for not watching TPT 0°"`'

7-
The reasons given by the TV spectators fOrilot O, r not anymore,.

e .

watching of the TPT broadcasts (Q. A2, January), are not real "negative moti-

vations"vations" but rather simple excuse'forMulas such as "I 41Whave time" (31

,percent) or "I am tired" (54 percent). (See plsoiSection'4.2.2.).' Thererasons

for. not coming to TPT are almost the sam= IR posg

7tTV programs. There is nothing specific ab40tou

Matching the general
.

;

auSeSpeople not to
. ' ' ',, . .! ,,,.:" 'ir- .,,,, , ..,

watch the TPT broadcasts.
. For example, noloed?*entionShe.,Tp7,broadcast time

or the TPT content as reasons for his or her,:absence:
::1% 1,

.. -..,

5.3.5. Non -TPT spectators

. Half of the respondents who are not part ok 'the-actual TAT audience

reply in the affirmative when asked whether they ilatcherl-TpT.befOie: (Q. 51,

January). Among the 80 respondents who dd not (an re);;.mt,C11' 'ITT, 30 percent

. 7have never watched, but 54 percent have watched. SiXteerypercent,do hot give

an answer.

- .
. 4, . ,

In January 192 persons respond that they.y0ate,ftedTPTAteeNabie 6) .

If one adds to these persons the 43 respondents whO 0.4yth/t,theY1)0i3-Watched

1 4 3
.

.
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TPT in the past, we obtain a total of 235 peOple in our TV vipage sample
j

who recently or not, have been exposed to on&or more TPT programs. If

this figure of 235 is related to the total of 298 TV spectators almost 80

perdint of the TV audience has been reached by a TPT message at one moment

or another. And this'may indicate, once more, that the.TPT audience is rather

fluctuating and that few people watch all the time (dee also Section 4.2.3.).

It is important to remind the reader that because of the sampling
5

iirocedures used these resulti have only an illustratiire value and that they

shoUld not be generalized to the adult population of the entire rural area

1.
of the Ivory Coait. It is very likely, that the IIOP (1975) data cited by

Fritz (1976 : 17) are closerto the reality. There it is stated that 82

percent of the rural population has never seen any of the TPT broadcasts.

The question of the size of the TPT audience will be discussed in more detail

in Sectio.5.4.2., where it is dealt with on the basis-of answers by the 16

TV 3 4h.eol diiitciis in the interviews held with them in January and April

(pie Secti4s 2.4.22 and 2.4.3.3.).

14gX,riti watching

It, 'kit

-the TPT broadqa

, fore that among the TV spectators 64 percent watch

Ne can add the following precision: it is among those

ho most regularliti TV that there is the largest possibility to find TPT

spectatds. But, in contrast, because the largest proportion of TV speqtators

watch TV only from time to time" (Section 4.2.3.), the largest percentage of

TPT viewers remains in the category of occasional TV spectators. Sixty-eight

percent of the TPT audience say that they watch "from time to time" or "occa-

sionally ":

Also, the distribution of the TPT audience over the different fre-

quency or regularity categories is similar to the TV audience distribution.

144
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This shows, once more, that the TPT viewers do not have anything particular

in their viewing habits which distinguishes them from the other TV spectators.
a.

It has also been said previously that the total TV audience is in

constant flux and is thus-renewing itself constantly. Could the same conclu-

sion be drawn concerning the TPT. audience? ,This.queetion will be answered

in the following section.

5.3.7, The. TPT viewing group

The local TPT listening or viewing group remains a point of contro-

No,erSIN5 Some research reports mention, it, others remain skeptical with respect

to its existence per se. The TPT "animator booklet" mentioned by Benveniste

(1976°: 31) defines the viewing group.as a "regular" group. We attempted to

verify the existence of such groups in the TV villtges through a variable

which combines all the respondents who at the same time regularly watch TPT,

in the local school, on Wednesdays and Fridays. With this new variable we

find that among 51 TPT spectators who say that they watch very regularly,
4

there are only 13 people who respond to'the two other criteria of watching in

the school and on Wednesdays and-rridays. If a viewing group is primarily

defined by the regularity of its members then it is difficult to see how these

.13 people, who are living in different villages, could form a real "viewing

group". a

We find that'in.each of the following villages.there is one "very

regular" TPT spectator: Kgbi, Siglokaha, Tiaha,.Torosangugi.. In two villages,

Xouam6ziankro. and Koumoudji there are two "very regulars" each There is

only one village, Kongoti, where we find a group of five."very regular.:' TPT

viewers.

We could wonder whether these five "very regular" TPT spectators in

Kongoti are the core of a regular viewing group. If so, it would be the only
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0

case in the 16 TV villages.- ThUi, the research findings sugge st that there

are probably none or few TV schools where at the present moment an active

regular TPT viewing group operates. This conclusion coincides with the con-',

clusions of Benveniste (1976 : 95) that "there is no selection of adults ....

and no homogeneous group".

5.3.8.

5.3.8.1.

Before the TPT sessiow

Notification

Fritz (1976 : 21) rites thataccording to the results of the feed-
.41

back system "almost all animators report to have notified the population for

all the broadcasts." Our study should logically arrive at the same conclusion:

almost all TPT spectators should have been systematically informed about the

date and the subject of future TPT broadcasts. Actually, this is not the case,

as is shown in Table 7. It appears that for more than half the TPT spectators,

TABLE 5-7

"Do You -Know In Advance The Subject

Of Each TPT Broadcast?"

N

No 109 57

Yes 82 43

Total nunibiir

of TPT spectators . 191 100

the prior notification for the TPT programs does not take place anymore
5

.

However, it seems evident that quite some respondents have not answered "strictu

senso" to the question, "Do you know in.advance the subject oftach TPT broadcast

but rather to a question of the following type: "Are you informed about a TPT br

1 .4 6
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cast each time it will take place, with the possibility of a notification

when the TPT session does not take place?"

5.3.8.2. Notification channels

All prior studies emphasize the. fact that the means which are used

most for announcing the TPT programs are the school-pupils. In-the January

questionnaire we asked how TPT spectators got to know aboUt the (subject of

the) TPT program. The distribution'of the respdhses is.presented in Table 8.

TABLE 5-8

By What Means Do You Know In.Advance About. The

Subject Of Each TPT. Broadcast?

. The school pupils 46. 56

Radio

.AUthorities and/or
radio. and /or newspapers

01cher/animator

Total number of TPT
spectators .who are
informed about TPT
in advance

14 .17

6

16

7

.20

82
s 100.

In a similar fashion as in the preceding section (5.3.8.1.-) the

responses in this Table should rather be,interpreted as answers to the following

question: "Are.you informed in advance about an upcoMing TPT broadcast. If

yes, how ?" than as answers to the question in the title'Of, Table 8,

Here W'e would like to add a remark about the use of radio which,

although nott#e'medium referred to used most by the respondents, plays.hoWever

a significant.'roIe'.,/.Taking into account the large actual and potential radio

147
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audience in the rural areas', it is imperative that the TPT department should

00
use.the radio much more systematically (either for announcing the TPT programs

or even for broadcasting other educational programs) instead of making the

school'teachers/animators responsible for notifying the villagers about the

TPT braodcasts. This point is also stressed by Benveniste (1976 : 47). (See

also the last chapter on Ricommendations.)

5.3.9. During the TPT session'

5.3.9. . Existence of TPT'animation

In contrast to many previous ObserVations, in January only 5 percent

of the TPT spectators reported that there bias no animation in their school.

We thought that this poitive,finding was influenced by the formulation of the

question (Q. 57) which implicitly assumed that animation was taking place.

hTherefore we a er a more explicit question in April: "Since January, what

happens immediately after the TPT broadcasts?" (Q. 35). We expected that the

responses would be closer to our field experience that there is less unanimity

With respect to the existence of animation. The distribution of responses is

presented in Table 9. Must we infer from this.table that the

411

animation of the TP,T programs goes according to plan in the villages? The

responses do not provide a direct answer. Moreover, we could wonder what the

6A people mean who say that-they go home after watching the TPT broadcast. 'Is

this because the animation is not interesting for them or because it,does not

exist at all?

It.shoOld be noted that the answers of the TPT speCtators concerning

animation correspond well With the reports of the TV school directors (see

Section 5.4.). On the basis of the interviews with the school directbrs it

'was established that ip 7 out of the. 16 TV schools there is regular animation.

1 4 8
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The individual responses 'indicate that in alMost half the cases animation is

still taking place.

TABLE 5-9

1.1

"Since January, What Happens Immediately After The TPT Brdadcasts?"

Animation 64 46

1/'

Watch the following broadcast. 8 6

Go hOme 65 47

It varies 1 0

Total number of TPT spectators
who responded to this question 138 100

The following sections give an idea of the way in which the anima-

tion sessions operate.

5.3.9.2.- TPT spectators' interest in animation and discussion

The recent Regional Education Study in its report No. 7, titled

"Alpha- Media;" (Ivory Coast Republic, 1976) remarks that the animation sessions

following the TPT rograms to a large exereht contribute to the educational'

image of the TPT br adcasts., Moreover, in Section 5.3.10 we willsee that 60

percent of the TPT spectators think that TV's purpose is t instruct people.

Therefore it is not surprising to find that 77 percent of the TPT viewers

feel:that the discussions after TPT are.. interesting, "because they clarify certain
,

.-notions" as the'reSPOndents say.

Pifteen TPT Spectatori indicate.their Anterest for the animation by

that .:.they perSonalY and:actilY:engage in the.71i0USsion*.wben
, .

- .

spectators aredirectlYasked; !"Do. yOu talkAuring the discuSsidn:

14.9

s
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60,,January) the responses confirm the result of phe question_in the pre-

'vious paragraph. But only 9 percent of the TPT spectators say that they talk" .

"very often" during, the discussion, as is indicated in Table 10..

TABLE-S-10

. po You Talk Miring These)Discussions

Very Often, Sometimes Or Never? '

Very. often

Sometimes

Never

There is no discussion

No answer

Total number of TPT spectatOrs

-

2.

)

N

58

2

37

3,0

40

1

19

r

e

-

191,
V

100

If one is of the opinion that the essentialfunction of the animation

is to get people actively involved in the discussion, that is: to gdk-them

to explain the communal and personal "needs", and to prepare the TPT partici-

pants for action, the TPT,animation, defined as such, does, not work well. But
.

if one adopts a 'realistic point of View, one"has to admit that TPT animation
4

done by school teachersAvho are not or veryaittle trained_in animation tech-
)

cannot but be a discuision mith a pedagogical and directive character,,

instead f being a participatory discovery; Our research results confirm once

pore this typical "schooling" character of the TPT animation sessions.

5.3.10J, 'TV'Irrollaccording_ to TPT spectators

The study of Questi9ns 47 and 53of the January questionnaire

leaked of all TV spectators,Aand'not Only TPTviewrs) is an attempt to/obtain-

0
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some insight in the motiv'ations of the respondents why they come4and watch.

the TPT broadcasts, and to find out whether TPT serves an educational or

entertainment function. t

("4
i

As announced in the preceding section we find the highest 4ercentagE-..

.-cf TPT viewers (79 percent) among those TV watching respondents'who\ 'v

priority
,,

. ,apriority to the educational role of television. incontrast, theTPT audience

44;.;forms only 44 percent of the VV pectators who stress the elttertainment aspect'
.,

.; i .
t lf, ?:, :1of thetelevision. If we lookfit the TPT audience alone' .firid the distri- ts..

,

tctip., t 4,1

'

i>'))
bution of answers as presented in Table 1I. ,

7JCI: '';

/'
i

TABLE 5-11

Number of TPTspectators who think that TV

serves the purpose of' instruction and/or

entertainment

N

Instruction 113 60

1.4

',Instruction and entertainment -.
. '42 22

Entertainment 11 t 6 f,

Instruction of children 7 4

Other responses 15 8

Total number of TPT spectators 188 100

k. ,. , . .
. ,

The result.correspond' With those of previous reports and in

particular with the Benireniste (1976) report, which notes in the village of
,

, ?; 'fiP

Anno: "The reasons which motivate the villagers to watch TPT refer to the

educational potential of the TV," (page 61).. We'have observed that relatively

few peasantsmention-the entertainment role of TPT. It is very likely that
-

ihey.cia*ot dare:to do,:sci because TPT has an image of "seriousness and not



,

4 .v
.

of Nentertaistment". The alternative "Ohtertainment-versus instruction" is

Y.

a . 4 4` ir ,, ,

. rii. ;
mainpailled by the teacher-animadrs wheinOthSy accuse the peasant of not

4. *. , .t et, #
.-. dr

taking'the 11/,'ietious; This.alt* ernitive.v coilkides with the opposition between
.10

ir
,

*

two educational modeles: one,:whfbh consists, ,Af pabsively receiving infOrmation,
e. . 4,7 '

, ,.' ' .,_.-J , ., , .
other which is based on the active' participation in the educational pro-

N , A

cessi This opposition still exists despite till.encouragement by the TPT .

. t

05partment to create 3 listening group prepared to undertake action. This is
16

once more confirmed by the contradiction among the peasants themselves: on

oni-hand they expressoa certain theoretical interest in TPT, while on
1

the other hand there is a very smalliacbive group (9 percent) during

the animation - discussion session.

5.4.
.

Size of TPT audience

5.4.1. 'Size of nations]. TPT audience over time

In the past efforts have been made to measure the size of'the TPT

audience. Based'on a large national sample of schools the feedback system

.

(see Fritz, 1976) was able to provide figureSxabout the number of participants

for all the TPT programs from 1974 until 1976. Extrapol.0100kg these figures

and taking into account the, number of TV*schools where effective animation

took place fora particular broadcast, it was possible to estimate the total

national attendance as well, as thd average number of participants per school.

.

Table 12 gives an overviewlif'some,aftthese national figures. We obs6rve.that

despite the increase In the,total number, of Ty schools there is not a propor-

oft

"
;

Vona' increase 'In the nUtoers of schools opened fora animation as well as the

annual average number, )sf Spectator-
-

is the proportion of the target group

expoted to'the.TPT programs that are

!

Moreover, there ins aidfinite decline

with access' to a TV sclipol, which is

reported by animatOrs in feedback forms.
.

A

,.4. z-1,4 ro,
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TABLE 5-12

National TPT audience figures for theyeari 1973-1977

,

Year Total No. of Range of TV Average No. of of target
TV schools schools with participants puiaticin

,
animation reached *

1973 70Q 35 , 2,520

1973-74 950 135-160 13,090 5.0

1974-75 1,152 65-468 16,024 5.0

1975-76 1,481 81-566 15,725 3.3

1976-77 1,652 41-406 5,296 .9

*Target population with access to TV school: 319,280 in 1974-75

471,720 in 1975-76

571,960 in 1976-77

Source: Fritz, 1976 and Lenglet (forthcoming).

NOTE: The target population with access to a TV school is estimated on the

bail* of four variables: the number of-rural TV schoolstimes the

estimated average total number of inhabitants in a village with a
40

3.

TV s6hool in a given year, and the.number of urban TV schools times

the estimated average total numbeZkof inhabitants liVing in the

neighborhOod of an urban TV school. We assume that only the persons
°

of 15 'years kid older but under 60 should be consideredpotential

,PT spectators. This group POrms Anal 47 percent of the total popu-
,

lation. Therefore the-target poeulationvith access to a TV school

'is 47% of-the total populatign with access to a TVschool.

1 5 3
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It has also been observed that during the school year the atten-

dance figures tend to become smaller after the maximum number of participants

has been reached in December and January. Hypotheses have been formulated

which link the existence of an annual listening curve w ch goes upward

during the first quarter (October = December) and then goes downvard, from

January to June. This curve has been observed in the feedback data for

1974-75, 1975-76 and 1976-77. The most plausible explanation says that in
.

the first quarter of the school year the animator as well as,the audience

are still freshly motivated to open the school and animate the listening

group and to.come'and discuss'the TPT programs. This initial enthusiasm'

.wears off, especially 'in the second and third quarters. Reasons for this-

must probably be found in the other activities of the animator and the villagers.

In the second half of the school year many of the animators have to work for

their own professional exams, and also many of them are devoting supplementary

hours for preparing 6th grade students for sitting for the secondary school

entrance exam. For the villagers the last few months before the,rainy season,

which starts in April, mean additional agricultural' work 9,f prepaFing the

fields ald.plantations. When the rainy
0

season begins in April quite often

4the rains prevent the villagers from going to school to,watch TV. And we

have the personal experience that, when it is raining, the sound of the TV

programs is almost unaudible due to tha noise of.,the rain on the corrugated

roofs of the school.

5.4.2. Size of TPT audience: survey results and discussion

That there is no massive audience for the TPT programs; ," that not

e.all schools are open for animation, and that there is a decline of interest

Z:over time is also confirmed by various other studies (Denveniste,1k9,76,
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Lenglet, 1976, and Grant and Seya, 1976) as well as by personal observations.

It is once more confirmed through the January and April interviews with school

directors and TPT animators
7

, and through personal observation during the

1977 survey. On the basis of these interviews we found that in 14 out of

the 16 TV villages the TV is switched on at least on Wednesday and Friday

evenings, the usual TPT nights. However, we also found that according to

the director or animator, in only 7 out of 16 TV villages regular animation

(translation of the TV programs, and discussions afterwards) takes place.

In January the school directors estimated that the TPT programs

usually attract.a total of 559 spectators or, on the average, 35 spectators

per school. Thirty-five spectators per classroom or school may seem low in

comparison 11.th an average of 61 spectators during the entire Water Series 1

(64 for the first Water Series and 53 for the second one
8

) bu it follows the

downward trend of in between 57 an 45 spectators (average) during 1975-76

and the 88-38 range fox' 1976-77 9
as reported by the feedbackdaata.

The number of 35 spectators per classroom was estimated during the

pre-survey. In the post-survey we asked the school director Whether he thought

that since January the number of participants had decreased or increased or

Whether it had remained stable. ene directors said that it had decreased,

.5 said that their TPT audience had increased, and 2 directors reported a stable

audience. It is difficult to ascertain the complete veracity of these estimates.

When 'the school directors report an increase in the number of participants he

may want to make a good.impression on the interviewer. Though it'should be

remarked immediately that 9 out of 16 directors reported a "negative" fact:

a dim nishing audience. And if indeed in more than half of all 16 cases,

during a relatively short period of three months, the audience size has diminished,

even after our survey visits, which would supposedly positively Affect thedTPT

155
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'activities in the village, then we can be somewhat confident that in the

sample villages the overall interest in TPT has certainly not increased.

There is a probability that it Kai decreased.

A problem in interpreting attendance figures is that they are

always reported by the animators themselves. It has been observed that

animators have a tendency to over-estimate the number of their Spectators.

Atreover, they tend to report not.only the number oradults over 15 years

old and this Is,thoage group of,iheTPT target audience -- b7 to include

the small ohildren'As Weil, brio; iitituncommonly, form often half or two-

thirdsthirds of the listeniii4 groOp (peeniste.,..1976 and personal observation).
, .

If we want to have an idea ekotii tbs.extentto which the target audience is

reached by the TPT programs, we should limit'oUt an$lies to the adult

spectators.

The observed dedlining trend in attendence figures may be due to

several factors. First, the high figures in 1974-75 and the lower figures
4

thereafter could indicate the operation of a novelty effect with TV arriving

fortthe first time for adult villagers. But later after evening. TV became

normal this novelty naturally wore off. Secondly, the high figures for the

Water Series which came early in TPT existence(1975),could be explained by

the cas ign'approach of the programs: organized around a single highly

relevant subject and progressively covering all aspects of it, these programs

may have had the beneficial effect of attracting and also holding, a larger

- audience than ordinary TPT programs can and do. Usually TPT programs have

shifting themes, which are not always relevant for the total target audience

and tend to discourage the spectators
10

.

Let us accept, for the 1977-survey, that the reported 559 spectators

-are all adults. If all 16 schoot are open and assuming that at least one
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classroom is used for TPT watching, and setting the'thOOF00,41YcaPadity of

,

an ordinary classroom at 40 seats, then the estimate0.441.aUdiencei.n the

16 TV villages is using almost completely the available- capacity. gighty-

four. percent of the' seats are occupied. However, if pid,capaOity, is set

at 60 places (seats,,standing places and sitting on the pootincluded)

and this is the more common practice in many tI more

than half of the capacity is-used (58 percent).::::444'..44f4ct that all TVfact

sch s have at least two receivers which can oOtratt independently and .

simultaneously
11

the capacity for watching TPTA,s.enlarled:' 1280 -to 1920

places depending on whether one.a sumes,.40,-Seats6r60,-Plideper clasarOOm;-
,

Thus, in the case of.tWo-TV rec

capacity is effectively used.

`The propOrtionOf'capacity of TPT

.OPeratiP9)-:OnlY 't0'44 percent .61f. the A

pation. If we assume that all'the adults in -Villagea with
. .. . .

TV-school, eXcluu

the very old and the des'ablea,'fOrm the targ7tioPlei0.0n0f.the TPT, broadcasts

then about 47 percent of the total yilla4e4i4oPulatiOnj19.,'010), or 8.,469 people
4

, .

are supposed to be reached.--:Taking.the teatbapaeitt:aa,:a.triterion'then only

15 to 23 percept of this'target'audience could bt'aCCommOdated in the schools

(with two classroOma opened for animation ).'. ;'.This would indicate that there is

a physical constraint'on the, number of people, that can be reached by TPT. And

it suggests that one should look fovdther arrangements, such as the opening
.

theof more classrooms or the moving , of:theAset.into the open air, to allow a.

larger part of the target group tO:partiCiPate, if it is motivated to do so.

We have seen, however, that,the:preseA capacity is certainly not used up to

its limits, and this indicates, that'there are, ther, and probably more important

reasons than the limited space, why
-
ppple do not attend the TPT sessions. Some

of theza haye been analyzed in previous documents 12 .
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One remark should be made hsie. When we analyze the. seat capacity

and the actual TPT audience and the proportion of the TPT target populatiOn

reacheduwe implicitly assume that the objective of the TPT programs is to

reach as large a number as possible. However, the strategy of the OSTV

itself has not clearly addressed the question of quantitative goals. Bedause

any per-vice can only hope, to attain a certain percentage of the potential

audience, it is not immediately clear whether the small'TPT audience numbers'

correspond to the implicitly set quantitative goal of the OSTV.

A comparison of the tOtal4OtentAal audience of 8,469 people with

the actual audience size of 659Spectatoiishows that 6.6 percent of the

target. group is reached. This figures corresponds' well with the,1974-,75 and

1975 .,76 feedback figures reported in Table 12,'especially when we allow for

the fait thai.tha,school:ditectots_orinimators, because. of our presence,
..

°

haft possibly reported inflated figures'. :The 6.6 percent figure does not

,.correspond well with the 1976-77 feedback figures reported in Table 12. But

here we should take into account, first, that the feedback figureeare national

estimates for all TV schools which - on the basis of the same feedback data -

' .rlf, ttought,to have been opened during the year Moreover, these estimates

,,:1:, '
,

.
..aWaverages with a large margin of variation and error. . Thus, the reported,

cent (Table 12) of the target population with access to!L_TV school

',,reached could be higher, and closer to the 6.6 percentage found in the 16,

villages of our sample. Secondly, it should be realized that the 1976-77

figures are, for the total season, while our interview took place in January

JAilt after the quarter with usually the highest attendance figures. Indeed'

;the national estimate of the average number of participants during the first

',011Uarter of 1976-77 is 10,789, which equals to two percent of the target popu-

lation with access to a TV school. And thirdly, the animators in the TV



villages were especial* sensitized to animating. TPT, and thus to attracting

more people than usual,, by our request for a list with the names of spectators

and by the letters announcing our research (Section.2.5.4.).

.7

As far'as TPT audience size is'congerned we have tried'to provide

as positive as possible a picture based on conservative estimates, i.e.,
-

estimates that give a wide margirrOf credit to the TPT,system. We haveassnmed

that-TPT animation took place in all the 16 TV villages and that in the audience

numbers reported the childrefl had been excluded: If we assume that the'childken

were included, and if we --(in a similar vein -- include,the children betwOen

the ages of 8 and 15,in the target group, then TPT would be aimed at 80 percent

of thpopulation, or 14,415 people. Aftdjn that case the actual. reach of

the TPT programs would be only 3.9 percent of the target group. Whatever

the assumptions it- remains a fact -- alSow'..inthe 16 TV villages --".,that.only

a small group of TPT spectators can.be found.
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CHAPTER-VI.

TPT IMPACT

.61. - The effect of TPT: actions claimed

6.1.1.
4 '

Introduction

In order to assess the impact of the TPT programs, both in JanuRry

and in April, we asked the TPT viewers a few coded, questions followed by some

open questions.' Our cono,rn was eventually to determine which kind of TPT

vieWers'were more likely to follow TPT advice. Furthermore, we wished to

ascertain more Preciaely 'Which actions or decisions were undertaken as a

conseqUence of TPT viewing. The TPT spectators were asked the following ques-

tions in the Janu and April surveys:

1) Whether in their opinion, TPT had given advice which

had helped them in an action relevant to the topic

and, if so, which one (Questions 72, 73 January);

2) Whether they applied TPT advice. If not, why not;

if yes, which one (Questions 80 to 83, January);

3) Whether,, since January, TPT programs led them to make

decisions; if yes, what had they decided to do, what

had they accomplished and what had they not yet been

able to accomplish (Qveitions 37 to 39, April).

,Compared to the first two sets of questions relating tcan overall

44,

impact, the third set was designed to° study, specifically the impact of TPT

programs between January and April.

As we will see, determining which groups among the TPT audience were

the mostcfavorably oriented towards TPT programs is not much of a problem; but
,

this does.not answer the more difficult question of the relationship between

those who like to watch TPT and the impact 9f these programs. But our main

162
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difficulties appear when we try to determine what actions or decisions have

been taken by TPT dpectators. We will have to discuss later" in more'detail

the problem of the validity of the'answers and the verification of that which
. *

the respondents claimed to have.done.

6.1.2. The "active" TPT. spectators

Before presenting the data, we would like to make two remarks..,,

Generally,,the peatiants-do:nOt like; to edmitthat they have not accomplished

anything or nqt folloWed the advice of TPT. Consequently, we can expect that

the:tota1 number of positive answers to the questions about TPT impact is

.

exaigerated.- In fact, often their claimed actions are no more than an intent.

1Indeed,,we dAscoyered'an STMost completeabienceOf the distinction. between
. -

"Action", "decision" "intention". It was as if the decision to do some-

thing. or 'even the willingness to 'do.. so was, a "fait accomPli".

Weoam say that 106 TPT watchers out of 131,. that is more than

one half of the TPT epectaiorsclaimed:to hive been helped in some way by

TPT advice; to have applied TPT advice; and to have Made some decision's influ-

enced by the suggestions OUTPT. Our main'interest.at this point is-to find

if these people have some characteristics whichcan differentiate

from the rest of the TPT audience.,.

them

6.1.2.1. Characteristics of "active" TPT

.!?t.1

The first thing which appears frOM our data is that-neither age,

+,
sex, social status nor group membership play any role A how people react to

ITT programs (see the same conisions in Hection 5.2. oilTPT audience charac-:''

teristics). However, it is possible to distinguish among TPT viewers .accdrdintj

to their ethnic group, religion, profession, income and their degree of

education. Although, in large part, data concerning impact do not give conci4;-'
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sions,that are statistically significant, we are Able to delineate certain

_tendencies. .01P

Ourlindings may. be summarized as follows: the twd ethnic groups

of the Lagoon and the Dan, the planters, Christians,the.more educatOd and.

high income people, are those more favorably oriented toward the TPT programs.

6.1.3. Access, exposure and interest in animation
4

In the TPT audiencechara6teristici (seal Section 5.2.), we found'
0

e
that the wealthy planters and the-more educatecip4iants are presenti.in

4
, .

relatively greater numbers at TPT sessions than the rest of the TPT audience.

Therefore we might expect more positive answers to questionscon-
,

cerninViApactfrom these two groups; this ainumpticeis verified most of
. I

,

the'tIme Another lbgical assumption would be that the more one regularly

attends TPT sessions, the more one is influenced to action by TPT. But we do

not findani kind of relationdhipbetweenthe regularity of TPT watching and

the positive acceptance of TPT adv 1.e the degree of not-

pecm.tO'be related to TPT impact.

Interest in animation .

. .

6Dur strongest relationship was, established between. TPT'iMis.iact (in

). '\t4md et "actions" or "decisions's) and the interest in the animation. We
. 4

1
.

find:alarger nUmber of positive attitudes towards the advicegiven by TPT
. .

amcingthose spectators who said they were interested'in the,dismissions thatt
.,.., , A

, , .

tOk place. immediately aftez TPT broadcasts. , -,\, .-

a:

Actiohs claimed or : decisions

At the end of the surveys, we did a content.analysii.Of the andwefs

to the open Winded questions about'impact (for the precise questions-see

Section 6.1.1.).

r.

We ended 'up with two lists, a first one for the actions, a."
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St

4.

Second one for the decisions people said they' were gOingto take ela

consequence of TPT Viewingeitger in Jeinuary'or in April. Whatever listWe

consider, it has these two characteristics:'° each list covers all the major

subjects treated in TPT programs, which is ti least an i41ication of'the

familiarity of respondents with TPT broadcasts; approximately one-half of 40

the claimed actions or decisions were in the area of agriculturew Although

"agricultural" programs form less than 25 percent of all the TPT programs'
AN.

since 1973, they are.the largest single, catetory (see:Table 2, below). Therefore
. t

we may account for the large number of agricultural actions claimedh,either

by the relative weight given to agriculture in the TPT program} and/or by

the simple fact that agriculture is the vital issue for mOst'rural.people.
n.

Fthally, a few items emerge from the analysis of the operviwestions

that indicate problems of interpretation of the responses. For'example, when

'respondents mention actions, they may say: "to wear boots ", "to filter

water ", "to build latrines",-"to'be vaccinated" orfilcooperatives"..:Therq

-are three problemswith the interpretation of such typical answers. First"

is'the problem of interpreting what the respondent is saying: are coopera-

'

tives to be created? Is a Water filter to be purchased? Is a vaccination

to be consented to or actually received?' Second, are these simpay reports

of what'the respondent would like to do or are they repots of ackal activi- .

ties? Third, if they are actions carried out, hoW muO is attr40 ibutable to

TPT programs?

We had such questions in mind when, after the first survey, we

decided tottry to verify the 22 self-reported actions that respondents attri-

buted to. TM: Consequently in April we use&alkheck list of the 22'. "actions"

which heil been claimedin'January. Significaftfy, when we examined

1
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+40 qi

oat.

closely, we could

4
undertaken 4 a consequence

4

4.#

11k,L find any evidencqi of

of. TPT ,viewing,10nong the 2Z !actions
a-

s

4,

one action

we Checked.

Rather than start a long tiscussion 44' what thi -*pans, it may be more

with',appropriate to illuptr4te our point with a few anedgotes.

4g- *

Wearing boots was recoilmended_xhiring the Water Series programs in
,

*9' 4 4
197-7C especiaAly for nice grow9s,Akso as not tb expose their legs and feet

, , o
1, t

to disease-bearing, orianisme in,ithe water... Upon-questioning, the_ boots were

* . eo, . 4 4discovered to be shops, worn wa g toland froth the fields as protdCtion
g.

oa

w. 411t 0
against' snakes. A sound pre taut op, b an action which might be inaccurately

,..' .5,.

interpteted without such a 'Probinefollow-Up.: Whpn a 'subject whip Claimed'"

,he used a wair filter waSAInterro'ga;ed with a "do youvmind ilLwe gee it ? ",
,z,

"4
he retorted' laughingly, "Well, it Atiesn'it work." Whe1r ,# subject declared

?-

he had built* latrine, the intervwer asked'him if %could go see it. The6 . N

a.

response was, !Well, I intend to buiaa'latrine,lut my ricelcields have

o
kept me so'busy lately." Aiiitions in the caperativs are

4 * lit=4

lOng-standinl participation in a cooperative Nyethenti not any new action
i

seen to be simple,

,........,

g , , ttriggered by .a TPT program. Vaccinations are acconklished in a fiand4tory
.

. .:.
1.
en

fashion wheneveN a medical team arrives in the villaglylhOt according..to
o'0' 0
tft'any'person's will or personal initiative.

.!,,

It appears from those few examples that posAive,respOnses abcoit

action reflect more of intention (and retention of the recomMbnded, message)

than applied actions. Most of the answers of the TPT audience can,be inter-'

preted as either expressions of adhesion

that some spectators had retained the 1

encouraged by the government.

to the idea of modernity or evidejice

ons of what actions are being

In the April survey (Question

be done next with the TPT programs. The

40), people' were asked what should

most.p0,alent answers among regular

66
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t

viewers was for programs concerning topics like" animal husbandry and creation
a

of more farm land, This indicates that rural people are more interested in

income genePating topics than those that deal with social services like health

or education. Still, the responses may be due to the fact that animal hus-

bandry and farm creation were recent topics aired on TPT and not due to the

peasant's lack,ofenotigh cast income. In this Case, tIle suggestions fo

future programs are more of a proof of viewers' retention of TP' topics than

a reflectionok peasants' concerns..

6.1.5. Obstacles to action

In the course of our surveys, we found two main'obstacles to follow-

up actions being expressed by respondents: one more of'a Socto-political nature.,

reflecting how rural society ,' detision-making and action are structured aid
, -

limited; the Other was of an economic kind, indicating that actions often cost

moneypwhich peasants may simplg not have. The sotio-political structure,' for
., o

-example, qualifies dertain persons to-share'in deasion making while excluding

Y ° } . 04 '
..

others. Women and the,young would generally be less: able to make decisions.
.

For those with some decisilon-,Makinepower, the men, the creation of additional

traditional fielddseems to be the-Most "popular" decision. Also, there is
. ,.

*
N

c *
'.)

.

a:custom among villagesthat the chief, the father or the elder brqther would

have greater authority.' How mual of their structure influences the general

Oka of TPT follow-up action and how much is dtieto a laOk of money?

I

'
In the Aprflgsurvey (Question 26) an attempt was made to check

which actions the respondents can personally decide "lo undertake and whith

lequi;es "authorities" or money to decide. Respibnsts indicated that almost
4 %, 4

three-fourths ofthe respondents could not do anything on their own.- But

the majority,of answers from anotherwart of the April survey (Question 41)

0

ty
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seems to indicate that thialadkof action potential was due more t9 economic

'than socio-political limitations. Most cited is lack of cash as the main'

obstacle to action..a.A.not because a chief or older male figure would not

agree-to the action.

A last.remark can be made at this point. If the lack of money

were the.only obstaCle to action, why are. therenot more actions which do not

require money, for example in the areas of health? Obviously there is a

contradiction. Rural spectators. are. not interested in actions that do not

generate cash income, but that they easily could undektake. In contrast,

actions which promise economic returns, require an initial money investment,

which the peasants do not haVe. 'Thus, they will.hOt start such actions.

This vicious circle of poverty could. explain the "resistence to-innovation"

of:the "traditional" peasant.

As a conclusion. to this section, we'dan say that 'there is no evi-

dence to indicate more than minimal impact of TPT programson its audience

in terms of stimulation of decisions and action. But we can recogniie a

. "complicity" in a money oriented activity. That is, where actions have been

claimed, there seems to exist in the individual the knowledge that certain
AVactivities are profitable. We will explore in more detail this point in the

folloviing section.

6.R. Memory impact

6.2.1. Introduction

In the previous ction we showed that th c4ons claimed to-have

been undertaken as a conseque Ce of TPT were purely "intentions ":' We also

suggested the po*sibility that the intentions were only,"'retentions" (see
-

Section 6.4.11. Different ways of programming seem to play their role in

increasin the'latention of TPT broadcast material among TPT watchers.
\---

168
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In January as in April, one precoded question wa& asked of the

TPT viewers about the subjects which had been treated on TPTAQuestilon 33,

January; 54, April). The interviewers waited for spontaneous answers and

checked the borresponding box if they ,coincided with subjects that had

been broadcast.

6.2.2. Long term effect: overall retention

From the January survey we find the recall data reported in

Table 1 with the following results: agriculture programs were most often

suggested in the free recall, next were water programs, then grouped,toge-
.,

ther were employment,,savings.and housing; animal husbandry was last.

6.2.2.1. Recall of TPT themes

Agriculture

If we look at Appendix K. for the cpmplete 1976-37 list of TPT

programs, we notice that in this year there were a number of reruns

for instance "the choice of a land fora plantation"%(classified in our

lob

list as a TPT program on agriculture) had first been broadcast in June 1973.
:1

This fact might partially explain the high rate of recall fbr agriculture;

but it is far less important than the general perception ,of TPT itself among

0

peasants that it is television especially meant for themselveg (Grant and

Seya, 1976 : k15). It is obvious that'the large number of broadcasts about

agriculture created since 1973 has influenced both the perception of TPT

and the level of recall for agricultuke. FrorWa report by Grant (1977, Ni

Appendix C) we find evidence about. the Weight given to agricultural sulippect"
45

matters in the TPT prograMming. We find that the TPT programs on agriculture

,

represent about 20'perdent of the total number of broadcasts since the beginning

of the project in 1973.. One can speak here of a "repetition" effect, viewers

i u`o



TABLE 6-1

Recall of TPT subject areas in January and April

(By the TPT viewers Who answered to Q. 33, Janum)

TPT on animal

raising TPT on housing

No 146 89% 115 , 70%

Yes. 11 7% 43 26%

No an-

, swer 7 4%, 6 41

Total 164, 100% 164 100%

TPT on Water. TPT on , .TPT on
problems APT on' savings' empOpent '0,.40dulture

71 '43% L 116 .71%, 109 66% 48

87 51%
t

6 . 46

164 '100% 164

49 30% , 67%

3%, 4%

164 100i,

J

Retention of TPT subject, areas,.-

k 14

(By the TPT viewers who answered tp,Q. 54 ,Apri

TPT on nimal TPT on water,
, 'f

rais ng TPT on housing problems IPTion Savings

48 26% 73 40% 60 33%'

120 66% 94 51%' 105. 57%

No an-

swer 15 16 9% 18

Total 183 100% 183 100%

170

TPT on,yout

eaucaion.

103 56%'

53

le' 27' 415%

100% 183 100'
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probably tend to recall agriculture programs more because they have seen

many more of them than other kinds of programs. We must not forget that

in the previous section, we reported that one -half of actions reporte ly

undertaken were in the agri6.21tural sectors. The conclusion is clear:

TPT has placed emphasis on agriculture and, not surpriginglY, rural people

whose main work is in this area have responded.

TABLE 6-2

TPT programs subjects 1973-1977

Subject areas Total programs

Agriculture
'Ai 25.

Health ,

Water '16

Folklore, traditions
. 13

Housing .*9

Education 8

Savings 7

Livestock raising 7
Urban life 6

Labor 3

Environment

Miscellaneous 12

Total 128

Water problems

A$ we can also;see in Table2 the TPT Water Series has high rele-

vance for viewers. Consequently it is, not surprising to find the Water programs

among the topics 'which have the highest recall rate (after agriculture) in the
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January survey. Especially when we know that most of 'the rural people are

constantly faCed with serious water problems. In another section of this

paper (7.5.5.), we report that "water problems" are the. mpst often mentioned;

problems in the rural areas. Even though the Water Series was done about a

year to a year and a half before the 1977 surveys, people still recalledttie

series. One can speak here of a long term effect which seems toiconfirm the

assumption that a TV series based on a campaign is more successful than an

independent series of programs that have ,no relation to activities by other

agencies.

Up to this point, we have dealt only with the recall of TPT

themes or subject areas. In addition, we would Alike to examine in more

detail the content of some programs, and specifically'about recall of the

. advice included in the program format from the beginning.

6'.2:2.2: Recall of TPT adkrice

In the January survey AQuestions 72/73) we Asked TPT viewers whetherO

they could remember any advice given by the programs they had watched. Results

for the total sample showed the following;

Area of advice

Water supply, wate cleanliness

Health,7 hygiene.

Agriculture

Sa;lings, budgeting

Livestqk raising
. . \N

Rur4t exodus

Cooperatives

Modern Housing..

Jobs

1

Number of respondents

.81

79

57

37

25

20

19.

16
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Intall categories, many examples of advice were very general, but some were

quite'speeific.. In the area of hygiene eleven spectator's declared that

homes and courtyards should be kept Clean;one stated that you should destroy

places where mosquito larvae could breed. Another discouraged thrOWiDg garbage

in the courtyard or the river. In housing, seventeen spectators lauded
Q.

idea of constructing new, modern houses; pne had learned to use the plumbline

as a valuable technique. There'wat often quite a range of examples of advice .

within any chosen area. In savings and budget, we found the following recall

of the following items: be foresighted, don't waste money, spend }our money

wisely; don't live beyond your means, save your money,, put your money in the

bank, don't keep too: much money around the houSe. If we look at the responses:

village by village, we can detect which pieces of advice aipear the most widely'

Spread.

Piece of advice

Filter water ' 14

Build modern houses

Build a latrine

Put money into the bank

Keep the house and yard clean

Learn a profession 5

Raise livestock. 5

Return to work in the village.

Dig a well

Maintain a good plantation

In general TPT advice gets, through to the audience. In every village a 1png

list of things to do or not to do can be rattled off. Often, however, the
rs

Number of villages where mentioned

11'

7

6

6

10 /4
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advice is general, such as "hygiene"

some specpatorsknow.perfectlywell

government is 'pushing them toward..

or "plantations,".thus revealing that

the` general developMellt -goals that the

In this respect, as a sensitization
41.

progral, TPT seems to have potential.

6.2.1.2. A short term effect: TPT recall January - April

We have examined what TPT viewers recalled best when surveyed in
A

January. In a SenSe.it was a recall of all previous TPT programs. In April,

however, we had an opportunity of measuring recall more specifically between
°

the first and second surveys, a period of about three months. One series we

Were

four

especially interested in was one'on animal husbandry which broadcast

of the seven planned programs in the series between the end 'of January :

and the end of February, 1977 (Appendix C for full list)..

When weexaminethe recall figures from the April survey (Table 1),

we find that the highest recall for TPT programs is animal husbandry. People

were more likely to recall the titles,of TPT'programs on animal raising than

on other topics: We can suggest several reasons why this would happen:

':.first, the programs. presented a step by step method for animal care and raising'

arid related!it iclogely to profit making, something, as we haVe seen,.that TPT

viewers areiMost4interested in; second, the.element of'ihe recency.of the

.programs {about one month or'so before the survey) would also help account

hbr high recall.k
111

The second, best recall ''topic in April, as

We rethembe0.hatthe vb.ter Series h1

action.campaign (Lenglet,.1976)

- )

in January, was water.

first presented as part of.a national I.

made a considerkiile impact at that

A nuMber of programs Trom'the se4es were also repeated which may

help accopnt, for the high recall of the topic,

7 5
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As a conclusion to this section on the impact of recall and reten-

tion of TPprogram topics, we Should underline the.following: 1) that.TPT seems

to haVe best tesults when TV programs are part of a longer series;2) that

the reruns of former series programs also seem to reinforce recall; and
.

3) that programs giving specific advice seem to be recalled best.

64.4. Animal husbandry: A case study

Wewould like to examine 4L more.detail the impact of the livestock

raising series. beeatse it was the only one which was'measured in both surreys

and therefore provides us with some small measure of control for effects.,

In April we found that 69 of 120 TPT spectators (or 58 percent) were able to

recall at least one of fo(ur of the programs that had been presented. More-,

over, 26 (or 12 percent) were totally correct in their answers, identifying *,
A

the four animals of the TPT programs. Once more we can underline a relatively

good rate of retention. 4

However, when the same 120 spectatoreaere asked if they were going
lir %

to applythi-Modern animal raising methods they had learned, very few of them

i

wanted. wer the question.' TWenty-eight out of 120 (or 23 percent) res-,

pondettrih4.thd# did not have the initial capital for adopting this new
.- -.L.

technique. Moreover, t\he etajority of the respondenis'emPhasized the need of

an extensionageht to help them. .Aleo, they were so conscious of the diffi-
.

cUlties they would have.in obtaining the sUppart of the village chief and the'.
-..._.

fect ih.the enterprise that.theyJinally admitted they they were not at

allfeedi to begin any modern livestock enterprise.

There was one more aspect of-the-animal raising series that needs,

mention. As we mentioned in Chapter II, We had'hoped to identify a sniall. uh-
.

"

sample of cattle.raisers who were attended' by SODEPRA, the extension service

for anitial raising. We.reasoned that if 'this aTT series, which was Sponsored

by SODEPRA, was to have any effects, it would most affect the clients of that

1 76



agency. In January we
4

clients- They were in

identified 39 respondents who gild they were SOpEPRA

both TV and non-TV villages.aresocoirld act as experi,

mental and cOntroLindividUilS fqr the impact. of TPT.. A special questionnaire

was cOnAtrUCted for them to be applied in April. '

In April 10 of the 39 persons were absent froth' their villages and

several others Could not be interviewed for.cither.reasons. As a consequence,o.

,

only 10 from TV and 12 from non-TV villages were finally interviewed. Rhsulti

showed-that those in TV villages did not attend TPT sessions very at all
t.

and that their
A

traditional view of cattle raising had not changed. Most.of

the cattle raisers were in the traditional Northern part of the country and *

were illiterate. They May well have been the most difficult typeof people

to try to,Charge in any case but their indifference to a :101.meant
0.: 1r9:)

exit close
le

especially for. them .is indicative of the problems :TPT faces:.

'Collaboration' from,field agents of the sponsoring agency

attention as in the Water Series, TPT programs may simply not reach or change,
.

or `special national

their target audiengils.
t;:

,3. 0 General conclusion
. .

.
0, The exact impact of the TPT teleVised series is impossible to. sort

4
4 0

(Alt far :a number of reasons.,'FirSt, even among Typrogkams TPT 'is ,not easily

disttnguisped in the minds of.rural viewers from other program's, eSPeoially
.4

,thOwalso'deant for the Same,audience:like the Ministry dt.InfOrmation's

1111- :!! ,

, ,

ationdi tii'Of Progress, or the Planning Ministry's Promovillage series,

the illnistry of,Agriculture's Magazine Agricole%..(all also meant for- ,
..

.
. ,

.,
. . .

. .. . . .

.) Messages on .these Programs. coincide and complement, though theyare
t ,

, .

not ordinarily coordinated with, thosh on
A .

..

o\
0Ministr* of. Primary and TVEducitio5.

4:v . .

.

extOnsion ailents,'trainang coursesoiqprint d'Inaterials
.o.

Similar topics produced by the'-

In addition to TV programs, there are

p :I 77

and infOsmal channels
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of information (such as literate children bringing home new:ideas from,

school) whidh fmpact on the lives of rural people. It is less kpportant to

sort out the exact i fluence of each information source than to see,whether
-.

the overall result is improVeme4tOf the qualitYotlife.of rural people.

Nevertheless, Judging: TPT on theivasis-of the twosUrveys.i:_xeciin say. that

it has some impacr...0h-tose who view in terms of retention-_andIgpall of

general topic areas' like agriculture and water; it also.seenis to,help viewers'

recall specific pieces of idvicet regardinactions TPT seems to get people

to want.to.carry. out certain aCtivities suggested by the programs but there

is little evidence that these intedtire often put into actual .practice.
' t

4+7
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CHAPTER Vr16:,-;

PERCEPTIONS OF TPT AND PERCEIVER TPT
r

BENEFITS AND TPT BENEFICIARIES

duction

4!'
ere are a number of places where audience motivation and percep-r

a

4. .,,t4pns haVe been previously discmised (Kaye and Lenglet, 1975, 41-42; Grant
.

,. .

.JiMateya, 1976,.15-20 and Benveniste, 1976).. There is evidence, that though

people, sometimes conflise TPT with other TV programs, they do have some

well-expiessed feelings about the content of TPT.*
ff;

In thisipsection we will presentvsome additionalfindings about

peOples' attitudes concerning TPT programs. There are four sections.

Firstr we will see how tle respondents feel about the veracity of the TPT

e
programs. Secondly we will discuss some a4ditional responses regarding the

0
information or training purpose of TPT proqrams. Thirdly,le will present

some data about who evillagers perceive to be the main beneficiaries of
zr,

the. TPT prdgrams and tie reasons why. Here as elsewhere we.must be aware of

the various-response biases,that can influence our findings.

. TPTia truthfulness

people

4' t
TV-and conse-qently TPT, is'peroeived by a large majority of rucal

1,

as'a "truthful" medium,. In 1975 (Grant and SeyaYthe.question Was
4

asked **hat yOt.3ee in TPT, is it eal or %Anibal?"
1
, and -the one qUestibn

, was repeated in the January questionnaire T. 7510 In 1975 most village,.

. .

7.

1Toups interviewed agreed tnat the TPT programs were real (s,Reil, because
.

.

.

..
:ya.

, .

--.4is find, he same things in our village that we see on TPT.") and;in'January

question
'114, s'91 percent f the TPT spectator also greed. The follow -up tn

aski*why people thought 'that. the 'TV programs were "true" or "false" did
. ,

-160-
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not produce any results which need reporting. We feel that,the range of

various possible attitudes toward the TPT is very 4011 described

in drini and'Seya (1976 : 15-21), to which the reader is refe,red.2

.10.1

7.3. TPT's training purpose

4In January,1977 there was some interest in the relationship between
'0"P

.the TPT's Abrams and skills learning as an immediate consequence of watching:
V,

TPT.' This intoloptas fed by the growing contradiction within the TPTmpro-

Sect between TPT's educatIon:and training PurpOses indicated by their name

4,-'"i
( "adutation extra-scolaire") and otherqnbre explicit objectives emphasizing

. t. .

..

information and-sensitA aton (Grant, 1977). Moreover, a couple. of week
' .

before the pre-survey three TPf programs on employment had been, broadcast 44..

which had been acclaimed bythe Ivorian press as an important way to make the
a

population aware of unemployment and the top high aspiration's of formal
. 0

school gradUate40

11 ,

We asked the TPT spectators in January two questions. Virst,

whether they thought that- the TPT programs' had all8wed the young-to learn a

)ob.,(Q. 68). And secondly, those who said " to the first question were

lir
asked whether TE5T should teach a job to 61e young.

- .

41 Almost one-fourth of the'191 respondents to the Akrst question did

not provide an answer or. said that they did not know. ThiS'probably indi-

cates that the question was not well understood or did not make much sense.

Out of the 146 e.inaining respondents 57 percent thought that.the TPT programs

had allowed the ybung to learn a job. Why 83 TPTspectators believe that the

TPT broadcasts have taught a Job is difficult to assess, especial)y in light

Of the lactthat only 31 percent of them reported having seen oile.or more

of thr,0 TPT Broadcasts dealing

graph. /

1

A

with "jol;;10, mentioned im the previous para-

21'

1 0.

, tot

S.
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The majority (65 percent) of those who said "No" to the first

question thought it to be a task 9f TPT to teach job skills to the young.

Thirtp-sikpercent of those who ;thought so had seen'one'of .the. "job" broad-

casts:

Thus, it, seems tha't many TPT spectators are not sure whether the

TPT programs have taught, specific job-related skills, but at the same

time there is some desi;4%,'that TPT should do this.

7.4. Perceived TPT beneficiairess

7.4.1. "Who profits from TPT?"

As we observed in the foregoing chapter and documented else-''

where
4
there is very little empirical evidence which shows the actual benefits

and the actual beneficiaries of the TPT prograbs. We wanted to:know whether

this -fact was apparent in the minds of the pectators; or'whether.they

believed that there were indeed people whO profit from TPT. his section

we will deal with this question

To this end we,wilkfirst. present'the distribution .)of responses
. ,

to the very diredt question: Whoprofits from TPT?" (Q, 61, January).

The majority of the TPT Spe ators (65 percent) believls that eveiybody.

profits free the broadcast This is not :suriorisila, given the fact. that

the broadcasts are called for Everybody ". Thus their answer is just a

reflection of theprogram title, which is a TPT impact in itself already!
1$ .

_
.

If spectators believed that benefits from out-of-school TV-were
r

_a li
'

accessible to .a minority. wf people (20% did), we were interested in knOwing
c

0

their perceptions of who the be'nefIciaries'were. 'Table 7-1 lists these
4. 9

t
perceived "minority" beneficiaAes.

1
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A

TABLE-7-1

Perceived "Minority" Beneficiaries of TPT .

Beneficiaries

Spectators

Farmers, peasanti

Youth

Villagers

Children

Those who are interested

Those capable of working

Those who have never traveled

Those who need'irifOrmation

' Those who are.strong and intelligent

Those who want to become more intelligent
.

.Those;Who apply, the-advice giv n

Those attentive epect4tors. '

Those.. in the cooperative

TeaChers

Total

a

a

6

* Number of TPT spectators who answered "orillgsome people" for Q.?461

.
Since many of these categories overlap, one can constitute a comioo-

site profile of.the perceived beneficiary: a young peasant who is strong,
4).

concerned and an attentive spectatOr of TPT. A request for justification,

for, the particular beneficiary revealed the following typei of responses:

Youth: because they don't know yet what life is; they can learn about morality.
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Youth: becalise they have the strength to, apply the advice of

not tired in the evening.

TPT, they, are

Attentive spectators: many other spectators come,to chat, not to listen.

°Children: becauserie day they will change their living condition.

Farmers: because if they conscientiousky apply the Advice' they will earn

more money.

7.4.2. Contrasting,pairs of beneficiaries

I

We suspected that ar3swers to the previous questions

diextremely enlightening, io we preferf d to force the Neondents

Choice between contrasting pairs oflpossible beneficiaries:

versus non-specttors, literates ve0us illiterates, elderly ver
`o

40- 9fs
*c.women versus men, rich versus poor, villagers versus city dwe &efs;)t c,

village versus the individual. The forced choice was,41plbt absolute

0

respondent could choose also "both' or "donYt.lowr

Table 7.-2 presents the distribution Of :the,chdp:Oesiespg"all the

diChOtomies. What strikes one most is the.largeh

However, the range of percentages of non-re

and this means that in some cases the alte

It
11-MSp9p0fintS.

19.,kO 32,

edger or more.

S
t-Ced ch es wae'impossiSlpapparent than in others and not thatmaki

axe ch;lee vas'

This is also indicated by the varying perce tiges
.04

the "both" category. 5

,It appears that the TPT spectators, who datleto'make-echoice,

believe that the young, male villager's who watch TPT are most likely to be

the prime benefiCiaries of the TPT programs, and that benef4st4they derive

1114
ul.11.*Ccrue to the entire rather, tn e.individual -him- or herse.lf.

This does not mein that,3!,in 16eople s opinion, women or, the elderly are excluded

i'.3



TABLB:7 -2.

PorCed,Chaice Beneficiaries of TPT

cNrr 191)

Ofr.
4

TPT spectators.
' , .

..

Noh-TPT ipectrttors n'

.r ".

Boih spUctato5s and:,nop- peatators,

Don't know.
1'.. 4, jt

I
t..

Literate people

'Aliterate p e
,

;Both literates lUid'i.11itizates,'

Don't know o i
e

No answer ,

Old people

.

Yount!. people
.

J. Boih old and young

,Ooet,know

ti

No answes

p

Both pen and wirnen

Don't know
4

No.answer

f.

N.

125 65

15 . 8.

40

27: 14
-%;

38

5

52' 27

68'

73

3

36

7

37 . 19

..

38

8 4

31. 16

91 48

53 : 28.

O

t.



'Rich Nloople.

Peke

an Wel' , 4 44J

Vipage .peoPle ' '..,

- . ... ,

;4..'"

..',,poth viltagesan

vki,,......,
.A.

/

ie -
. ' .

The loin

e Village and the irOividUal

Don!ot knoll/ :14

swer
9

0.05 (January) "Who benefits more from TPT programs?"

N

'27' 14

33

ss

7

17

34

59 31

74. 39

12 C.

49 26

5 . 3

51 27

78. 40

17 9

28 15

8 4

62 32

e from benefiting. Mot respondents seem to agree that being literate or illit-

:erate does not make much of a difference in terms 5 benefits. This is in

A-

contradiction with our other research data indicating that education is almost

the only variable which.is significantly and positively related to TV/TPT

watching and impact.

a

I

1 8 5
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Whenever the category "both" was chosen, the respondeledwas inve:Eed

to elaborate on why or how TPT could benefit both, parties. F the

men-women several TPT,spectators cite separate values of advice and/or infor-

oration for each. While in somepro4rams, women learn about 'housework,

children, and infants, men receive instruction on how to farm, and how to

become richer'. For other pairsi too, ,dual beneficiaries and benefits are

recognized. Says one spectator, literate people who are unemployed,'and

illiterates wtfwork on the farm -- both find a, message in TPT. Another

spectator elaborates: the literates learn that having a job is of paramount

importance; illiterates learn how to' improve their plantation: The poor

learn how to,cultivate; the rich how. -to keep their money. Youth learns how

to create a plantation; elders how to improve theirs. It seems that each
A

person at his level and position can find a program addressed to his State:.

And this could be a correct reflection of the varied nature of the TOT'pro-

Ok .,

grams and the.fhtent'of the Out-of-School agency. To a certain extent this

is."confirmed" by the result that the highest perCentage of "both" iespon-
f,

dents ik found among the "very regular" TPT spectators. ThaSewhsamtch TPT
.7

almost all the time have seen programs which seem'to be beneficial for

the members of the 7 pairs proposed. 6

;
There is a second type of divided benefit/beneficiarY. 'See res-

o 4P .0.i,
ponilfints say, for example, that the rich give the poor an eicample, that the

apectatbrs cainunicate what they. see, hear and understand to non- spectators,

that literates explain theprogiam message to th9lilliteratos, and that the

elderly Owe advice to youth. Whether indeed such flow of communication takes

Nr,

place on a large scale we do not know.

A third reason why several groups. might btnefit is that_the.Same

-
TPT message could beusef01 for different people. An.example,is the following:

V I 6
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"When youare.rich you should practice the same hygiene as the poor." And

thisW?0!lbe'a reflection of a number of TPT progiams, the' prescriptions

of,whiCh seem.to apply to almostaverybody irrespective ofsocio-economic

status. A fourth type of benefit for both elements of one pair involves

4 moral rather than a''content-oriented message. The following comment by

a spectator leadi one,to:Consider the value of TPT:4 potential raiser

of moral values or a"Stimulus to the downttodden and the discouraged. "The

rich are lazy and need to reform themselves: the pOor need encouragement."

The encouragement which.TPT is said tooffer is also expressed often when a

TPT or an evaluation team visits a village. If it is sometimes mentioned'

that TPT pleases the villagers because it treats their problems. nd presents

their way of life, it is invariably remarked by villagers during a site viSit:,

"We are greatly encouraged by your showing you cared enough to leave Abidjan

and travel to our faraway village to see us." ,A final type of divided benefit

is"the case of classic village solidarity: "The benefit froM. the youth's work

goes to the elderly, for young peasants work for the old ones who ar.too

frail." The benefits are from the labor. of one party and bestowed upon the

second.party. And this perception seems to be confirmed by the finding that '

the entire village, in contralto the. individual, is the prime beneficiary.

Those TPT spectators who said that it wasthe "young" or "young and

, ,*old" who profit most from the TPT programs were asked "Why". Their

categorized by the researchers are presented i
7/

Table 7-3., They speak for

themselves, although it is interesting to note that among the older respondents

(45 years and more) the first answer category prevailed.
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TABLE 7-3 .

. ,

Reasons Why The Young Are Perceived as Beneficiaries of TPTC

-They hall. the physical Work power

They like modern life

They want to gd:to the city

The future belon4s,to them

They have the'physical work power
and they want to go to the city

The elderly do not watch TV

The youth understands TV

"Other

Don't laid;

:No answer:

Total number of'IPT spectators
responded that the "youth" or the
"youth and the elderlyrbenefitted
most from TPT

N.

45 32

6 '4

2 1

15 10

3

5

4
.

4

2 1

:3

141
**-

98

A.

Q. 66 (.January) "Why is it that the young benefit' most' from TPT?"

4* Due to rounding off, this is 'not 10.0%.'

.r Y
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7.4.3. Rural exodus
tp,1

We have seen before (Section 3.2.9.) that the rural exodus of the

young is perceived as a crucial problem in most of the sample villages.

,Therefore we wanted to examine whether the,TPT 'udience felt that this pro-

blem was exacerbated by TPT,or whether WPT c ld be the basis for a solution.

We asked the respondents whether., according'toothem, TPT helps the.young.to

organize themselves locally, in the village, or to induce them to go to the

city (Q. 67, Janiary). We are aware the almost implicit answer which is

included inkhe question's formulation itself. Therefore'the rdsponses should

be regarded with caution. Three-fourths of the TPT spectators thought that

TPT helps the young to organize themselves lOcally. On1y 5 percent thought

that the TP7 progrmsinduces the young togo to the City. fourteen percent of

the 144 spectators did not give an answer, but we do hot know for what

reason. If these.responses,are a, true reflection of. the spectators' opiniOns

about the TPT programs it means that there is, a. large TPT.goodwill among,

at least, tha.14TPT audience. Allis goodwial coupled to the image of truthful-,
.

.

ness the. TPT programs carry, means that TPT might be a potentially 'effective

means in the struggle against the rural exodus. Thus we see that according

to many TPT spectators the young profit most from watching TPT and th4t one

of the benefits is the help they receive to organize themselves locally'

instead of going to the city. This does not exclude the possibility that the

general TV programs, and even the TPT programs, exert a counter-influence in
i \

,
.

. .
Pshowing the "attractiveness" of the city. This in discussed-in 1 next ,

section.
, .

t .

7.5. Perceived TPT benefits

7.5.1. Urban effect
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In this section ws will deal with tyo "benefits" or "effects" as

perceived by the TPT spoCtators. Itis almost a universal observation that
*

teldvision is an urban phenomenon. Thus the introduction of television in

.the rural areas of the Ivory Coast could have a "negative" effect in that

it shows urban models of behavior which are not condlicive'to a "proper"

transformation of the rural areas, We examined this effect by means of

Questions 70 and 71 in the pre4questionnaire,

It has also been argued that if TV or TPT programsare to be

accepted by the village audience and are to have a beneficial influence on

j changing village life, they should be relevant to the realities of the

villagers.. Thiissue was prgbed through a number of questions in the January ,

. and April questionnaires dealing with village problems and the question whether
-

village problems were treated by TPT.

One of the objectives of, the ETV experiment in e. /Ivory Coast, for

school pupils as well as fot adults., is t em th rural exodus. Does.the

TV present -ideas and innovations which tend to glorifipity life, or does it

'reinforce-the value of rural4ife? Two different TV programs, for example; the

,eveninv news arid the TPT program, 'may reinforce co radictory models. It
,

inasmuch as spectators are able ith its.prOgrams from theopneral
I . ,

t

' TV programs, perceived as fairbring or suJgesting a,:model. of urban living? The
g- .

ii ,

question,--"Doe TPT teach ,you to dire ince city people" elicited ththe, respon-

ses shown in Table Two tliihds are.turprising'in thege results. First,

4 ; t
the massive agreement wit he l'tirban effect 4f.the'TPT program seems' to

: P.7
1le

contrast with the 7S percent o theTPT audience which said that the APT pro-
'

f .-

grams helped the,young to organize 'emsellies locally, in the village (Section-

7.4.). The second surprises that we expected thga4 most of the respOnses

would be Lrthe "yes anp'no" category;' bedaps6 in fa TPT programs,Tor rural
.1F

J.9.
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TABLE 7,4

The "Urban,r Influence

Don't know

tilo answer

Total number of TPT spectators

of TPT

122

'1

**9: 70 ,(Japuary) "Does TPT.teach you to liVe like city People?"

as well, as urban audiences'have been broadcast in the past,; addressing life

conditions in both situations. But here we find only. one respondent who

,says,"yes and no". toth'"surprisee'beCome more

espongee follow-up` .frii

liVe like city people?"

,

understandable when :reviewing.

."How does or, does not TPT teach you to

The 122 apositive"xesp0Aent6 advanced 143 r asons why they thought.they
o, '' ), '

that T!T taught them to
.

liVelike/C ty peOple. We ham grouped these reasons
*It '

four main categories:

(1) city living associated with TPT lessons

(2) city
.

living-af a Model ofattraetive 1 ving

(3).citY living associated with material'benefite

(4) cityjiying associated with wealth;-

7.5.11. City living associated with TPT lessons

4%.

,

The I. reasons which Eali into this category are listedin Table 7-



Aipetts Of City Living Associated With TPTLessons,'..
.

.Filter. miter

..4ave Monty ,

()Oen bank.account

oAri for bibles
,

Avoid d ases
,

.Get a jj.11$

ETpty garbage into trash,dans,.
Clean up around the house.

. Total
Kam.

.

Number _of respondents
A

\. 8

2

1
I

1,*
k .. ....., ,
.

C The 'first comment one can make about this list is that the iespon-.

dent? seem to want to Slip into their answers las into some others ) the proof
.

.,that they.-ItaVe,peen attentive to" TPT b,roid4sts. It is-not the kind of
: ,,

s

response. ellpected. 'Seclondly, *eithet ixdplicitly'or'explicitly under-
,stead that these; pieces of advice &re followed in the. 9ity,: pne -should filtei

In the 'vlAitge "because city:'dwellert .filter;their watet " . Thip ,.thaiols to Oe' 'sense that the ,"Urban"... behavior sugg'ebted over television,
sshould be .foilo'pted. by everyone. This can also be noted in title next -category:,

living as a model of attractive living

The -59, reasons listed in Table 7-6 'reveal feeTinIS o'f .envy, as the
have-not villagers' ,are, struck images'. of how the :"haves" 'live.. The _imagei

.

kirou§ht.toi mind are hot necessarily those bi TPT, but' of TV. programs in geneialt

C7StOres," "Seeitinls"). There is an acceptance that wtfat they see is 'good and
d be copied; that is what the ;villagers are presently doing is l!wrong".

.. 192
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TABLE, ? -6 (\

Aspects If City Liing as a Model of Attractive Living

Hygiene, cleanliness

Imitate city people

See Abidjan

What is modern -is good

'Good health

Good manners

Good mentality

See'stores:

See big meetings

Total

,NuM1er4bf respondents

32

16 .

2

2

The most popular response concerns hygiene and cleanliness.
.

59-

These general

terms refer in the specific responses firstto personal hygiene, then to.'

cleanliness of one's house and courtyard, and thirdly to drinking clean Water:-

The predominant aspiration seems-to be one_of good health, and secondarily

of good appearance.

7.5.1.3. City living associated with material benefits.
6

The 43 reasons of Table 7-7 refer in particular to, specific,material

benefits - rather than to a generally better state as in Table 7-6. The most,

Spopular item, modern housing, bould also have been included in Table 7-5,

for in 1976 there was a series of TV programs on rural housing
7
. -The refer-

enceS:tO gOod dress must be skewed, for.'twelve out of seventeen responses
, .

%
4

emanate from one village, where'the researcher seems tonave systematically

s
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Aspe

TABLE 7-7

0
-.-

t of'City tidying Ausociated With Material Behefits

Moderp HoUbing,

G6ad clothes

Goad eating

Vehicles

Furniture

Total
0

4-

_

_imposed the swer:8 mention elsewhere of god clothes is shared among

several;vil Ages. In all references to material benefits, one is especially

conscious of the aspiration inherent in TPT participation: to be better off

like city people. Table 7-8 will accentuates this underlying theme.

q7.5.1.4. City living associated withkwealth

"People who live in the city have more! Because of their wealth they.

;Number of respondents

43

_ 9
enjoy better living conditions. Peasants can get richer too, but only

, .
&

through hard work". rSuch is the reasoning which.liesOghind this
*
list of

.

comments presented in Table 7-8.,'While the prevko2as %three categories (TPT

advice, material-benefits, model behavior) can be subsumed in the present one,

At becomes clearer why,people think that TPT'teaches villagers te'liVe like .

city'dWellers To some this question meant whether TpT tells one how to

work hard to earn more money: one
.

,

tator sumMed up his.antweri TPT
. ,

teaches me how to liVe in blocuryebecaUe of the wealth of the city people..:'
41. ,

(r. Spectat6f's debviOTecpect.Athe wealth" to comefropi the outside, /to be inherited,
a .

.4 /

or to involvecityltype labor. One' villager put it this.wayf "We cultivate

94
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TABLE
1

Aspects Of City Living Asso iated with wealth '

Work well to earn Money'
r

getter living conditionsAter
Total

cotton, coffe, and eggiolant to tly to earn mon y, as in the city.

Nurrther of respondents

9

"As in the city" refersto Abnei, not the means of its acquisition.

i eo

Most spectators who said) that TPT does not teach one how to live,
tfr '

1

like city dwellers either evoked the money or wealth differences between city

dwellers and rural people or they felt that TPT was more rural than urban

fp

oriented. Some comments on the financial distribution were "we aren't

paid by the month the way they are in the city" or "wp can't havewhat the

city dwellers have! of "we villagers don't have'the same means."
-

gen percent of the spectatorS"considered TPT basically a prOgram for

rural farmers,. 'brie clarified his point of view in the follOwing
' !

manner: '"In TPT we see - people workingin the fields. In the city.,they.work

-6.i.n..offices." Another IFnt further than noting the difference; he declared

El

his affiliation to'rural life. "As far as I'm concerned, I have nip indention'

of &wing to the city' What I see on TV helps me in my small village life.
f .

I

The other things don't interestee." This indicates that he was aware of the

other (urban?) TV messages third' believed that TPT was designed mostly
. .,

for the farder.4.40....HoWver, .if we bavebusiness in the city, *such as ).

- , 4
'

applying for, an.ID card, TPT. to

a

s us how to do it:" (The respondent is

,



referring to 4 program on kstabli

broadcast in 19)75.)

7.5.2. Urban versus rural effect.

/low returning to the two.'"SurpriSes" mentioned in the firStYpar44

graphs of this Section. Iff(7.5.), 9,fAnd that the contrasting perceptions of a

simultanebusikural and urban effect-l.'s not

seemediy First, thorreSponses to Astions
.

so Contradictory as iefirst
I

67 and 70-71 ,are in line with ,the'l I

implied direction of the questions' wording. Apparently the respondents'prt

:1

ferred to give a reply they thought' was expectea.1 Secondly, the contrasting;

et, °

perceptions are a fair reflection of the:contkasti g and SoMetiMes oven
.

. ,.. '

.

,
..

opposite imSlicitand%explicit,tessage/of the TPT pro ramsitheMSolvdt: ,) ,

. ...

on the-one hOftd TPT programs
,

se-the improvement of rural living 'condi-

..

tions during a maximum of one hdbr per week. On the other. hand during thd
1

-
. .. -

1"remaining" 35 hours of TV%programming the TV screen'i saturated with "urban", .

we , 9

messages in the form of news t/ serials, documentaries,*etc, And there
4

eviden

14
41977) that

degree.- to. these general RTI programs: Third, there is the very plausible

,

for example, in Sec ons 4.2. and 5.3.6.. ands in Seya hnd Yao

the villagers are also exp4bset - though probably to a limited

explanation tat the TPT'liewers do not4think,that cit1NReople

means one has to move to the city -sperEaps even the.oppOsite. If-i the

,mind of'the spectators "Moderrt living" is equated lath "city living",

t.

- modernizing their

- , urban model.
/.

Village prNiems and TPTprogra(z_

In order to obtain a better iiS: to what extent the TPT programs
w

own living conditions automatically means/following the

9

were

relevant to' ths4 villhgers we asked in the sre- and post-rquestionnaires whether

&what kind of-pirlems .ei sted in the viilages and,whether these problems
a. )

.

were dealt with, by the TPT program f..



In Section'3.2.6'.. in the contex of the main development problems

of:the 22 bample villages we distihguished already four categories'of .(

responses tallQuestion 42 (April),-:each &intaining'25: percent of the 161
g A .

,

answers : r.. (1) problerkK related to -water water, wells, and

drainage) , (2) priblems related to health (construction of entry).,

ap

,I3) problems related to-housing (stone hoUse construction and rezon ng),;:

and (4), a, diversity of.problems"concerning lack of money, lack of land,

village accessibility, etc.
4 -

Appendix ,J

When 'we asked the responde.whethe;:the main problem

Vor a cOmplete list the reader iS)rererred to

4.

C\.me tioned was "treated" on TV (Question 43, Aprill 53 percent of them said

'"yes" and 31 percent said "no" Three percent "didn't km:AO:wand 13 percent

'd not give an. answer. This could be considered an indicattOn.that for at

least, half of the TV/TPT audience, the Pkograms have some relevance. In

January we askepirst whether TPT dealt wiph'any,village problem loQiiestion

77), and if so, what these problemswere. n-April the order was reversed:

first we aiked what the'village

7dbalt with on TV.
.

The response

problems Iprere and next whether .they.weree.'

distribution, to the January,"whether" gues-s.

tion was Almost identical to the distribution of the. April."whethei'guestiOn:'

Seven percea,remained without a response, 8 percfnt "didn't know", 53 per-

"lvt
cent said "9tes" and 31 percent

t

what the village'problemS wer

listed in Table 7-9.

nature and number .of

because.almost all TPT

we can cone

of TPT spectators Said "no". When'asking.

on 70, .January) we obtained the reSPOnsis

eel that this list is an mediate reflection of the

T programs bro/dcrst in. the period 1974-1976. AliO
.,-,,,,

spectatorls mention a'problem covered by the TPT,programS,

udGth PTy T program ere releant.fdr the spectato(s.
_

Nt
a A

-dun: not-spe ors do not watch TV becaluse theyrograms akndt relesyant to ,.

their tbeds, we do not know.

197.



TABLE 7-9

Village Problems Dealth With by TPT According Janutiry TPT Spectators
.

. .

,

.

Agriculture (including cooperatives and
'livestock raising

Water' (including wader filters and well
constrUctioh),

/lousing

Health. and hygiene (including latrine

construction

Savings and budgeting

Rural' exodus

.7.0s

School

.TOtal

53 '20

26 14

4

23

16

11

1 ,

185

12

9

6

4

In.order to probe somewhat further
4
e asked, in April, whether

there were other Frucial village problems which had not ben covered by,.

t4e TV/TPT programs (QUestion.44), andlif so, Igh problem's"these'were

(Question 45). In the responses we again obServe a.large ons6 case -
,r

g6ry (17 percent), which, of courae interpret6tion of the resuItS.

19- 4
Cit the 151 persons who gave,en answer-57percent said 7yes".. and 33 percent said

"n ". ,The different problems that have .not been treated by TV/TIPtare
A

stmmarrzed in Table:7-10. The first left -hand column showsthe number of indl-

.0
t .

vidual respondents pen oning the problem. Nrhe,right7hand column classif*

the, responses by the number of villages in whNI at was mentioned; When cm-
.

'4'

pari
4
g Tables 7-9 and 7-10 it can readi y be observed that Ehere is indeed a

.11

A



TABLE 7 -10

Villa 4e/. Problems Not Shown on Television
.

Ci According to April TV'SpeCtators

No electricity

Neither medical center

No market

No water

';'; No school

no. "SubrPrefect"

NO road,
t

No rezoning

No

land.

Vi
/

No house

7 'Rural

Animal disase

nor maternity

4
Number of ." number of
indrvidual villages
responses

8

8

bad. shape .

r teacher

No inc6me earning job

No SODERIZ'office

No teacher

2.

Problem of the succession of the
village's chief

P
3

kt,

Np TPT ProgramS n the lona

.1,

1

language

Tqpal

*. The total of
2 ,

LOY9
44vil.la.qeq in wh h a "non-treated problem was mentioned, Y/

7q ty0,1PMS (ber TV village were mentioned.

1:

65

3'

3



contrast between the problems which are

problems which are not covered (April).

covered by 'IP% (Januaryr and the

However, the "village. problems"

in Table7-10 do not seem to be as'appropriate or.adapted a'subject for

'a TV program is the problems bf

Thus, from ,the forpgoing evidence it can be concluded thatalthOgh

mbrethan half.of the TPT or TV. spectators agree that important village.

-problems are:being,presented and disqussed in the TPT/TV progtams,! t,Ziere

r

a large number of Probiems

or

A

are'

whOse solution doeg not lie in the "sensitization"

"information" apprbach ofkTPT:.'" For many. village PiobleMs other inkiuts
:

solve them: -TPT or TV
- ,

.-°
d socio-etonomic changes. are

. k

pro ams could confribUtkto a

Aprob

must be foun

done
4

requir'ed in order to

general awareness of 'aese PrObiems, and-have

so especially during the

in increasing individual

two Water' Series,. but! the real SolutiOns
. ,

- . .

purchase power,, in fundamental, changes.

improvements in the social and,of the soci -econbmic itructure,7 in massive
. 1

material infrastruciture of the rural areas,

4 0
direction of state development policies.

in short,in,a fundamental re-
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Here we exclude the .2 respondents who "did riot. know" and the 26,non-'

respondents which constituted 12 percent of all the,183 April 'DV
.

spectators.



CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

What conclusion can be drawn from the research findings presented in

the .foregoingchapters? The principal conclusion is that the Ivorian Out-

of-Schobl.Educ4ional television project works, though Minimally and

inefficiently. It also has the.potential to'ameliorate its operations: .the

reach of theTPTprci-grams. could be increased in part through. improving their

fo and their reception.

4

8.1. Conclusions

. . - N.

Before making specific recommendations we should keep in mind two

mai findings:(
.

/ .

. _1,.t....t....
'1. The TPT programs reach only a small segment ofthe rural adult

'population. Although the TPT audience is eery small, it is difficult to

grasp in one or two

first,the audience

Viewers; second, it

static.pictures its characteristics for ,two reasons:

is fluid and. not really organized into a core of. regular

is 9omposed of differeCrE socio- economic groups which

come to watch TPT.with various individual motivations.' And it is not exaggera-

tingg to say that a large part ofthe TPT audience. is
o

not directly interested

in the TPT sessions per se but ratherin the TV programs. On can see "TV
-<"

for everybody" as really, everybody's TV.

2. When comparing the. TPT attendance data report by the:school

directors with national attendance estimates (Fritz, 1976 and Lenglet and
o

McAnany, 1977) we can make the additioaal conclusion th t the effective parti-
.

ci ation in the beginning of 1977 has never been so low sincil regular TPT

broa casts began in October 1974. These findings Suggest that the OSTV

syste is presently in a.difficult Situation. However,, most the problems
11,

have existedsince the beginning of TPT programs and-have been sufficiently

203
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.explained;in the previous reports;r Our pufpose in these final pages is not

again to give an exhaustivelist of Obstacles to the eftiOircl, of'OSTV.bUt

to emphasize some contradictions in the OSTIP.system,.in its adult educational

methbds and in the objectives of its programs.

.f First there are two conceptions of adult rural' educatton underlying

the OSTV project which are, as the practice shows, irreconciliable4 rural

animation and formal°education.. On the one hand, OSTV has the characteristics'

of rural animation when

instruction and action, the animator who should.serve asa catalyst,of village

development, the techAical Vocabulary or know-how, the peasant's, I4oka, its

0-4 I

it stresses the village or'the farm as the.site of.
.

activities, its difficulties as a frameOf.refeience.- On the otherhand,

OSTV has in fact the characteristics of traditional formal education when we

observe in the OSTV practice the importance of the schoolaphiah is traditionally
lor

.

a place of talk rather than action, the use of primary School Teaciiers as
?

,
*. .

animators, tke`use of traditiOnal transmission Of knowledge, the central govern-
.

ment and national development plahs as
2

a frame of reference.

The ambiguity of the OSTV project is als revealed in the TPT messages

Where.mo t of the time a search for adaptive solutions is made "in thepert-

pective of integration 'into the moderhworld with Rut rupiture with certain tra-

dition al values.

Coficerning this point, we would like to emphasize another importantIf
filtdin§, the labk of.action undertaken as a result of,TPT viewing. The

different socioeconomicfgrOups who compose the TPT audience have.soMething

in-comqpn:-- the general lack of means which prevents most of th e'peasapts

Quotes from. 1976 OSTV dOcuments dealing with TPT objectivps.,

2 0



from undertaking post actions. Therefore it is not surer to find that

-.the impact of TPT is minimal in.terms of 'motions for 'village development, in

spilte of peasants' desire for better living conditions. But a.t the same time,

.
, '-

rural spectators.arenot'interested in action ~whichwhich neither generate cash

.income nor result in a gain of prestige for hem.as we found in.the, case of

health programs.' In_contrAt, it can be stated that the TPT programs attain

eft

their sensitization objectives interMsof detention if aPT:theine8.and advice

whedthey deal with the issues tha eople feel are crucial ,for them, '

cultural production, dlearivater, better housing,. etc. 4'

TPT educational methods and the Tom of-most.TPT messages underline

that action is not the prime concern of.Out-of-School education- In the

documents of the OSTV it be&mes evident that the objective'of action' '( "working

groups", "collective action ") progressively lost support and was abandoned in

1977. In contrast outfindings show that. the TP,Iisystem could be an effective

ptopaganda instrument in the rural areas for sensitizing, peasants to central;:.

gOvernment policies.

8.2. Recommendations

The recommendations presented here are deduced fit= the survey

reported here. They suggest that the OSTV, being aware of its possibilities

and limitations, reorganizejts programming and increase, the interest for and
I

the credibility 'of TPT."

- (A) Reorganization of TPT programming

Recommendation 1: Progiiams should be broadcast,on time. Moreover,

there should be striCt observance of the program schedule.

Recommendation 2: A more efficient use of T films shouid be

obtainedby kbroadcasting TPT programs which'were popula a ong the. rural.



audience. This desire was expressed by many peasants who had heard about

and/or seen broadcasts such as Waribana, a program in the credit and saving

series. The reruns should be announced well in advance.

.. .

Recommendation. 3; TPTITibsrams should be Presented as a longpr

series in order to draw people's attention-to a problem exiined from different

perspectives. A good. example was. the Water Series.
9

liecommendation 4: More TPT programs should have j dramatic form.

This appears to have a greater effect than purely educati al -or teniKical

telecasts. We encourage the Out-of-School Eduqation Department to continue

producing series such as SIKATIO, a'dramatization about the problems of the

rural exodus and urban life.
.

Recommendation 5: ,In the programs the local languHge or an African

French as opposed to a metropolitan French should be used whenever possible,

in order to stimulate interest and'to.improve the efficiency of-communication.

Forinstance, Senoufo was used in a recent series on cattle breeding. Efforts

' in this direction should be continued.

(B) Increasing interest in TPT

Recommendation 6: A national 'information campaign should be

launched tore- affirm TPT's sensitization objective, and to renew 'the popu-

lation's interest. Radio would be a good means of diffusion for such a

campaign. It would also prove useful to gain the support of the local offi-

cials (village chiefs arid PDCI secretaries). We cannot stress-enough the

necessity of the chiefs' backing if TPT is to have
. .

Both modern and traditional-channels should have c plementary roles.

Recommendation 7: Weekly radio announcements could inform villagers

success in the villages.

of, coming programs. Of course, this would require the regular broadcast of

the announced TPT .programs.
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We consie these recommendations to be minimal ones - requiring

essentially Organizational changes. We shoul0 not forget,vhoweveK, that

-

if TPT, is real,,ly tote an effective catalyst for village development essen-'

tial,improvements must be made concerniing the animation itself and the

coordination between the different coopera4.ng agencies.

(C)

increase

Reorganization of reception'structUr
\- .

RecoMmendation 8: The teacheranimators must:be paid in order to

their willingness to organize the listening groups.' ..

Recommendation 9: The animators must have specific training
.

to lead group .discussions for adults.
ff. 7

t

Itcoimendation"10: The aniriltors should receive on time the support

documents for the scheduled TPT programs and shouldbe.notified in advance.

about programming changes.

Recommendation 11: Institutional channels must be created tO'

coordinate the actions of TPT animators and the field agents of the organiza-

tions sponsoring the TPT programs.

Asone can see, our recommendations apply essentially to the rural

'TPT.audience.- Only.if the last three recommendations can be,carried off, will.
.

.

,..

the listening groups have a chance of being-transformed into groups for action.
:..

In this chapter, we have considered as a given fact that the viewing of TPT

programs will remain within the school setting and that the Primary School

teachers will continue to be the only ones available as 'TPT animators.
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WPM. e l'enqd8teur

INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONNAI?E JANUARY' 1977

.. IDENTITE DE LJENVETE

2. Sous prefecture .........

.10

3. Nom du Orrtler: .

4. 'Nom du Chef du quartier

5. Nom di.rchef.de cQur

...

b. Norri at prenOM de. l!ehquete

7. Sexe ( ) homme)

).feMme

8. Age

9. Ethnie

1a. Religion

( ) de 15 a 25 ans

) de 26 45 ans

( ). plus de 45 ans

( ) animistd/fetiChiste

( ) Musulman,

( ) Chretken

( ).autre: laquelld?

11. Statut. ( y Chef (de

( ) President-de l'association de parents dltileves

(,) President ou membre de comite PDCI

( ) animateur de terrain, agent de sociate dletat

(') citoyen ordinaire
.

( ) autre: lequel?

12. :Club ou association

Membre d'un(e)

208
clUb:spartif

( ) club cultural, thatre

rtfr-



I

Activite profeesionhe leprincipale

( ) planteur ,

( ) cultivateUr

( ) menage 'e

).manoeuvre, ouVrier4 chaUffeur.

fOnctiOnnSiro
trepspy'rteur

artisan

( ) mer nt

) sans eMploi

Productioh agricols

produit
(cafe,-,cacao, riz,

coton, igname, etc:

cafe)

15. Autre type e revenu

Quoi?

v.

r
nomb4 de sags ou
.nombre deftones

4 sacs) (EXEMPLE):

A

CombienT * *****
4

1 ,

1

**.401740

16. Revenu annual total

is

() sans;revenu

( ) 50 ogo,F

( ) 51. 000:a 75' 000:.F

-(' ) 75000Th looybo F

( ) 10'1 000 a .200.000. F.

(') 201 000 a -500 000:F

. ( ):501 ± 000 a 113.00 6004-

( ):plus be 1 000..000 F,

Estbe que llenqutte comprond francsis?:

ref -rn ill ICI 1innou6te parin le franOis?

( ) non

( ). oui



( ')
'( )

(-) Ele.the.Semv;

( ) B.E.kC.

ylr

VACCINATION"

41

Avez-vOus deja ete-idaCcina par

. 4

04

1

quipe desTrandes tndemies/

.

Oil NON, VOSEZ' LA QUESTION 22)

-21. q I OUI, contra quelles -ma adies? ( ) variole

(,) roug ole

( ) cho kr1

a vaccination

vre jaune--

re 000 000 o t oo

sais pis
!

. ,

sert prevenir la maladie

( ) prevenir la malyie

(. ) gueri la maledl

( )` ne sais pas

_

::236 Celui qui: a ate vaccine contre la variolevest-il protegeconte
poir toujours ou pbur-qmelques annees Seulement?

( )pour toujours

( ) pour qUelqU'eeannees.

( ) sais pas

ou
\

guerir la malaOt

cette maladie

24, de se.'pase-t-il dans votroporps quand.-voue.avez ate vaccine?

ti

Etesvous dl accord pour faire,vaccinar vos. enfants? (. floe

(

221.0



,

26.. Acly--pourquoi
.

( ), la valiI ccin)iorOat darGereoee

( )Ia -v ccinqtion ne bert rion

) la v ceinatioh:rand malado

7 ( ) nous a"vpris 'nos :prppree ,rnoYens poui

( ) autre ** oo (.... 000 oo

Zas pourquoi7

ti

la vaccination est bonrfe

la vaccination,j3totege pontre ies ma13

apr-es la4vaccination n ne peut plus
maladie bbntre a 6t6 Vacci
autre

28. Lo;sque lief:lupe de sante est pasS67. 44.1i$

.bda.bciner, Tos enfants,X '

. . ;J-1.

)-1-14P

-3.

4

Si Al !ITU.pourqUpi?.

oui

.

la VebC.3.;:nationist dan9ereuse

la vaccination ne sert

( ) la vaccination 'r'end nalade

( ) nous avi3A nos prOpresmoYan,.0

( ) aotre

ELEVAGE..

Est Clue vouS avez

ombattre la maladip

des dimaux .(poulets, cabris

rr

31. 'SI Ilia, combie

( ) non

(SI NON POSEZ LA QUESTION 34)

dlanimaux avezvGgeT

noMbre

poulets

pintades

dindons

abris

Moutons'

pores

boeufs

autre

.1?.

onnmf cnpf------



33,s
.1...

SI"LOUI, oombien

(SI:VON POSEIAt,A4STION34).,

'')

de fas vo-yez-voua.lApent de-la SOOLPRA?

( Line roi3 fiar s43Maine

) Line fors totea les; 15 sours

4 ) Line fois'par-mois .F

) trlmestre- - 4
aArE3; .... . ..

t4°

m.

J 4
.., . I-

Y.,. ..

c'.34, °t votre-avispodrquoi le goilverneMeht b nheilleil am-viva 10.11P.:do.

pra t i q u e r l !, dl eVa ge? :

'oc
..

( :) pcur.gvr de lla. rg e nt. -
( ) 1po1ir avoir :suf fisament: de vi nde

2:
( ).pour lima per les `importations en viande

( ) -pour 7.zemouvoirled6veloppement. dcenOmique et social

( ) 81-11rcit A 0 0 II

) ne.sais pas':.

35 3.M-Tevage modern© :desj-boeufsdes moutons
.'sladonner agirSid'Urls-?ravaux:. .cluels-sOnt des trevatik?'

.;F

)

et des debris',

)parcage
;

f-) vaccination _

( ) dpavasitage---;

choisir los pOturag4p boo -11141,des

rotation des paturages

( )

41 fiut

points

faire Sortir_lea.
,
animaux-et les conduire au p4ura01

les faire Manger.outrealherbe; des sous - produits aicoles ou des
dfthets managers

autre

( ) ne pas

Que faire pour avoir un animal enPonne sante? (a)..

)

.lot faire vacciner 1.

(
doprlor do la nourriture

( ) garder 13 lait'des vaches pour les veaux

( ) ourpf,i.

(' ) no sais pas

-2.12



37.

...-J

Pourquoi-falut-pil parquer les anm'aux?
.1

.,,i

',6 . ,
il( ,) dvtter la divagation

( ) dviter les palabres .

( ) pour pouvoii.cles. compter -
1 f

( )..dvi er la cohtagion de cent inns maladies

( ) autrej-t--'',...'-.%..;. .41. ei,

Cr.L
. -

4

( nesais pas
.

les avantages ce,il!dleGage moderne? si OOOOOO OOOOO ..

* p fo.

tr. ti

39. quels sont les inconvdnients de lidlevage moderns? ........ OOOOO . O .. OOOOOO ..
..

.. OOOOO e...... ir 4
,. 4; OOOOO

-t, N**. ...s90 fr .11.4400 OOOOOOOO 01.410.0
----- 0 ,.\ .

.

..

.. .

(QUESTION 40 SIAPPLIQUE SEU_EMENT AUX ENQUETES QUI ONT DES ANIEIAUX)
1
Lc,

, . .

'40. A propos . de. vos . pouvez-vOus ndus dire, .. ...
-.,

.

,
si vous parquez tfos animaux

4, 1.

( ) non
( ) oui

( ) 'non

( ) oui

( ) non
( ) oui

non
oui

none
oui
non applicable

si vous les faites vacciner's

si vous g;)-faites ddparasiter

si vous leer .donner a manger des ddchets,mdnagers

et/ou des sous-produits a ricoles

si vous



IV. TELEVISION 0 4

41. ipivez-vous les emissions a la television?

42. SI NON, pbuzquci?

) non

() oNi

7.

-6, .

.4a ' ,

a..40,04t...0410 ***** 41,4.44kay,444.,..444-474'.4
. .

.

--)(FIN DU QUESTIONNAME,POUR.CEUX (DUI ONT REpoNpum A LA QUftTION 41)
--.- e ... 7

, ... .

'. ,. . ..,--

43. ,8I OUI,Ost-ce que Vous suPez 7leia,emissione rWsouv.ent, de temps en tem04
ou'rolUZjamais/ Y i

....

... ----3.----

,;,:-
.

4
( ) ..tressouvent

.,- . ., ?,

( ) de temps en'temp. ,x

44.

(') proaque jamais

'suivei-vous les emissions televisuelles?

45,. Queues sorts's dlemissi°ns regardez-Voua?

"Midi Magazine".
4"

"Tele Actuante"

"Nouvelles dOpaYs"

emission religieuSe

varietes locelea("eu:village

L

(..116cOle~'

) Chez Vods

)dhez'quelqu'Un,,diautre:

:(').Varietes- ihternationales
. ,

):feuilletOn ("le'saint,"Kojak,","ColoMbo,"

). sport (ba.lion,.catch; boxer "sport panorama"

):"Tele Ocui. To6s"-

( ) "Comment ca

ce :soir," 'menacing°
'I-

( ) -"Cuisine pour Toes"

( ) "F,.Uteuil blanc"

( ) "Winans de notrolteMpa"

(Toinam° (longs matrages)

docum

) autre

"H uen-Five-0," "Maya"

v.

tairos ("les grandos batailles du passe," vAmeri ," etc.)

46. queues autresaMissions aimerie-z7pus regarder?



47. A quoiAbrt la -tadvision? ( ) hdistre&Y.-

h instruire les enfants
,, ML

( Y rth instruire n On6ral)

( ) a instrUirTet h distraire

) ( ) h a9tro phoso

, ) ( ) ate sais pas

QuelS'..jours su vezvaus les dmissions t016visupIlea?

.2.

'X
t
) lundi.

( ) merdl

mercredi

( )

) Vepdredi

( ) samedi

( ) Olmanche

( ) selon 116vnement (match, etc.)

'49. Savez-vous que le
mercredi:etle-vondredi a,,par it de 20 H 1 10616vision :de

:116cole:pr6sente des emissions appel6es-TELE PO TOUS sulvies de dicus.ton

spdcialement pour vous, VillagecA?

(') non

5 SI OUT;

( ) (Dui

(SI'NON, DITES-LE-LUI ET POURSUIVRE'L'ENQUETE)

-
assistezvous h cps 6ffissions, TELE POUR TOUS

( ) non.

) oui

51. .SI NON .est-ce que vous y avez assistd auparavant?

maIntenaot? .

.

SUJET REP:0ND OUI.A LA QUESTION 50, POSEZ-,LUI7*LA QUESTION.SUIVANTE)

52. Gambian de fais par mois assistez-vous a ces emissions, TELF POUR TOUS?

(.) 1.fois par mois

( ) 2:fois-yar. mois

( 3 4 Pais pap mois

chaque fois. quiolles ant lieu.

(.),autre



53, Pourquoi,n0assistezvous_Os (plus) aux Omissions TELE POUR TOUS?

( ) je n'a i pas to temps
4

( ) je suis fatigue du avail do la journee

( ) je compll'ends pas .l franc9i9

( ) c!est du barratin

( ) c'est de.la sorcollerie

' ) la telerqsion pervertit les moeurs

( ) l'ecole crest le domaino des enfants
0

c'est pour les.jeynes
o

( ).0estlippour les' hommes

( ) c'est pour les citadims

) c'est pour ceux qui n'ont rien e faire

( ) c'est une port de temps
4

( ) mon Mari, ne mly autorise pas

( ) je n'aime pas les questions que pose 1 animateur aPres l'ethissiOn

( ) l'animateur nous emOche de suivrd les emissions suivantes a la t6levisicin

( -) j'aides problemes avec l'enimateur

( ) it y a,:toUt le temps des palabres°

( ) le television n'apprend pas a parler le frangais

,t( ) j'aurais vaulu que ce spit en dialecte: quel dialecte?

9.

.4.

(.) de toute fagor,i.par manqqe- depmoyens je ne pourrais paS.pratiquer les cOnseils.

( ) l'heraire ne me convient pas.
-p

.

) les jours mercredi 'et vendredi:ne me Conviennent pas'

autre

) ne sais pas

(SI LE SUJET N'ASSISTE PAS DU .TOUT AUX EMISSIONS TELE POUR TOUS,

C' EST LA':FIN'DU QUESTIONNAIRE),

54. De.quoi parlemt,les emissions TELE POUR TOUS que vous avez vues?

) agriculture (cooperatives, CIDT, cafe)

( ) problemes de lleau, filtres,. etc.

( ) prevoir les depensesi epergne, "Koutou Kouakou"o

( ) habitat ri

( ) sante, hygiene, nutrition

( ).metiers, travail

( ) autre

( ) sutra

2/6
SS. svezvous d'avance le suiet do chaoue emission do TELE POUR TOUS? ( non



56.: SI OUI, comment? ( ) par un elZwe

Mfr ) par un mattre

par une autorite du village

az la radid

57. ImmOdiatement_apre,s
s discussicris. Est-cc

autre ._ O

.

emissions TELE POUR TOUS, 11.animatcur
quielles yobs interessent.enAgen el?

.-.

58; SI NON, pourquoi?

( ) je n'ysuia pas habitUe

ellee rent perdra du temp's

( ) elles nous

( ) je n peux

( ) pared q6

( ) non '

( )

engage.des

empgcnent-de voir lea-r=emissions .suivantes a la televisiOn

pas contester ce que la televiAon Cu l'animateur mienteigne

r

59. SI OUI.,.poUtquoi?.

( ) parce qutelles precisent certaines notions

':(7).parce qUielles nous donnent l'occasion de prendre la parole

(-)TarCe que

60. Pranez-vcus la parole pendant Ces.discuSsiona,tr'es souvent, quelquefeis ou-jame.e?

( ) tres souvent. -.A 4

A.)quelquefois

( ) jamais

BENEFICES

51. ^ A qui est.ce CuirTELE POUR TOUS, Profite? ).a tout le 'monde

(_ ).1quelques=ups seulement

(, Veua'-mime

( ) personne

..SI.LA'REFONSE E5T "a quelques-uns seulement,"

pow. LES Dpx:quEsTIos, supANTEsy

2 1 7



62; A qui precisament?

'63. *Pourquoi .a eux?

OOOOOOOOOOO

<,

41

0 O eeee

(QUESTION 64: IL EST NECESSAIRE D'AMENER LE Sle57A CHOISIR

UNE DES 4 POSSIBILITES POUR CHAQUE LIGNE)

64. TELE POUR TOUS profite surtout a qui?

( ) spectateurs ) non .

Spectateurs...

(.) iettr,ds -( ) illettres.

( ) Vieux` ).jeunes

TY:femmes ( ). hommes

( ) ).patiVres

( ) Vi1lageois (-) citadins

( )' tout 1; ( ) individu
village'

( ) les deux ) ne sais pas

( ) lec. deux ( '.) ne sais.

( ) les deux (') ne .sais
( ' ) , les deux. ( ):ne saiS .-

( )

les x ( .).
ne sais

...( ) les deux ( ) ne _sa'is pas
,

( .) les deux. (.y:6-6 ,sais pas

pas

pas

pas

pas

(REGAROEZ LE NONSRE IDE FOit QUE LE SIJ5ET..A REPONDU ",les deUx."

POUR CHAQUE .FOIS7 POSCZ LA QUESTION AU SUJET: '!Comment justifietz-
,vous que TELE POUR, TOUS profite aux deux?" )

4, eeeee 0;1444

. ; . . _ . . . e . .

-
(SI POUR LE SUJET CZ SONT LES JEUNES QUI, PROFITENT

DE TELE -POUR TOUS POSEZ LA QUESTION 66),

6 PoUrquoi est-ce que 'Pe sont les jeunes qui profitent de TELE .P.IUR IOUS?

( )4 parce quills oft la `force: Physique pour faire dos travaux

( ) parce quills aiment la vie moderne

( ) parce quo les. ont envie d aller* en Ville

z. ( ) pares que Itavenir. :est a eux

( autra , -

.A votre avis, TELE POUR TOUS amine plutnt loo. 234 s a s' organiser sur, place
' au villaber .00 a ialler cn villa.

. .



:12..

68.. Ousquia maintenante est-co'qud. TELE.POUR TOUS a permis aux jeunes d.apprendre.

'unm6tierl.

( ) non

( ) oui

( ) no sais, pas

(SI LA REPONSE4EST NON, POSEZ LA QUESTION' 69)

Estce Cud TELE POUR TOUS devrait apprendre aux jeunes un metier?

( ) hon.

( )' oui

( ).ne sais 'pas

Est-ce que TELE. POUR TOUS apprend, a. vivre comme les.gens de la Ville?

( ) non.
( )oui

( ) ne. sais paS

A

(SI LE SUET REPOND "oui" OU "none" FAITES.EXPLIQUER COMMENT)S

i

'.71. Comment? ,

72. 'Pensaz-vous que les-conseilS donn4s a TELE POUR TOUSvOus ont.aide.dans une action?

( )non f

) oui

73,0 SI ag, quells est cette action?

"it,N A vbtre avise q i'fait TELE POUR TOUS?

( ) le gOUVerner7ent

( ) les blancS

( ) IeS'mattreS (Education Nationale

( ) PUtre

(. ) ne sais pas /'

Ce'que vous, voyez a TELE POOR.TOUSe est-co. que clest vrai ou bSt-co que Cte t fauX1

( ) d'est faux-
9

blest vral 4- tY'



76. Pourquoi?

P.

c'

77. Est.:ce que les mgmes *problemes qui existent:dans votre Village ont cete
abordos danb:une' emission TELE POUR TOUS?

( ) non

( ) oui

( ) ne sail. pas

(SI LA REPON8E.EST '!oui," POSEZ LA QUESTION 78)

. .78.. Qual.S Sont.ces problemes?

A

W..

13.

. tateZCueiques conseils donn6s par TELE POUR TOUS:.

80. Est-ce qUe vous avez vows -mgme appliqué un de ces 6onseils7

( ) non

( ) oui

.{

81. SI NON, pourqudi? vs..

82. SI OUI lequel?

83. -Pourquoi9

(FIN DU. QUESTIONNAIRE)
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. s .

POUR LES VILLAGES SANS. LA TELE

TELEVISION

.

1. Avez-vOue entendu parler de la television? ";, - ( ) non

(

(SI LA REPONSE EST "non," LE QUESTIONNAIRE 'EST FINI)

12. SI SILL suivez-vous les emissions a la:telev4sion?

ti

(SI NONIPOSE2 LA QUESTION 8)

( ) non

( ) oui

. .

Z. SI OUI, regardez-vous les emissions a la television tres souVentsde temps

en temps, .ou presque jamais?

,( ) trks souvent

( ) de teMps en temps

( ) presqUe jamai

.0.-suiVez-vous les emissions a.la

dan$ le village voisin

( ) en Wile

5. Quels jours suivez-vous les emission$ televieuelles?

) luhdi

( ) mardi

( ) merc.cedi

) jeudi

( ) vendredi

( ) sameCii

.(.)Aimanche

( ) Selon 116venement metch, etc.)

1 IP

u.



6.

B.
,

sortes'dldmissions regardoz-vous?

"Nadi Magazine"

"Tel d Actualite

"Nouvelles du,pays"

dmissionreligieu.se. .

varietds locales.("au village ce scat," "Mensonge d'un zoirr" etc.)

varidtes internationalps,

feuilleton ("le Saint," "Kcjak;"'"ColOmbO," "Hawaii-FiVe-0,"

spOrt.(balon, catch boxe', "sport panorama," etc.)'

"Tale pour Toua"

"Comment ca.,Var

"Cuisinb'pour.Tous"

"Fauteuilblane

"Tdmoins de notre temps"

cindma(Iongs Metrages)

Accumentaires ("les granges bataillas du passe," "Ameicar" etc.)

autre

etc,
.

7.. Quelles'autres emissions aimeriez-vous.regarder? 4

Atiucii sert'la. tack4sion? (

) a instruire les enfanta,

.( ).h instruireY(en gdneral)

( ) a instruire eta distraire

) 'tCautre choSe

X ) ne sais. pas"

(FIN DU QUESTIONNAIRE)
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STERE DE L'ENSEIGI&ENT
ET 'DE LA ,TELEVISION EDUCATIVE

SERVICE D'EVALUATION

IENTITE

Village :
( ) TV

R6gion .

*Scus-pr6fecture :
NoM du quartier:r

s

'APPENDIX' B

INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONNAIRE APRIL 1977

Nom de l'enquateur
1 re ou 2eiris foil qu'il s'entretient
avec le sujet- ? ( ) VOre, ( ) 2errie

Nom du ccdeur .

( ) non TV

Nom Cu chef de gurirtier :

Nom du chef +3 tour :

Ncm et pr nom do l'enqa3t6. :

aletiohnaire numgro

Sexe ( ) home , ( ) femme

Age ( ) de 15
( ) de 26 4S ans
(1 plus de 113 ans,

ethnie.: ASO* .. .111 .. .4160;111,:.
. ,417

.sL'enquete est-il absbbt ? ( ) non ( ) cui
:f,

. Si OUT, mot-If : ;



15. Club ou.aespciation

Membre d'un group& de leunes et ou mouvement da

cooperative, GVC ( ) non ( oui

Activit6 professionhelle pilncipele

( ) plaiTteur cultivateur (produttiOn pour la yenta)

( ) cUlti'vateur (procuction pour auto-jconsommtion)

( ) menag&re

manduiro,,,ouvrier4 chaufeur,.. petit cemmdrg6nt

( fohctionnaire, cch-iis, agent .de terrain-

( .) transporteur.

artisan mcnuisiar,'sculpteur, potier..0

( ) Igrosl commercant

17.. Revenu annuel

SdPerficies
. .en ha

Er-lOadrembrIt

'par A3ents
Po.i.ds Apport

Finricier

Caf6

.Caceso.

.

Riz.
,

<'

COton
9

Tubercule ,

.
.

Banane .

Geroalet z --0--4!.

Arachide
i

. 1

.Agues
.

EipAiage.
.

Nitres types de re\iilpu 1-

Total

8



18. Nombre de perso7ines a charge, y coMpris 1'enqua6 ?

personnes

19. Revenu moyen par.tete

Total (question 17) divis6 'par le nombre de personnes

a charge (question 18)

c,20. Est -ce clue vous avez des animaux Epaulets, cabris, moutons,

boeufs, ete ?) ( ) non ' ( ) dui

21. Est-ce que vous aviez aaS animaux au*mois de janvier lorSque

notre '6quipe.est passe par ici ?

,( ) non ( )oui

22. Si'les.reponses'aux questiOnS 20' et 21 ne sont pas les miirMes,:

demandez la raison du chanzement

11.1 * * W

.r

23. Pour'votre'elevage, "gtes-,vous encadre par un agent de la SODEPRA ?.

( ). non ) oui

24. Si NON, pourquoi ne pratiqueznvous pas l'elevage moderne ?

( ) manquc de moYens

( ) pas de vocation

) trop fatiguant

( ) pas assez lucratif

) Oas.dfencadrement

( ) pas do main d'oeuv es

( ) autrP: .11144060.

'( ) no sait rias

0

(Consigne Si OUI.,:se reporter ;1 la Fin, du questionnaire, A la

part_e intitulao "Pour los encadr6S-SODEPRAX

10

13



INITIATIVES
- .

25 Dans votre cas, qui prend ).'initiative de la realisation des prcjets

suivants ?

25A. Conatructionsd'une maiscn

258. Elevage mode'rne

25c Creation did

( 1 veus-meme

( ) parents

( ) conjoint

( 1 autre

O

( ) vous-meme

( ) parents

( ) conjoint

( ) autre ..

e plantation ( ) vous-meme

( ).parents

( ) conjoint

250 Creation de ccoperative

( ) autre

( ) vous-meme

( ) parents

( ) conjoint

( ) autre

26. Q6e1P1t,je6euveZ-vous rtalisen.bout soul ?

/.

TELEVISION.'

27. Suivez-vous des missions la tele depuis .janvier 77 ?

( ) non ( ) oui.

22 6

)
"15

18

19

20

)



28. Si .NON, pourquoi

) je n'aime pas la: TV

)je n'ei pas is temps'

( ) proonmes avee-un Cu. les maItres

( ) autre

(Consig.ne.: fin du queeticnrare pour ceux qui, ont-rependu NON

la queStion 27, sauF poUr ceux qui sont encedrs par la SODEPRA) .

, OUI, est7ce eue depuis janvier 77 vouS suiVez les emissions trbs

souventi de temps en tempe, fu presque jamais' ?-

t1. 6s touVent

( ) 's . on tsmi:m

( ). presque jamais
0

30. O. suivez-vous les 6missions t61.1v.isuelles ?

C. l'ecole

1 ) Chez vous

C I chez qualqu'un d'autre

31. Si vous suiveZ les 6nissions r l'OCble, quels .jours y allez-vous ?

( ) lupdi

) mardi

) mercredi

( jeudi

) vendredi

)..samedi

) dimanche

)' salon.. 1 ' evOncment (match. etc! )

32. Quelles sortes d'fIlmissions; regardez-vous ?

V ( ) TPT seulement

) .TPT et RTI Nationale

C ) RTI seulailent

C ne sait pas 9 9



k

33. Depuis janvier tE17, a traitif.., plusieurs sujets. Gt-C'e que

VOUS VC)US souvenez d'avoir./U des emissions sur

Elevage ( ) non ( nsp

SIKATIO ( ) . non ( ) oui n-sp

Education des jeunes ( ) non ,( oui ( ) nsp

Habitat ( r non ) oui ( ) nsp

Artisans, artistes- I non ( ) oui ) nsp

Eau filtree .( ) 'non ( oui I ) ,nsp

- Epergne (Tianlo, D.NOA ) ( ) .non .(*) oui C\.

Reponsps aux questions ( ) non ) ).nsp

Bilan et souhaits (reportage- ( ) non C.1 oui( ( ') -nsp

sur-publies TPTI

(Consiltne si 1'enquAt( n'a vue aucune de ces emissions,

c' cst la: fin du questionnaire, sacf pour'ceux. oui sont

encadres oar' la SODER:A)

34. Duels soirs sont oaFsees ces ?

35. Depuis' janvier, que se passe-t-i 1 iwaiiatement aprg:s ces

emissions ?

. ( ) aniMation

( ) on re&arde l'tbission suivante

( ) on V3 a la'Maisoet.,

( ) autr

6.

25

26

.( )

27

)

28

( )

23

( )
30

( )

(

32..

)
33

( 0)

34.

35



36.- y_a/.12.6 l'animatioh,.%prenez-vous la parole pendant ces

-discussions : trs'souv,ent, queiquefris, ou jamais

( ) 'trs souvent

( ).queiquefois-

( ) janais

Depuis janviet 1977, est-ce que cps ;:missions your:, ont incit

:Vprendre des dftisions ? (. 3:,non
,

Si :0114 qWest-te que- vous avez d6cid6 de faire ?

I

I oui

.
39. Ou'est-ce que vows avez' d4;j?i -fait

ti

40. 'Qu'est-ce.que vous Wave:7. pas ('encore) pu rflaliser ?,

41. Pouiquoi ?

() marque de moyers.financiers

( ) ics vieux -Font obstructiop.

( ) Marque d'entddrement

( )' autre .

42. Quel e t le prob13rn princial de votre village ?

) eau

() argent

( ) sant

( I .habitat

(.) terrain de culture

1 route

( mitre

36

37

(

36

39

40

42



43. Ce problems (177t-

'

etf.--atora-e la Tele ?

4 . d'autres croblemescruciaux OU,village qui n'aient pas

ete abordes e la To16 .? ( ) non (') oul:

45. Si OUI, lesquels

°

c

(Consigns POur ceux qui.o6t repoRdu la ques
. -

Ontvusdss 6mi ns sur 1,!.61evage et/ouSIK 0, 'poSez les:

questions s vantes

ion 33 qu!14:s,7

Oequels animaux' a-t-on par14

) poulet

) pore

( mouton

( ) boeufs

( ) auteb.

( ) he sait pas:,

ans les emissions sur l'olevage ?

47. Donnez un conseil pour.chadus espece cites dans la qU'eStion

'preadente.

r.
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43

46

C

47



48. 'Four cheque conSeil que Vous avez donnez des'Orecisions

. ,Est-ce queles conseils donnes i"2 la Tole stir ijelevage. suffisent

pour, entrept4ndre.un 61eVege moderne ?.

C ) non ( oui

kfL,

50. Si.NON, que faut-il de:plus 7.

1

51. Quelles.sont les.demarches a.faire dens le village et hors du

village pour We encadre. par Lin agent de' le SOOEPRA ?:

dans le village

-hors du village

SIKATIO

52: Avez-vous vu un,ou plusieurs episodes.du.SIkATIO, e feuille on
..

hebdomadaire de TPT, presente le vendredi soir. ?

( ) non ,

( ) oui, plusieurs episodes

) qui, un episode.

-(Crsigne : Si la reponse-estoui, continuez. Si le sujet nest
. .

pas sOr dit ne seit.pacreuser la questions continuer

beulement Si le sujet.est_au courant du feuilleton),

1

( .)

50

51

( .

52

C )

53



APPENDIX C

7.Broadcasting dates andtitlesbf TPT series on animal husbandry

Date

12/3/76

12/17/76

`1/7/77

1/26/77

2/2/77

2/4/77.

'A/9/77

_5/18/77

.6/22/77

Title

Hog. raising

Sheep raising

Chicken raising,

Livestock raisingin the Ivory Coast

Construction of a.pen'pr*r.ial.
.

Chicken raising (repeat)

Treatment of the'animals

Marketing of cattle

'Marketing of cattle. (repeat)

.) !:experimental
).-tr'eatment" .



APPENDIX D

LIST OF VILLAGES INCLUDED IN THE SAMPLE

Villages without a TV school in January 1977*

Department Sub-prefecture Primary school Distance in kms.

inspectorate Population to nearest town

$ 'IF Total' Accessibility Region

Ar
Bougousioo Odienne.:- Bako Odienng 462 517 979 50 .difficult savanna

Foula Touba Touba Touba 93 104 197 30 difficult savanna

Nienpurgug Boundiali Boundiali' Boundiali 633 627 1260 60 difficult savanna

Paabengf1a Bouaflg Sinfra Bouafle 249 235 484, 15 medium forest

Tintbol Bouakg Prikro 'M'Bahiakro 435 400 835 40 difficult wooded savanna

)!igzimila BondOukou Bondoukou Bondoukou 491 476 967 93 easy wooded savanna

* (Piabgngfla had a TV school in April 1977)

Villages with a TV school in-January 1977 .

Bibikorgfla . Bouaflg ,
Gohitafla

Bouapd Adzopd Ad2Opd

Dipman Touba Touba ,/

Foula. Odienng 'Bako

233

ZugnOUla,, 4281 292 573 :20 wooded savanna.

AdzOpd' ,1157 1038 2195 ,17 easy forest

Touba 265 .325.. 590 30 difficult savanna.

Odienng 555 559 1114 45 difficult -,savanna:

t

Appendix D 1
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Kandopleu

Kebl

Prikro

Biankbuma

Boundiali Boundiali

Kongoii Bouakti M'Bahiakro

M Bahaiakro 391 377 768 36 easy wooded savanna

,

KoUamhiankro Abengourou Abengourou.

Kbumoudji Bouaf14 Sidra .

Katiola

N'Zere Bduake ,Yamoussoukro

Niepankaha Katiola

Sapia,

Sleakaha
0.

595 664 1277 25 easy . forest

Boundiali 726

M Bahiakro 33.8

Abengourou 446

Bouaf14 625

Katiola' 1006

763 1509 45 medium savanna

359.:' 697 15, easy. forest

403 141 .20. medium forest.

674- 1299 30 easy forest

104 .2090 1/ easy wooded savanna

thoussoukro, 546 528' 1074 31 easy 'Oooded savanna

Da1oa 1 208 240 448'. 5 easy forest .:

KOrhogo i Napi4dledoUgou Korhogo II 458 .463 121 ,80, difficult savanna

/i Abidjan DabO
0

babou. 509 540 1049 .20 medium forest,.
A .

.Torotangu4hi Bondoukou Bondoukou.

135

4

Bon'doukou 801 765 1566 54 ' difficult wodded savanna

Appendix D 2
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TES PRESENCE OF INFRASTRUCTURAL INNOVATIONS IN THE 22 ANPLE VILLAGES

.16 TV vages.

(N a 16 = 100%)

a

0

Well

6 Non-TV villages

(N g 6 = 100%)

All 22 villages

(Nr= 22 100%)

0
0 0

0
vi ?p

P
i

L1
U

P
P
g

g
4) g kk

z 0 k P 0

P g

0 k P
0 01 0 0 0 0 0 0

Pi 0 U
4 0

al 0 U
o o

N , % N % N % 1 % N N .%

44 7 44 13 2 33 3 50 1 17 j 9 41 10 45 3 14

Water tower 15 94 6

Dam ,
15 94 1 6

School

Dispensary

Ingo

onto

16 100 --

15' 94 1 6 --

Maternity 16 100 --

4004

Electricity 12 . 75 19 6

0.0

Rezoning 9 56 4. 25 3 19

Covered

market 16 100 "r

Youth

center 15 94

aft

Cboperative 8 50 44 1

6 100'

6 160

.4414 IMOR

WOR MOO

1 17 5 83 -

21 95

21 95. 1

5 21

MO4

min

83 - -- 1 17 20 91 1

100 - -- 22 100
m.

100 i -- 18 .82 3 14 1 5

67 2 33 - -- 13 59 6 27 3 14

83 1.17 21 95

100 - -- 21 95

33 .2 33 2 33 10 45' 9.41 3 14
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APPENDIX F

,The initiators and financers.of infiasttuctural innovations.

Well

Watertower

Dam

School

g + v

g + v

in TV and non-TV villages

TV villages Non-TV villages Total

Initiator Financer Initiator Financer Initiator Financer

Dispensary

V

g V

'g

Electricity

Rezoning _g

Cooperative

Total

g + sr:

2

13

1

1

16 12

4 5

,.

5

Legend: g government administration

3

15

(5)

17

35 . 12 (24)

.f1



A2PENDIX F (Continued)
r

V village council, individual villagers or village

'intellectuals

g v government and villaire

There are discrepancies between the number of initiators and the number

.. . .-. .

of financers.. This as, well as the fact that we do not have information

about the initiating and finanding of_all innovations reflect the diffi-
.

caty for village chiefs to recall how certain village improvements

. were made.

Appendix F -
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APPENDIX G

The miftpt urgent development problems in the 22 sample villages

Maternity

Dispensary

.Water

16 TV villages

(N = 16 = 100%).

N %

/713

31

Roads & bridges

.Rezoning

Village
imprOvement

School completion

1

25'

and extension 19

Becoming a,Sub=
Prefecture 13

Agricultural
mechanization

No store 6

No covered
marketplace 1 6

No youth
center 1 6

No cooperative 1 6

Want.extension
cord for TV
receiver for TPT 1 6

Total 36

6 Non-TV villages

N = 6 = lop%)

All 22 villages

(N-= 22 = 100%)

17

83

83

50

17

17

Appendix-It -'1

17*

14 64

10 45

7 32'

55 2.3

11

18

9

1

53
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A143ENDIX H
.0

Total number and kind of field agents in the 22 sample villages

Health agents or
agents of_ the
"Grandes Endemies"

*
CIDT

SODEPRA.

SATMACI',

SODERIZ

ONPR
. .

Agricultu're

CAITACI

Animal traction -..

SODEPALM

No Agent.

:1 agent

2 agents

3 agents

4 agents

5.agents

6 agents 1 6

16 TV Village's

(N = 16 = 100%)

6 Non -TV Villages All 22 Villages

= 6 = 100%) (N = 22 =1.00%) .

'31 3 50

25 3
. _

50

25. 2 33

25 1 17

.19 33

33

19

13

16.

Number Of field agents per village

3 19

5 31

3. 19.

25

:Total 16 100

1

. 7

36

32

27

23

23

3. 14

-3. 14

2 9

5

5.:1

50

17

6

18

23

27

18

17 2 9

6 ..100 22 .100

* Identification of these agencies is given in Appendix L.

4Si
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APPENDIX I-

b9.Stribution of ethnic groups in the sample villages

Non-TV villages

Bougousso

Fouala

. ,

Niempurgue

Paabenefla

Timbo.

Yezimala

TV Villages

Bibikorefla

Bouape

Dioman

Foula

Groumania

Kandopleu

,Kebi

Kongoti

Kouameziankro

Nienankaha

N'Zere

Sapia

Siolakaha

Tiaha.

Torosanguehi

Akan Bete Dan Lagoon Mande Senoufo .Voltaian

10.0%

63%:

80%

90%

86%

100%

100%

9.05,

100%

97%

100 %;

27%

10$ 87%

5%

10%

90%

100%

Appendix I - 1



APPENDIX J.

List o main village development problems as perceived

by the individual respondents (Question 42, April)

Water problems

Water in general 35

Construttion of a second public well

Construction of a first public well

Drainage

Health problems

Health in general

Construction of a dispensary

Housing problems.

Housing in general

Rezoning

House construction

33

Miscellaneous problems

Lack of money.

Lack of land

Becoming.a Sous-Prefecture

Having a (TV) school

Having a cooperative

Problems between young and old

Problems with marriage

19

2

O

4



Date

10/6/77

10/13/77

10/20/77,

10/27/77

11/03/77

APPENDIX K'

List of TPT Programs Broadcast ih 1976 -77.

Program title

The Spendthrift, (Credit, and savings.' series,

Waribana (Credit and savings series, rerun)

.Tianlo. (Credit and savings series, rerun)

Why not us? (Credit and savings series, rerun)

Choice of land .

11/10/77 oocceOp nursery

11/17/77 No work

11/24/77 I want to be a worker

11/26/77 .If .I had known (Banking)

12/01/77.. No idiol work

12/03/77

12/10/77 Your bicycle

12/15/77 Better to live in the village

ll/17/77 Sheep raising.

12/22/77 .Rosa and Landry

01/05/77 Summing up and hopes for the future

. 01/07/77 Poultry raising

01/12/77 Clegnliness in the village

01/14/77 Artists - artisans - folklore
. .

01/19/77 Rural housing r the roof

01/26/77 Animal raising in-the IvorS, Coast

01/28/77. Rural housing : .the wall.

Hog raising

rerun)



a

02/02/77

02/04/77

02/09/77

02/14/77

02/18/77

02/23/77

03/04/77

03/09/77

03/11/77

03'l8/77

03/23/77

03/30/77
o

04/01/77

04/08/77

04/13/77

, .04/15/77

04/20/72

04/22/77

04/27/77

04/29/77

05/04/77

05/11/77

05/13/71

05/18/77

05/20/77.,

05/27/77,

Construction .of an animal 'pen

Poultry raising. 1 (re-run).

Livestock care

Filtered water

Tianlo: the truth (re-run)

Getting drinkable water :

-Atisan in the village'

Regrouping cooperatives

Answers to your questions (D/inn-the primary teachers)

"Years 2, 3, 4" (BNDA, ..National Bank of Africa Development

Education of youth 1
'ay

,Education of youth 2 (stude'nts, parents and the school)

Sikatio: "You too, all mixed up"

Sikatio: "That is not Aishonest"

Education of youth3(the good life and the lost ,years)

Sikatio: "Ah, so that' .s ABIDJAN"

A Series "Yao and Konan".

Sikatio: Caught redhanded 'at the port

SATMACI - planting
4Sikatio: "Do we go or 'do we stay?!,'

'Environment. 1 (the f6regt in the Ivory -Coast)

'Environment 2 (a time of imbalances)

Answers to.your questions,'

kaisirAg,,:, (the' marketing of beef)

Education of youth 4 (the &lila, the family
.

Forilpo -(a cultural film)



06/01/77-

06/08/77

66/15/77

Appendix K (Continued)

Environment 3: "What to do?, What to propose?"

I want to be 'a worker (rerun)

River blindhess. (rerun)

06/22/77 Marketing, of beef (rerun).

06/29/77 To, the parents of first...graders

App9x)dix.K- 3



APPENDIX L'

List of Abbreviations
-,. :,p._ .

,

. AI Agent Charge du Receuil d'Inkormation"(PeodagqgicalCouweler

''.

.
charged:with collectini data aid do ing:-evaluat i on res ea rch;

for the Evaluation Service of thd.Minrstry,otPrimatY and TM

Education).

4
Cohpagnie Africaine,Industrielle dfTabac en Cate'alrivoire,

,

v!t

(African fndustrial libbacco Company in`the Tvory Coit'st) ,o

CATEL CoMpagnie Africaine de .41evision (African Television Company)
..

CIDT Compagnie Ivoirienne du Developpement des Eibrds Textiles

(Ivorian Company for the Development of Textile Fibers)

IIOP Institut Ivoirien d'Opinion Publique. (Ivorian

Public'. Opinion Research) .

°NPR. Office National de la Promotion Rurar-(National Ofkice
.

Institute for

Promotion .

of Rural

.;

'OSTV Out of Schdol Educational Television Department of the Ministry_,

of Primary and Television Education (Direction de ).'tduCaonj

Extra-Scolaire du Min. d'Education Primaire et de la Television

Educative),

RTI. Radio 7elevision 7voirienne (Ivorian Radio and Television)

SATMACI CoMpagnie d'AsAstence Technique pour la liodernisation'd'Agricul-

ture en Cate 'Ivire'-(Technical Assistance Company for the---

Modernization of Agriculture in the IvoryToastl

,SODEPRA Societe aikppt pout,le DeveloppeMent de la -ProductiOn'Animale:7.

4.4t:

...(State Company.for the DevelopMent of Animal Production).'

if

AL` ...:(Societe d'Etat pour le Deve.loppement de la Riziculture (State
tE

248



TPT

Appendix L (Continued)

`Company for the Development of Rite Cultivation)

Tgle. pour Tous (Television for,EvFrybody)

:?



APPENDIX M

List of Research Reports Dealing With the. Operation and Impact

of the Tele Pour'Tous Programs

Reports published Under the auspices of the EValuation Service of the

Ministry-of Primary and Television Education. Abidjan.

. '

(Reports marked With an * were written under contract with .the U. .

AgenOy for Inteknational Development.)

*Benveniste, Annie. ,L'Action d'Animation Entreprise pour Eucadrer la

Reception du Programme d'Education Televisuelle Extra-Scolaire en
a

Cate d'Ivoire. Analyse des Resultats Observes dans Quartre Villages.

1976.

r . 4
*Benveniste, Annie. The Reception and Animationof' Out-of-School Educa-

1/4 ,

tional Teleiiision Programs in the

Villages. 1977. (English Summary. of Benveniste, 1976).

2

Ivory Coast: A 'Case Study of Four

Dorr, Volker. La Chainedu Production Televisuelle,de l'txtra.7- colaire.

Calcul de Certains ,Moyens Necessaires pour"'une Production de Base de 40 ou

'de 35 EmisSions de 30 Minutes par. An. 4975.

Fritz, Rildiger. Le Public Atteint par Tele pour Tous. 1976.

Grant, Stephen. Out-of-School TV in Four Villages. 1974.

44

*Grant, Stephen. An. Administrative History of Out-of-School Educational

Television in the Ivory Coast. 1977.

*Grant, Stephen and Seya, Pierre. Visits to Twenty-Three Villages to

Determine the Impact of the Water Series Produced by the-Out-of-School

TV Department, November - December 1976.



Appendix M (Continued)

*Kaye, Anthony and Lenglet, Frans. A Report on Out-of-School Television

in the Ivory Coast before and during its First OperatiOnal Year, 1974-75:

1975.i

*Klees, Steven. Cost Analysis of Non-Formal ETV Systems: A Case Study

of the "Extra-Scolaire" System in the Ivory Coast. 1977.

Lenglet, Frans. Les Cellules Vida() et Recherche pendint la Premiare

'Amnge-Opgrationelle de l'Education Extra-Scolaire, 1974-75., Une

1975. ,Evaluation des leurs Activitgs.

Lenglet, Frans. Rapport d'Evaluation du Stage:pour les Animateurs Extra-.

Scolaires, Bouakg.,22727 Septembre 1975. 1976.

_Lenglet,.Frans.-ConnaiSsance de la Carte de COte d'Iyoire,.1976.

*Lenglet, Frans. The IMpact of 25 TeleviSiop Progams-on "Water" Produced

and Broadcast by the Ivorian Out-of-School Education Project. 1976.

*Lenglet, Frans and McAnany, Emile. Rural Adult Education and the Role

of Mass Media: A Comparative Analysis of Four Projects. 1977.

*Seya, Pierre and Yao, Faustin. Television for the Rural African Village:
-

Studies of Audiences and ImpaCt in the Ivory Coast. 1977.

2. Internal Reports of the Evaluation Servile

Seya, Pierre. La Collaboration entre.l'Animateur Extra-Scolaire et les.

Agents de Terrain. 1976.

Yao, Faustin. Les Raisons de la Faible Participation des Villageois aux
44,

Emissions Tglgvisuelles Extra-Scolaires. 1976..

its published under the auspices of the Out-of-,SchOol Education

Department of the Ministry of Primary and Television Education, Abidjan.
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.Appendix M (Continued)

Ansellem, Joseph and Bouchet, Elisabeth. 'Reseaux d'Ecoute en Espace

Urbain.' Abidjan: Centre de Recherches Architecturales et'Urbaines,

1975

Bissiliat, Jeanne, Cambra, Gaetan, and Zeba Pe t on Tester

une Emissions Televisuelle avec des Images Fixes? 1975.

'Bissiiiat, Jeanne,_,Jouet, Josiane, Lenglet, Frhns, and Zeba, Elie.

L'Experimentation de Quatre Flashes Educatifs. 1975.

. .

Bissiliat, Jeanne Jouet, Josiane, LengIet rZ,Frans, andeba, Elie. .

Enqugte sur la Comprehension de l'Affiche Eau, TiltreSaiie:..

Bourgault, LouiSe. L EcOute des CitadinS. Un Rapport surrEttute,

desEthiSsiOns Extra-Scolaire a 7 jan., 1975.

Colloque sur let Technologies de l'Education Extra-Scolaire

du 7. an 12 *janvier 1974. 1974.

Jouet,,UOsiane RaiTortd'Enquetesur la'Reception &' Emissions

Extra-Scolaires dantl'AVE: 1975.

Joubt,-Josiane. Rapport d'Enquete sur la Comprehension d

et de-11Affiche sur-le Ver de Guinee. 1976.

Appendix M - 3
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